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Solidification processing such as casting is of paramount significance for the mass 

production of complex materials and components throughout human history. Phase control during 

solidification processing is vital to achieve desired structures and properties for numerous 

applications. However, it is a long-standing challenge to achieve effective phase control during 

solidification processing of materials. Conventional phase control approaches have gradually 

encountered certain technical and/or fundamental limits. The emerging nanotechnology could 

provide a new pathway to control the phase evolution during solidification to break these limits. 

The objective of this study is to significantly advance the fundamental understanding of 

nanoparticles enabled phase control during solidification processing of materials and to overcome 
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the limits of the current methods by the incorporation of nanoparticles. More specifically, 

fundamental studies were conducted to understand how nanoparticles interact with liquid-liquid 

phase in immiscible alloys, solid-liquid phase during solidification of pure metals for 

unprecedented grain refinement and solid-solid phase for the grain structure stability at high 

temperatures. 

To investigate the nanoparticle enabled phase control in solidification processing, key 

issues of nanoparticles incorporation and dispersion should be tackled first. In this study, a novel 

salt-assisted incorporation method was developed to fabricate metals containing uniformly 

distributed and dispersed nanoparticles. Molten salt such as KAlF4 can effectively remove the 

oxide layer at the top of the metal melt and readily assist the incorporation of nanoparticles into 

molten metal. This new salt-assisted incorporation paves a new pathway for mass production of 

metal matrix nanocomposites. In this thesis, metal matrix nanocomposites of Al-TiC, Al-TiB2 and 

Cu-WC were successfully fabricated by this method through solidification process.  

In addition, to enhance the Orowan strengthening and study the phase control effect from 

nanoparticles of smaller diameter, a novel and facile molten salt reaction method was developed 

to synthesis small TiC nanoparticles with a diameter about 10 nm, which is not commercially 

available. The size of the TiC nanoparticles can be well controlled by the reaction template made 

of diamond nanoparticles in this study. To further improve and simplify the processing of Al 

nanocomposites reinforced by TiC (10 nm) nanoparticles, a novel in-situ reaction and 

incorporation method was explored, which enable one-step synthesis and incorporation. Al-TiC 

nanocomposites with 10 nm TiC nanoparticles show significantly improved mechanical properties.  
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Cu-WC nanocomposites with various volume fractions of nanoparticles were also 

successfully fabricated by this molten salt method after different salts were tested for optimized 

processing. KAlF4, borax and NaCl were all effective for the incorporation of WC nanoparticles 

into the molten Cu. WC nanoparticles can be uniformly distributed and dispersed in Cu matrix by 

this method and provide much enhanced mechanical properties (strength, hardness and Young’s 

modulus) without significant deterioration of the electrical conductivity, which suggests that the 

new Cu-WC nanocomposites could serve as high strength and high electrical conductivity 

materials for a widespread range of applications. .  

The nanoparticles enabled phase control for liquid-liquid phase were studied in immiscible 

alloys both experimentally and theoretically to advance the fundamental understanding and to 

solve the long-standing challenges in solidification processing of immiscible alloys. It is shown 

that nanoparticles can move to the interface between the primary phase and secondary phase 

forming a coating and slowing down the diffusional growth of the secondary phase, which result 

in a significantly refined microstructure. TiC and TiC0.7N0.3 nanoparticles were successfully 

utilized in Al-Bi immiscible alloy for scalable manufacturing of high performance self-lubrication 

bearing materials. It was also found that the addition of Cu element can significantly enhance the 

mechanical properties without microstructure deterioration. Tungsten (W) nanoparticle is also 

demonstrated to be effective for the processing Zn-Bi immiscible alloys. In addition, our study 

show that nanoparticles not only worked for processing of metallic immiscible alloys, but also 

function well in organic immiscible systems such as B4C nanoparticles in the organic SCN-CTB 

immiscible system.  

The solid-liquid phase control by nanoparticles were investigated by studying the grain 

refinement effect during solidification. The grain refinement by nanoparticles for pure metals is 
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studied in different model material systems such as Cu-WC, Al-TiB2 and Zn-WC. In this study, a 

new discovery that nanoparticles can refine metal grains down to ultrafine or even nanoscale by 

instilling a continuous nucleation and grain growth restriction mechanism during slow cooling (< 

100 K/s) is reported for the first time. When casting pure Cu with WC nanoparticles, the grain 

sizes of Cu are refined substantially ultrafine and even nanoscale, which is approximate to the 

inter-particle spacing. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) studies showed that Cu-WC 

samples need significantly longer time (by 83%) to complete the solidification than pure Cu, 

indicating nanoparticles can substantially slow down the solidification process. It is proposed that 

nanoparticles can restrict the grain growth by the Gibbs-Thompson effect, thus allowing a 

continuous nucleation throughout the solidification process. Furthermore, this newly revealed 

grain control mechanism is successfully applied in other materials systems such as Al-TiB2 and 

Zn-WC for ultrafine grains via slow cooling. This revolutionary method paves a pathway for the 

mass production of bulk stable ultrafine-grained (UFG)/nanocrystalline materials. This method 

may be readily extended to any other processes that involve cooling, nucleation and phase growth 

for widespread applications.  

The solid-solid phase control by nanoparticles was investigated by studying the thermal 

stability of UFG/nanocrystalline Cu-WC nanocomposites. It is shown that the as-solidified bulk 

ultrafine/nanocrystalline Cu reveals an unprecedented thermal stability up to 1023 K (0.75 melting 

point of Cu) by the Zener pinning effect from WC nanoparticles.  

In summary, this dissertation presents experimental methods and a theoretical framework 

to understand and utilize the newly discovered nanoparticles enabled phase control mechanisms 

during solidification processing. Cases studies of liquid-liquid phase (e.g. immiscible alloys), 

solid-liquid phase (e.g. grain refinement) and solid-solid phase (grain structure thermal stability) 
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of pure metals show that nanoparticle is extremely effective to control phase evolution. This 

approach breaks the fundamental and/or technical limits for solidification processing of numerous 

metals with unusual properties for broad applications.   
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

Solidification processing such as casting is one of the most significant manufacturing 

processes for mass production of complex materials and components throughout human history. 

Phase control during solidification processing is vital to achieve desired structures and properties 

for numerous applications [Labrecque 1998, Liu 2013, Jiang 2017, Kim 2015, Wang 2010, and 

Chen 2016]. However, it is a long-standing challenge to achieve effective phase control during 

solidification processing mainly due to the high diffusivity in liquid state (ten orders of magnitude 

higher than solid state) and harsh environment of molten metal (such as high temperature, extreme 

chemical conditions and high conductivity) [Chen 2015, Chen 2014 and Cao 2018]. 

Over the past few decades, various approaches such as inoculation, adding alloy elements 

(e.g. rare earth elements) [Pan 2016, Chang 1998, and Hantzsche 2010], rapid cooling [Greer 1994, 

Sun 2006], or adding organic surfactants [Yin 2004, Akyol 2007] have been explored through both 

theoretical and experimental pathways to achieve optimal structures for various applications. 

However, these approaches have encountered certain technical and/or fundamental limits. One of 

the most common methods for phase control in metal casting industry is using inoculation, which 

refers to an addition of grain refiners to promote nucleation of new grains to obtain refined grain 

sizes [Greer 2000, Arnberg 1982, and Banerji 1986]. The grain refiner generally provides both 

particles to serve as heterogeneous nucleation sites and extra solute alloy elements to restrict grain 

growth. However, due to the low efficiency of the nucleant particles and limited growth restriction 

effect, the best grain refinement achieved by inoculation falls into tens of micrometers during 

regular casting [Chen 2015, Stjohn 2005]. The addition of some special alloy elements for phase 
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control has attracted some attentions in the past decades. For example, Mg element or some rare 

earth elements are added to molten iron to produce ductile iron containing spherical graphite 

phases instead of flake shapes. It is believed that Mg atoms might form some solid particles in the 

liquid for more effective nucleation of graphite phase and as surface modifier to control the shape 

by coating on the surface of the growing graphite [Labrecque 1998]. However, this approach 

heavily based on trial-and-errors and only work for very specific material systems. Rapid cooling 

(> 104 K/s) is also widely used for phase control in solidification processing. However, the rapid 

cooling rates significantly limit the sample size, complexity and processing window. Organic 

surfactants or molecules have been developed to control the size and morphology of crystal growth 

and nanoparticles synthesis. But organic molecules and surfactants have low thermal stability and 

high sensitivity to chemical conditions. They are not capable of effective phase control under the 

extremely harsh environments in molten metals due to the high processing temperatures and high 

electrical conductivity. These long-standing barriers impede the effective phase control for 

solidification processing to achieve enhanced properties for numerous applications. 

Metal matrix nanocomposites with nano-sized elements incorporated in the metal matrix 

have great potentials for widespread applications because of the unusual mechanical, electrical and 

thermophysical properties and so on [Chen 2015’, Cha 2015, Li 2018 and Ma 2015]. Furthermore, 

recent studies start to show that nanoparticles potentially have huge impacts on the phase control 

during solidification processing [Chen 2014, Chen 2015, Guo 2018 and Lin 2003]. Therefore, 

nanoparticles could provide us a promising new pathway to control the phase evolution during 

solidification processing. It is thus of significance to initiate studies to understand how 

nanoparticles control phase evolution during solidification and then utilize nanoparticles to break 

the technical and/or fundamental limits encountered  by conventional phase control approaches. 
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Moreover, this study is also motivated to tackle the processing challenges for different alloy 

systems by the addition of nanoparticles. For example, immiscible alloys are of significance for 

its scientific importance and wide applications. However, it is very challenging to control the size, 

shape and distribution of secondary minority phase. Nanoparticles potentially provide us a new 

and powerful tool to mitigate the processing problems of immiscible alloys. In addition, grain 

refinement during casting of metals is very important for better mechanical properties and 

processability. It is also important to investigate the capability of nanoparticles for unprecedented 

grain refinement. 

1.2 Research Objectives 

The objectives of this study include: (1) Develop effective pathway for incorporation and 

dispersion of nanoparticles in solidification processing of metals; (2) Understand the mechanisms 

of liquid-liquid, solid-liquid and solid-solid phase control by nanoparticles; (3) Overcome the 

existing technical and/or fundamental limits of the phase control during solidification by 

nanoparticles such as solving the solidification processing issues of immiscible alloys and  

achieving unprecedented grain refinement in solidification processing of pure metals. 

1.3 Work Summary 

The remaining part of the dissertation will be organized as follows. 

 Chapter 2 reviews the existing research of high relevance to this study. 

 Chapter 3 introduces the salt-assisted nanoparticle incorporation method for 

production of metal matrix nanocomposites. 

 Chapter 4 conducts experimental and theoretical studies on the nanoparticles enabled 

liquid-liquid phase control for immiscible alloy systems. 
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 Chapter 5 conducts experimental and theoretical studies on solid-liquid and solid-

solid phase control by grain refinement and grain structure thermal stability, 

respectively. 

 Chapter 6 summarizes the results of this study. 

 Chapter 7 provides recommendations for future work. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

2.1 Nanoparticle Effects in Metals 

2.1.1 Strengthening Effects  

The strengthening effects of nanoparticles in metals are due to several strengthening 

mechanisms, namely: load bearing strengthening, Orowan strengthening, Hall-Petch strengthening, 

dislocation density difference induced by the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch 

during manufacturing.  

(1) Load bearing strengthening 

The load-bearing transfer from the soft and compliant matrix to the stiff and hard particles, 

under an applied external load, contributes to the strengthening of the base material [Zhang 2006, 

Zhang 2008 and Sanaty 2012]. A modified Shear Lag model proposed by Nardone [Nardone 1986] 

is often used to predict the contribution in strengthening from the load bearing strengthening in 

particulate reinforced composites materials: 

 ∆𝜎𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 = 1.5𝑉𝑝𝜎𝑖 (2-1) 

where  ∆𝜎𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑  is the yield strength increment due to load bearing transfer,  𝑉𝑝  is the volume 

fraction of particles and 𝜎𝑖  is the interfacial strength of matrix. A strong interfacial bonding 

between metal matrix and particles is necessary for significant load bearing transfer. Only with a 

strong interface, the load can be effectively transferred from soft matrix to hard particles for 

strengthening. 

(2) Orowan strengthening 
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Orowan strengthening is a significant factor for the strengthening of MMNCs. The closely 

spaced hard nanoparticles could impede the movement of dislocations. The non-shearable ceramic 

reinforcement nanoparticles pin the crossing dislocations and promote dislocations bowing around 

the particles (Orowan loops) under external load [Hull 2001]. Even with only a small volume 

fraction, these highly-dispersed nanoparticles (smaller than 100 nm) can significantly enhance its 

strength due to the small interparticle space. Orowan strengthening can be determined by the 

Orowan-Ashby equation 

 ∆𝜎𝑂𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑛 =
0.13𝐺𝑚𝑏

𝑑𝑝[(
1

2𝑉𝑝
)

1
3

−1]

𝑙𝑛
𝑑𝑝

2𝑏
  (2-2) 

where Gm, b, Vp and dp are the shear modulus of the matrix, the Burger vector, the volume fraction 

and the diameter of the nanoparticles, respectively. This model was validated by experiments. 

However, to achieve ideal Orowan strengthening, it is crucial to achieve a uniform dispersion of 

nanoparticles in grains, which is very challenging in processing of MMNCs. 

(3) Hall-Petch strengthening 

Adjacent grains have different orientation so that the dislocations must change orientations 

when they move from one grain into another. This process will consume more energy to prevent 

the dislocations move in a continuous slip plane. Therefore the strength will be improved by 

refined grains. The famous Hall-Petch equation is used to describe the strengthening effect by 

grain refinement [Hull 2001]: 

 ∆𝜎𝐻−𝑃 = 𝑘𝑦(𝑑𝑚

−
1

2 − 𝑑𝑐

−
1

2) (2-3) 
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where ky is the strengthening coefficient (characteristic constant of each material), dm is average 

grain size in the monolithic sample, dc is average grain size in the nanocomposite sample. 

 (4) CTE Mismatch 

Geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) will form during material processing due to 

the mismatch in coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) between the reinforcements and the metal 

matrix. The enhanced dislocation density could further increase the strength. The strengthening 

effect could be describe by: 

 ∆𝜎𝐶𝑇𝐸 = √3𝛽𝐺𝑏√
12∆𝛼∆𝑇𝑉𝑝

𝒃𝑑𝑝
 (2-4) 

where β is a constant, Δα is the CTE difference between hard particles and matrix, ΔT is the 

temperature difference between test and processing. However, the strengthening effect from CTE 

mismatch is generally less significant for MMNCs because little dislocations could be generated 

with nanoscale reinforcements. 

(5) Mitigate the trade-off between strength and ductility 

Most strengthening mechanisms will deteriorate ductility at the same time. Nevertheless, 

nanostructure has the potential to increase the strength and ductility simultaneously. Jiang et al. 

established an ultrastrong steel via high density of nanoprecipitates with minimal lattice misfit and 

achieved a strength up to 2.2 GPa and 8.2% ductility [Jiang 2017]. They found that, with high 

density coherent nanoprecititates in steel, the strength can be significantly improved without 

deterioration of ductility. Liu et al. [Liu 2013] also demonstrated that nanostructures could even 

bring unprecedented tensile ductility to high-strength molybdenum alloys. They reported a strategy 

that enables the control of grains and precipitated nanoparticles in a nanostructured regime which 
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allows Mo alloys to deliver a yield strength over 800 MPa and a tensile elongation as large as 40% 

at room temperature.  A major source of the low ductility of Mo alloys (and some other bcc alloys) 

is their sensitivity to some solutes unavoidable in commercial products, such as O and N, especially 

when these impurities segregate at grain boundaries.  The refined microstructure will result in not 

only a significant increase in strength, but also abundant grain boundary areas that can dilute the 

concentration of deleterious solutes into the lattice. Moreover, some second particles such as rare-

earth oxide particles are particularly effective because they also gather solutes owing to strong 

rare-earth oxygen interactions. Jiang el al. [Jiang 2016] reported a toughening mechanism via 

spatial arrays of nanoparticles in Al matrix nanocomposites. They designed a special 

microstructure with nanoparticles distributed in nanoparticle free zone and nanoparticle rich zone 

that improve strength and toughness simultaneously. Therefore, the addition of nanoparticles has 

significant effect to the microstructure and property of materials, and it is of significance to 

understand how these nanoparticles affect these properties. 

2.1.2 Phase Control Effects  

Nanoparticles can also be applied for phase control or microstructure modification in 

solidification processing of metals. Previous studies about MMNCs mainly focus on the 

strengthening effects from the addition of nanoparticles. However, the phase control effects from 

nanoparticles are equivalently important for processing metals and alloys especially those that are 

difficult to process by conventional microstructure modification approaches.  

(1) Nucleation 

Nanoparticles could serve as heterogeneous nucleation sites during solidification and thus 

refine grain microstructures. The nanoparticle benefit in nucleation has been investigated by De 
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Cicco et.al [De Cicco 2011]. Nanoparticles were shown to refine grain microstructures in Al alloys 

A356 and A206. Yi et al. [Yi 2012] fabricated A206-Al2O3 nanocomposites by ultrasonic 

processing, and the optical micrographs of the pure A206 alloy and its nanocomposites samples in 

as-cast form are shown in Figure 2-1. The polarized light images clearly showed that the average 

grain size of A206-1wt.%Al2O3 nanocomposites is much smaller than pure A206 alloy. And the 

grain structure of α-Al changes from large dendritic crystal to small equiaxed crystal in Al-Al2O3 

nanocomposites. This suggests that nanoparticles can serve as heterogeneous nucleation sites for 

primary phase and refine grain structures. Nanoparticles could also be beneficial for nucleation of 

any other processing routes involved with solidification such as welding and additive 

manufacturing. Martin et al. [Martin 2017] added nanoparticles to Al7075 powders for laser based 

additive manufacturing to print high strength Al. The addition of nanoparticles assisted the 

nucleation of Al grains and enabled them to print Al alloys that were impossible to print before. 

For the heterogeneous nucleation theory, the classical spherical cap model for nucleation 

breaks down at small wetting angles and attempts to verify the spherical cap model experimentally 

have been unsatisfactory to correlate experimental results to the theory. Greer et al. [Greer 2000, 

Greer 2006] established a free growth model for prediction of Al-alloys grain size with the addition 

of Al-Ti-B grain refiner and identified a particle for free grain initiation at a necessary 

undercooling: 

 𝛥𝑇𝑓𝑔 =
4𝛾

∆𝑆𝑣𝑑
 (2-5) 

where ΔT𝑓𝑔is free growth undercooling, γ is the solid/liquid interfacial energy, ΔSv is the entropy 

of fusion per unit volume and d is the particle diameter. This free growth theory agrees well with 

the experimental data for the commercial Al-Ti-B grain refiner with effective particle size up to 
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micrometer scale. The examination of nanoparticle enabled nucleation was conducted by De Cicco 

[De Cicco 2009] and it was found that the experimental results matched well with the theoretical 

prediction in AC43A and A356 alloys by SiC, TiC and Al2O3 nanoparticles.  

It is noticed that these previous studies about the nanoparticles enabled grain refinement 

mainly focus on the nucleation effects activated by low percentage of nanoparticles (e.g., < 3 vol%) 

partly due to the lack of methods to incorporate and disperse higher percentage of nanoparticles to 

molten metal during solidification processing which will be resolved in this study. 

 

Figure 2-1 Polarized-light micrographs of as-cast pure A206 and A206 – 1 wt%Al2O3 

nanocomposites. 

 (2) Modify Secondary Phase 

In recent studies, nanoparticles were not only utilized as strengthening reinforcements, but 

also applied to modify the secondary phase and dendrite growth during solidification of alloys to 

resolve processing challenges. For example, Choi et al. [Choi 2013] added Al2O3 nanoparticles 

into Al-Cu (A206) alloys and found that Al2O3 nanoparticles modified the solidification 

microstructure of the eutectic θ-Al2Cu and α–Al, resulting in the enhancement the hot-tearing 

resistance. Guo et al. [Guo 2018] incorporated SiC nanoparticles into Mg alloys and studied the 
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dendrite growth evolution by 4D (3D plus time) synchrotron tomography. They revealed that 

nanoparticles can increase nucleation and slow down dendritic growth by restriction in Zn’s 

effective diffusivity ahead of the dendrite tip.  

 (3) Zener Pinning 

At sufficiently high temperatures the grain boundaries in a recrystallized specimen will 

migrate so as to reduce total number of grains and thereby increase the mean diameter. However, 

the nature of normal grain growth with the presence of a second nanoscale phase deserves special 

consideration. The nanoparticles in metals can interact with grain boundaries as pinning points, 

retarding or stopping the grain growth during recovery, recrystallization, and heat treatment.  

Suitable nanoparticles could also stay at specific phase boundary to impede the boundary 

movement. The moving boundaries will be pinned by a pulling force exerted by the nanoparticles 

at the boundaries. The increase of Vp (volume fraction) and the decrease of d (particle diameter) 

lead to a finer structure, as theoretically modeled by the Zener equation:  

 𝑑𝑚 =
4𝑓𝑑𝑝

3𝑉𝑝
  (2-6) 

where dm is the average grain size, f is a proportional constant. Equation 2-6 described the 

relationship between refined grain size and particle volume fraction as well as particle diameter. 

Zener pinning effect limits grain size during cooling, recovery, recrystallization and grain growth 

to achieve fine grain size [Humphreys 1996, Zhou 2001]. The Zenner Pinning effect provides us a 

pathway to stabilize UFG/nanocrystalline metals at elevated temperatures through the addition of 

nanoparticles [Darling 2016].  
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2.1.3 Other Functional Effects  

With nanoparticles in metal matrix, functional properties such as electrical, thermal, 

magnetic and optical properties could be modified for wide range applications.  

Nanoparticles reinforced metals are identified a promising candidate for high strength and 

high electrical/thermal conductors for wide range applications such as lead frame, electric motors, 

high voltage transmission lines and electronic packaging materials. With the addition of 

nanoparticles, the strength, wear resistance, modulus, and coefficient of thermal expansion could 

be significantly improved without significant deterioration of electrical/thermal conductivities 

[Meng 2005, Zweben 1992, Zweben 1998 and Kim 2007]. For example, pure copper has ideal 

electrical conductivity but it is too soft for a lot of applications. Conventional strengthening method 

such as alloying will deteriorate electrical conductivity significantly due to the severe electron 

scattering with solute atoms. Nanotwinned Cu with high strength and electrical conductivity can 

be fabricated by electrodeposition [Lu 2004]. However, it is extremely difficult to 

produce/manufacture bulk nanotwinned Cu through electrodeposition for real applications. 

Therefore, we are still facing the dilemma between mechanical properties and electrical/thermal 

conductivity. MMNCs are promising to mitigate the trade-off between. Unlike solute atoms, 

electrons will scatter less with nanoparticles and thus the electrical/thermal conductivity will still 

be remained at a high level. For example, Ag-based nanocomposites filled with SnO2 nanoparticles, 

fabricated during a reactive milling process, were hot pressed to electrical contact materials, which 

exhibit outstanding thermal and electrical conductivity while maintaining superior wear resistance 

[Wang 2014]. Moreover, if well aligned nanowires (such as carbon nanotubes) with higher 

electrical conductivity can be arranged in Cu matrix, it is even possible to increase the electrical 

conductivity and mechanical properties simultaneously. Thermally stable nanoparticles can also 
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provide superior properties at elevated temperatures without obvious softening. For example, Mg-

SiC nanocomposites exhibited a yield strength of 123 MPa at 400 °C, which is about twice as 

much as that of the most heat-resistant magnesium alloys [Chen 2015’]. Some Al and Cu based 

composites with SiC or diamond powders as the second phase have excellent thermal conductivity 

and compatible thermal expansion coefficient with silicon chips, making them ideal electrical 

packaging materials [Fathy 2013, Molina 2008 and Qu 2011].  

Nanoparticles could also tune the thermal-physical properties of materials for better 

processability. Ma et al. [Ma 2015, Ma 2016 and Ma 2016’] measured the change of optical 

reflectivity, specific heat, thermal conductivity, surface tension, and viscosity brought by the 

addition of Al2O3 nanoparticles into Ni matrix and concluded that the modification of these 

parameters significantly improved the laser processing by reducing the heat affect zone and tuning 

the capillary flow. 

In addition, nanoparticles could also work as interfacial energy modifier. The basic 

mechanism is that nanoparticles assemble at the interface boundary and thereby modify the 

interfacial energy between the two phases. Surfactants are frequently used in nanostructure 

synthesis for phase control, as the surfactants effectively tune the interfacial energy between 

different phases. With suitable nanoparticle, they could also self-assemble to the interface to 

modify the interfacial energy.  

2.2 Processing of Metal Matrix Nanocomposites 

As mentioned above, MMNCs can deliver outstanding properties for mechanical, electrical, 

and magnetic applications. However, to realize widespread applications for MMNCs, a relatively 

low cost, scalable manufacturing process for high quality nanocomposites is necessary. The cost 
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of nanoscale reinforcements and the complexity of nanocomposites synthesis and processing are 

the two major limiting factors for manufacturing of MMNCs. Moreover, due to the high surface 

area of nanoparticles, they naturally tend to agglomerate to reduce their overall surface energy, 

making it difficult to obtain a uniform dispersion by most conventional processing methods. Also, 

due to their high surface area and surface dominant characteristics, nanoparticles tend to be more 

reactive with molten metal matrices. Therefore, after efforts for decades, there are still challenges 

to fabricate MMNCs with good dispersion/distribution through a low cost processing route.  

2.2.1 Solid State Processing 

Solid state processing methods were widely used to fabricate MMNCs. The most common 

method is powder metallurgy consisting the preparation of nanocomposite powders, mixing fine 

powders, pressing them into a desired shape or form (compacting), and then heating the 

compressed material in a controlled atmosphere to bond the material (sintering). Mechanical 

alloying is frequently used to prepare nanocomposite powders [Suryanarayana 2001, 

Suryanarayana 2011, Suryanarayana 2013 and Alam 2006]. In mechanical alloying, high energy 

ball milling process is able to break the nanoparticles clusters and achieve an ideal dispersion 

[Zhou 2016, 2017, 2018, and Zeng 2017]. As shown in Figure 2-2, some metal powders will be 

trapped between the grinding balls when they collide with each other. With hard ceramic 

nanoparticles in the powder mixture, these nanoparticles tend to be smashed into the softer metal 

powders and get uniformly dispersed in the metal matrix by the momentum of the grinding balls. 

Moreover, nanostructure metal powder can also be prepared by this method attributing to the 

severe plastic deformation during the process. In situ MMNCs involving the reaction to form 

nanoscale reinforcements can also be manufactured by mechanical alloying process. Taking 

advantages of the relative slow solid state diffusivity, the precipitates formed during the processing 
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could be readily controlled to nanoscale.  Molecular level mixing is another common approach to 

prepare nanocomposites powders [Wang 2015, Mohammad 2016]. By mixing nanoscale 

reinforcements (e.g. CNTs, graphene) with solutions containing metal ions at molecular level, 

researchers are able to uniformly disperse nanoscale reinforcements in metal powders. Different 

compaction and sintering methods such as HIP, hot pressing, hot extrusion, cold pressing and SPS 

have been applied to compact and sinter nanocomposite powders.  

 

Figure 2-2 Ball-powder-ball collision of powder mixture during mechanical alloying 

[Suryanarayana 2001]. 

Severe plastic deformation (SPD) methods such as equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) 

and accumulative roll bonding (ARB) have also been applied to fabricate MMNCs [Casati 2013, 

Quang 2007, Jamaati 2014 and Kadkhodaee 2013]. With intense plastic deformation in the metal 

matrix, nanoparticle clusters could be sheared open and disperse well in the metal matrix. However, 

the size and geometry complexity of the materials are severely limited. 
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Friction stir processing (FSP) is another a powerful tool to fabricate MMNCs [Akramifard 

2014, Chen 2012 and Xu 2015]. As shown in Figure 2-3, rotational tool with a specially designed 

pin and shoulder is plunged into the plate and traversed in certain direction. SiC nanoparticles 

located at the pre-drilled holes will be mixed and dispersed by the rotating pin.  Agglomeration of 

nanoparticles could be readily avoided by this FSP. Moreover, nanoparticles could serve as 

nucleation sites for dynamic recrystallization of metal matrix during FSP and refine the 

microstructure. 

 

Figure 2-3 Schematic illustration of friction stir processing to fabricate Cu-SiC 

nanocomposites [Akramifard 2014]. 

Other methods such as electrodeposition [Shi 2006, Liu 2011], CVD, PVD [Strauss 2011, 

Musil 2001] were applied to deposit MMNCs thin films with dispersed multiphase microstructures, 

multilayered microstructures, or homogeneous nanostructured coatings. These thin film deposition 

techniques have wide range of applications and are powerful methods to study fundamental science 

of MMNCs. However, these approaches are extremely difficult to produce bulk samples.  

The common drawbacks of solid-state processing for fabrication MMNCs are the limited 

size, geometry complexity and the high cost of processing.  
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2.2.3 Solidification Processing of MMNCs 

Among these processing methods for synthesis and processing of bulk MMNCs, the least 

expensive method is solidification processing. However, due to the poor wettability and high 

specific surface area of nanoparticles, it is extremely difficult to incorporate nanoparticles into 

molten metal. Even after nanoparticles being incorporated into molten metal, severe agglomeration 

and aggregation frequently occur because of the van der Waals attraction between nanoparticles 

[Casati 2014, Chen 2013 and He 2008]. The common methods to disperse nanoparticles in aqueous 

solution such as organic molecular, polymer surfactants and electrical double layer cannot survive 

in the harsh environment of molten metals due to the high temperatures and high electrical 

conductivity. Therefore, there are still significant challenges to disperse nanoparticles in molten 

metal. 

High-intensity ultrasonic processing to incorporate and disperse nanoparticles in molten 

metal has been extensively studied [Li 2008, Cao 2008, Cao 2008’ and Yang 2007]. The ultrasonic 

waves could generate non-linear transient cavitation and acoustic streaming in the molten metal 

for refining microstructures, degassing to reduce porosity and most importantly dispersing the 

nanoparticle clusters. As shown in Figure 2-4, the acoustic cavitation involves the formation, 

growth, pulsating and collapsing of bubbles in liquid under cyclic ultrasonic waves. The 

implosively collapse of the tiny bubbles could produce transient so called “hot spots” with 

temperature up to 5000 °C, pressure up to 1000 atm and heating/cooling rates above 1010 K/s. The 

intense implosive impact could be strong enough to break up the nanoparticle clusters and the local 

transient high temperatures could improve the wettability between nanoparticles and molten metal. 

In addition, the acoustic streaming from the acoustic pressure gradient is effective for stirring. 

With the combination of the transient cavitation and streaming effects, nanoparticles could be well 
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dispersed uniformly in the molten liquid. SiC nanoparticles were incorporated and dispersed by 

the ultrasonic processing in Al and Mg alloys [Yang 2007, Lan 2004]. The mechanical properties 

got improved significantly by the addition of nanoparticles. 

 

Figure 2-4 Schematic of the cavitation and streaming effects for nanoparticle dispersion 

and wetting in metal melts [Lan 2004]. 

Semi-solid processing has been widely applied to process metal matrix composites with 

micro meter scale reinforcements [Casati 2014]. And semi-solid processing was found to be very 

effective to incorporate nanoparticles into metal matrix [Xu 2015, De Cicco 2009, and Chen 2013]. 

The viscosity of semi-solid melt is significantly higher than single liquid melt, which enables the 

melt to trap nanoparticles inside the metal matrix effectively. Moreover, because the processing 

temperature of the semi-solid state is lower, severe burning issue of the nanoparticles could be 

avoided. Another advantage of semi-solid processing is that higher percentage of nanoparticles 

could be incorporated. Compare with powder metallurgy method which normally can only add 

less than 3vol% of nanoparticles, semi-solid processing could incorporate more than 6 vol% of 

nanoparticles. The major drawback of the semi-solid processing is the lack of dispersion 

mechanisms. Nanoparticles still tend to form clusters in the melt due to the van der Waals attraction 

and high surface areas. The lack of dispersion mechanisms of semi-solid processing limited the 
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success of the semi-solid processing to some degree. However, combination of the semi-solid 

mixing with a solid state process such as friction stirring could provide MMNCs with well 

dispersed high percentage of nanoparticles [Xu 2015, Chen 2012]. 

In situ methods to produce MMNCs have been widely investigated in both liquid and solid 

state processing. Rely on the chemical reaction between different alloying elements, various 

precipitates at nano-scale could form as the reinforcements. Cu-NbC [Zeng 2017], Cu-TiB2 [Guo 

2009, Chrysanthou 1995 and Božić 2009], Al-TiC [Tyagi 2005, Tong 1998 and Li 2005] and Al-

TiB2 [Li 2017, EStruga 2013, Liu 2018 and Chen 1996] systems have been extensively studied. 

Among these in situ methods, the flux assisted processing method has attracted significant 

attentions because of the potential capability for large scale production.  As shown in Figure 2-5, 

mixed salts of potassium hexafluorotitanate (K2TiF6) and potassium tetrafluoroboride (KBF4) are 

loaded on the surface of Al melt. Exothermal reactions between the flux and Al melt could form 

TiB2 particles by the following equation: 

 3𝐾2𝑇𝑖𝐹6 + 6𝐾𝐵𝐹4 + 10𝐴𝑙 → 3𝑇𝑖𝐵2 + 𝐾3𝐴𝑙𝐹6 + 9𝐾𝐴𝑙𝐹4                  (2-7) 

With the assistance of mechanical stirring, Al-TiB2 composites could then be cast to a mold after 

the salts were removed. Other flux systems such as K2TiF6-KBF4-Na3AlF6 [Liang 2008], TiO2-

Na3AlF6-KBF4 [Chen 1996] and TiO2-H3BO3-Na3AlF6 [Chen 1999] were also investigated to 

fabricate Al-TiB2 composites. This flux assisted in situ method can be readily used for large scale 

productions. There are several drawbacks limited the application of in situ methods to produce 

MMNCs: (1) the size of particles cannot be easily controlled especially in liquid state processing. 

With the fast diffusivity of atoms in liquid state, particles can easily grow to micrometer scale. 

Fast cooling method is used to achieve refined nanoparticles, but fast cooling techniques are 
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difficult to produce bulk samples at low cost; (2) nanoparticle percentage is limited. The 

percentage of nanoparticles produced in the metal matrix is limited by either the thermodynamics 

of different material system or the processing techniques. Recently, newly developed 

manufacturing methods have been applied to improve the in situ methods.  For example, ultrasonic 

processing [Estruga 2013] has been used to modify the in situ reaction process. They found that 

ultrasonic processing could reduce the size of TiB2 particle significantly and provide clean 

interface between Al-TiB2 nanoparticles. Li et al. [Li 2017] also utilized the salt assisted reaction 

method to produce TiB2 nanoparticle decorated AlSi10Mg powder by gas atomization for laser 

based additive manufacturing. 

 

Figure 2-5 Schematic diagram of an apparatus for fabricating in situ MMCs by means of 

flux-assisted synthesis [Tjong 2000]. 

Additive manufacturing has been established and extensively studied in recent years. 

MMNCs have also been fabricated through the additive manufacturing route. Various material 

systems such as AlSi10Mg-TiB2 [Li 2017], AlSi10Mg-TiC [Gu 2014], Al-Si10Mg-AlN [Dai 
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2018], Al7075-Zr [Martin 2017], Al-TiC [Yuan 2015], Inconel-WC [Shi 2018], 316L stainless 

steel-TiB2 [AlMangour 2016, AlMangour 2016’], 316L stainless steel-TiC [AlMangour 2016’’, 

AlMangour 2016’’’] have been developed by laser based additive manufacturing. The fast 

heating/cooling rates of lased based processing provide new opportunity for fabrication of 

MMNCs. In addition, might be more important, nanoparticles are shown to be very effective to 

solve challenges of additive manufacturing or laser based processing. For example, Ma et al. [Ma 

2017] incorporated nanoparticles into the Ni matrix by electrodeposition for laser processing, and 

suggested that the undesired heat affect zone was significantly reduced by the addition of 

nanoparticles due to the change of thermal physical properties (such as conductivity, viscosity, 

reflectivity etc.) brought by nanoparticles. Martin et al. [Martin 2017] found that nanoparticles 

could also serve as potent nucleation particles during additive manufacturing and print high 

strength Al 7075 alloy for the first time. They suggested that the addition of nanoparticles modified 

the solidification behaviors of Al alloys and avoid crack formation during the manufacturing.   

Infiltration techniques entail infiltrating a preform or partial matrix containing the 

reinforcements with a liquid metal. The preform consists of particles formed in a particular shape 

with some binding agent. Infiltration methods include ultra-high pressure, where the pressure used 

to infiltrate a high-density preform of nanoparticles is in excess of 1 GPa, and pressure less 

infiltration, where a block of metal is melted on top of a lower density preform of nanoparticles 

and allowed to seep into the preform [Rohatgi 2007].  

2.2.2 Dispersion of Nanoparticles in Molten Metal 

Dispersion of nanoparticles in molten metals is the most crucial factor for the properties, 

processability, microstructure refinement etc. However, it is very challenging to achieve uniform 

dispersion and distribution of nanoparticles in molten metal because of the high specific area of 
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nanoparticles and van der Waals attraction between nanoparticles. Ultrasonic processing for de-

agglomeration of nanoparticles in molten metal seems to be the only effective way. Other 

dispersion mechanisms based on organic molecules, surfactant, and electrical double layers are 

not suitable for the dispersion of nanoparticles in molten metal due to the high temperature, high 

electrical conductivity environment of molten metal. For ultrasonic processing, however, the 

dispersion of nanoparticles in molten metal is not stable once the ultrasonic process stops due to 

the lack of effective repulsive force between nanoparticles. Recently, a thermal activated self-

stabilization mechanism is proposed by Chen et al. [Chen 2015] and Xu [Xu 2015’]. They studied 

the physics that governs the interaction between nanoparticles in molten and discovered the 

thermal activated effective self-stabilization mechanism to achieve a uniform dispersion of 

nanoparticles in molten metals. A simplified model, as shown in Figure 2-6, assumes that two 

same spherical nanoparticles with radius R interacting in liquid metal with distance D. And the 

chemical reaction between nanoparticles and molten metal, macroscopic convection, electrostatic 

interaction between nanoparticles, buoyance and gravity forces are assumed to be negligible. There 

are three major factors governing the dispersion of nanoparticles in molten metal: interfacial 

energy, van der Waals attraction and thermal Brownian motion. 

 

Figure 2-6 Model for two same nanoparticles in molten metal.  
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(1) Interfacial energy 

When two nanoparticles are sintered together (D = 0), there will be no physical interface 

between them which is set as the global minimum energy to be zero. The interfacial energy of two 

separated nanoparticles in molten metal can be described as G𝑏 = 2𝑆𝑝𝑙𝜎𝑝𝑙where Spl is the surface 

area of a nanoparticle interface and σpl is the interfacial energy between nanoparticle and molten 

metal. When the two nanoparticles approach to each other and squeeze all metal atoms out from 

the gap between nanoparticles, there are vacuum-nanoparticle interfaces. The interfacial energy 

can be described as 𝐺𝑏′ = 2(𝑆𝑝𝑙 − 𝑆)𝜎𝑝𝑙 + 2𝑆𝜎𝑝, where S is the effective contact area between 

two nanoparticles, σp is the interface energy of the nanoparticle-vacuum surface.  

 

Figure 2-7 Interfacial energy change along the distance between two nanoparticles [Xu 

2015’]. 

As shown in Figure 2-7, when two nanoparticle move to each other and squeeze out the 

metal atoms to create a void, the change of Gibbs free energy can be calculated as  

 ∆𝑊1 = 𝐺𝑏
′ − 𝐺𝑏 = 2𝑆(𝜎𝑝 − 𝜎𝑝𝑙) 2-8  
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When the two nanoparticles further move forward to each other and start to form chemical 

bonds, the interface of nanoparticle-vacuum disappear and the change of Gibbs free energy can be 

calculated as 

 ∆𝑊2 = −2𝑆𝜎𝑝 2-9 

Therefore, from the interfacial energy point of view, the most stable state is two 

nanoparticles sintering together. However, there exist an interfacial energy barrier ΔW1 to fuse two 

nanoparticles. When ΔW1 is large enough, it is hard for the two nanoparticles to overcome the 

energy barrier and sinter together.  

 (2) van der Waals attraction 

The van der Waals potential between two identical nanoparticles in molten metal can be 

described as [Israelachvili 2011] 

 𝑊𝑣𝑑𝑤 = −
𝑅(√𝐴𝑛𝑝−√𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑)2

12𝐷
 2-10 

where R is the radius of nanoparticles, Anp and Aliquid are the Hamaker constant of nanoparticle and 

molten metal, respectively. D is the distance between two nanoparticles. The van der Waals 

potential is always negative that means two identical nanoparticles always attract each other. A 

small attractive van der Waals potential is preferred to disperse nanoparticles. 

(3) Brownian motion 

Nanoparticles move randomly in molten metal under the thermal fluctuations. In this model, 

only the movement along two nanoparticles is considered. The kinetic energy of the Brownian 
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motion is kT/2 at one dimension for one particle. Therefore, the Brownian motion energy for two 

nanoparticles system at one dimension is kT.  

As shown in Figure 2-8, by integrating the interfacial energy, van der Waals potential and 

Brownian motion energy in one graph, three possible cases for nanoparticle dispersion could occur: 

cluster, pseudo-dispersion and self-dispersion. For the cluster case, the energy barrier from the 

interfacial energy is smaller than kT, and the secondary minimum from van der Waals attraction is 

larger than –kT. Under this circumstance, the Brownian motion energy kT could drive 

nanoparticles to overcome the energy barrier and secondary minimum to contact with each other 

and fuse together. For the pseudo-dispersion case, the energy barrier is much larger than Brownian 

motion kT, the secondary minimum is smaller than –kT. The high energy barrier would protect the 

nanoparticles from sintering but the secondary minimum would kinetically trap nanoparticles into 

the energy well, forming a nanoparticle rich zone with dispersed nanoparticles inside. For the self-

dispersion case, the energy barrier is also larger than Brownian motion kT and the secondary 

minimum is larger than –kT. The good wetting between nanoparticle and metal liquid provides a 

high energy barrier (> 10 kT) which make the Brownian motion kinetically insufficient to drive 

nanoparticles to fuse together. Also, the secondary minimum is too shallow to trap nanoparticles 

so that nanoparticles could move freely in the molten metal without forming clusters. This theory 

study provide a guideline to achieve the self-dispersion dispersion: (1) good wetting between 

molten metal and nanoparticles for the high energy barrier; (2) small van der Waals attraction 

between nanoparticles in the molten metal. Two approaches could achieve smaller van der Waals 

attraction: choose nanoparticle with similar Hamaker constant with the molten metal; use smaller 

nanoparticles; (3) Higher processing temperature is preferred for larger kT to enable nanoparticles 

move freely. 
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Figure 2-8 Interaction potential for nanoparticles to form cluster, pseudo dispersion and 

self-dispersion [Xu 2015’]. 

Based on the theory, Chen et al. [Chen 2015’] achieved uniform dispersion of SiC 

nanoparticles in Mg alloy matrix. They dispersed 1vol% SiC nanoparticles in Mg-Zn alloy by 

ultrasonic processing and then evaporate Zn and part of Mg to condense nanoparticles to as high 

as 14vol%. The SEM images of the Mg-14vol%SiC are shown in Figure 2-9, high volume fraction 

nanoparticles is uniformly distributed and dispersed in the Mg matrix. The good dispersion 

provides evidence that SiC nanoparticles were dispersed effectively by ultrasonic processing and 

self-stabilized in the molten Mg alloy. Moreover, they found that, at molten state, the samples 

remained the dispersed state even after the ultrasonic processing stopped for 4 h.  
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Figure 2-9 Uniform dispersion of SiC nanoparticles in as-solidified Mg alloy matrix 

[Chen 2015’].  

This dispersion mechanism is explained by the previously mentioned self-dispersion theory. 

The wetting angle between Mg melt and SiC nanoparticle is 83° at the processing temperature, 

which provides an energy barrier of 3.87 × 104 zJ to protect nanoparticles from sintering and fuse 

together. The attractive van der Waals potential is calculated to be about -12.17 zJ at the secondary 

minimum. Meanwhile, the Brownian thermal energy is about 13.8 zJ at the processing energy. The 

secondary minimum is smaller than the thermal energy which suggest that the thermal energy 

could drive SiC nanoparticles overcome the energy well and move freely in the Mg melt. The high 

energy barrier (3.87 × 104 zJ) caused by the interfacial energy is three orders of magnitude higher 

than the thermal energy which means it could be very effective to prevent the formation of clusters. 

2.3 Immiscible Materials Processing 

Immiscible materials with a miscibility gap in the liquid state are not only scientifically 

important, but also they can offer unusual properties that can enable a wide range of applications 

[Ratke 1995, Kaban 2011, Ma 2005 and Wang 2002]. However, it has been a long-standing 

challenge to effectively control the diffusional growth and coagulations of immiscible minority 

droplets during cooling in order to obtain micron or nanoscale minority phase well-dispersed in 
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bulk alloy liquids and/or in the solids, which is essential for the unique properties and applications 

envisioned [Ratke 1995, Kaban 2011]. After decades of effort, several methods are developed to 

process immiscible alloys. Unfortunately, each of these methods can only address one aspect of 

the challenge. The uniform distribution of the small-sized minority phase in the whole sample was 

rarely achieved so far. The processing methods can be grouped to two categories, solid state 

processing and liquid state processing. 

2.3.1 Solid State Processing 

In solid state processing, powders of immiscible metals are mixed together and sintered by 

using powder metallurgy technology [Mackay 1977, Koch 1989, Kumar 2015 and Lavernia 1986]. 

This method avoids phase segregation in the miscibility gap and obtain homogeneous distributed 

minority phase. However, the powders are easy to be oxidized or contaminated, which leads to 

poor coherence between powders. Furthermore, this solid state processing is still not cost effective 

and hard to produce large parts. 

2.3.2 Liquid State Processing 

Liquid state processing is potentially a low-cost and high quality alternative for immiscible 

alloy processing. However, the miscibility gap poses huge challenge to get a uniform distribution 

of the small-sized minority phase in matrix.  

Casting under microgravity condition [Carlberg 1980, Gelles 1978 and Ozawa 2004], 

electromagnetic forces [Da Daoan 1988] have been investigated. While these methods can reduce 

the sedimentation trend induced by the gravity, they cannot control the diffusional growth of the 

minority phase. Rapid cooling can reduce the diffusional growth time of the minority phase. 

Currently, rapid solidification is the most effective way to control the size of the minority phase 
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during cooling by reducing the time for both diffusional and colliding growths of the minority 

liquid phases. Inert gas atomization [Wang 2002], melt spinning [Kim 1991], spray deposition 

[Rudrakshi 2004] and laser cladding [Zhou 2014, Zhou 2018] were usually used to cool immiscible 

liquid alloy rapidly to solid state. However a high temperature gradient under rapid cooling will 

induce severe thermocapillary forces [Doi 1993, Ratke 1995] to push these droplets to the hotter 

region. Also the sample size will be severely limited by the rapid cooling techniques. Therefore, a 

novel method to effectively control the growth of minority droplets in immiscible materials is 

highly demanded. 

2.4 Conventional Phase Control Methods for Solidification Processing 

Phase control during materials processing is vital to achieve desired properties. Numerous 

materials with excellent properties could be designed if effective phase control can be achieved. 

However, it is a long-standing challenge to achieve effective phase control in solidification 

processing of metals due to the harsh environment such as high temperature, extreme chemical 

conditions, highly electrical conductive liquid and fast atoms diffusion at liquid state. In traditional 

bulk metal solidification processes, conventional methods such as rapid cooling, inoculation and 

alloying have generally been used for phase control to achieve better properties. Unfortunately, 

these conventional methods have reached certain technical or fundamental limits. For example, to 

achieve rapid cooling rates, the material sample size and processing window will be significantly 

limited. This barrier impedes the scalable manufacturing of numerous materials for desired 

properties. Therefore, there are strong demands to break the limits for solidification process and 

provide new opportunities for metal researches and industries. 
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2.4.1 Inoculation 

Grain refinement in metals during solidification is of great interest due to the enhanced 

mechanical properties, more homogeneous microstructure and improved processability with 

refined microstructures. It is now well established that the grain refinement of the as solidified 

metal is mainly dictated by the nucleation and grain growth [Fan 2018]. In inoculation method, 

the added particle and extra alloying elements are frequently used to control the nucleation and 

grain growth, respectively. The potency, size distribution and number density of nucleant particles 

affect the process of nucleation by inoculation. The extra solute alloy elements, however, control 

the rate of growth restriction by the alloy chemistry.  

(1) Free growth theory 

The classical heterogeneous nucleation theory, based on the spherical cap model, identifies 

that the interface between particles and melt can reduce the free energy barrier to nucleate. The 

wetting angle between particle and molten metal becomes the major factor determining the 

effectiveness of the inoculation particles. However, this classical spherical model breaks down at 

small wetting angles, corresponding to small undercooling required, at which the thickness of the 

edges of the spherical cap become less than the diameter of an atom and lost the physical meaning. 

For example, numerous researches have shown that the undercooling of Al-Ti-B grain refiner for 

pure Al is very small (< 0.5 K and perhaps < 0.01 K) [Greer 2000, Johnsson 1993]. The classical 

spherical-cap model for heterogeneous nucleation cannot be applied. 

Greer et al. [Greer 2000] built the free growth theory that is now commonly used to predict 

the grain size would be obtained in Al with the addition of Al-Ti-B grain refiner.  As shown in 

Figure 2-10, they assumed that a nucleus is formed on the face of a particle at low undercooling 
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either by low contact angle spherical cap or by adsorption. The nucleus cannot survive if the radius 

is below the critical r* at the instantaneous temperature. r* is defined by the classical nucleation 

theory: 

 𝑟∗ = (
2𝛾𝑇𝑚

𝐿𝑣
)

1

∆𝑇
 2-11 

where γ is the solid/liquid interface energy, Tm is the melting temperature, Lv is the latent of fusion 

per unit volume, ΔT is the undercooling of the liquid metal. The free growth is not possible if the 

diameter of the particle d is smaller than 2r*. Only when r* is reduced by the increased 

undercooling (ΔT), then the free growth becomes possible. Therefore, the critical condition for free 

growth to occur is when d=2r* at which the undercooling for free growth ΔT𝑓𝑔 =
4𝛾

∆𝑆𝑣𝑑
 (Equation 

2-5). Thus the undercooling needed for free growth is inversely related to the substrate size. Also, 

the condition of free growth model is not depended on whether the wetting angle between crystal 

and particle is good or not.  
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Figure 2-10 Schematic of cluster growth in the adsorption model highlighting the critical 

radius. 

Instead of considering the barrier for grain initiation in the formation of the solid for the 

classical heterogeneous nucleation theory, free growth model assumes that the barrier is the free 

growth from the particle. Therefore, from the free growth theory the nucleation is a deterministic 

behavior depending on the undercooling rather than a stochastic process controlled by nucleation, 

which benefits us to quantitatively model the grain refinement in casting metals. Greer et al. [Greer 

2006] mapped out regions of grain initiation controlled by nucleation or free growth with respect 

to particle size and undercooling as shown in Figure 2-11. Grain initiation is controlled by 

nucleation/adsorption at high undercoolings because high undercooling is enough to pass through 

the free growth limit. Meanwhile, at low undercoolings, the grain initiation is controlled by the 

free growth from the particles. When particle is really small, the undercooling required for free 

growth is so large that nucleation could occur elsewhere (e.g., crucible wall, impurities) in the melt.  
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Figure 2-11 Map of grain initiation regions showing that the initiation of a grain may be 

controlled by the nucleation/absorption or by the onset of free growth [Greer 2006]. 

(2) Growth restriction by alloying 

As previously mentioned, while particles control the grain initiation either by nucleation 

or free growth, the grain growth is generally controlled by the solute atoms in the alloy system 

described by the alloy chemistry. During the solidification of metallic alloys, due to the solubility 

difference between solid and liquid phases, solute atoms tend to either accumulate or deplete at 

the solid/liquid interface depending on the alloy chemistry. It is well established that the 

accumulation/depletion of solutes can restrict the grain growth during solidification. On one hand, 

the grain growth speed is slowed by the accumulation/depletion zone due to the requirement for 

diffusion of solute atoms to occur prior to continuing grain growth. This delay of grain growth 

reduces the rate of latent heat release and allows additional nucleation to occur. On the other hand, 

solutes are able to create constitutional supercooling zone in front of the solidification front.  As 

shown in Figure 2-12a, the solute profile in front of the solid/liquid shows an accumulation zone 

in the liquid phase. Figure 2-12b is the temperature profile corresponding to the solute 

concentration profile showing a constitutional supercooling zone (CS zone) between the liquidus 

temperature (TE) and actual temperature (TA) in the melt. It is well recognized [Stjohn 2011, Qian 

2006] that CS zone with sufficient undercooling can induce nucleation, especially with existence 

of potent particles, due to the extra undercooling caused by constitutional supercooling. The 

formation of new nucleus prevents dendrite formation and produces equiaxed grain structures.  
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Figure 2-12 Schematic description of the constitutional supercooling. (a) Concentration 

of solute in front of solid/liquid interface; (b) The temperature profile ahead of solid/liquid 

interface. x’ is the distance to the solid/liquid interface, Te is the liquidus temperature, TA is the 

actual temperature and ΔTcs is the constitutional supercooling [Stjohn 2011]. 

As shown in Figure 2-13, Easton et al. [Easton 2016] summarized that grain size could be 

predicted by the sum of xcs (distance between nucleus center and solid/liquid interface), x’dl 

(diffusional length described by the accumulation zone of the solutes) and average interparticle 

spacing (xsd). The first two terms determine the size of nucleation-free zone in which the 

undercooling is insufficient to activate nucleation (ΔTn< ΔTcs). It has been reported that nucleation 

free zone can contribute more than 50% of the final grain size [Stjohn 2015, Stjohn 2011, Prasad 

2013]. Therefore, reduction the nucleation-free zone is the key to strategy for grain refinement.  
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Figure 2-13 Schematic illustration showing the three regions that together establish the 

grain size: xcs , x’dl and xsd (the distance from the end of the diffusion field to the next most potent 

particle) [Stjohn 2015].  

The growth restriction by alloy solute is described by the restriction factor Q and it is 

extensively used to predict grain size for different alloy systems. Q is defined as  

 𝑄 = 𝑚𝐶0(𝑘 − 1) 2-12 

where m is the liquidus slope in a linear phase diagram, C0 is the solute content in the alloy and k 

is the equilibrium solute partition coefficient. In addition, it has been suggested that Q could also 

be defined as the available undercooling for the formation of the initial solid as shown in Figure 

2-14 and therefore Q can be expressed as 

 Q = (
𝜕(∆𝑇𝑐)

𝜕𝑓𝑠
)𝑓𝑠→0 2-13 

where ΔTc is the constitutional undercooling, and fs is the solid fraction.  
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Figure 2-14 Schematic illustration of a linear phase diagram showing the growth restriction 

factor Q [Fan 2018]. 

In addition, extensive published studies have shown an empirical relationship between 

average grain size (d) and restriction factor Q for alloys [Qian 2010, Easton 2008 and Stjohn 2005]: 

 𝑑 = 𝑎 +
𝑏

𝑄
 2-13 

where a is a constant related to the number density of nucleant particles and b is a constant related 

to the potency of the particles. As shown in Figure 2-15a, the grain size changes with different 

potency of particles while keeping the number density of particles constant. A smaller slope (b’’) 

corresponds to a larger potency. The intercept (a) is related to the number density of particles at 

infinite Q. Figure 2-15b shows the grain size change with the particle number density (increase the 

density of particles result in a smaller a) while the potency of the particle is a constant.  
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Figure 2-15 (a) Effect of changing potency of the particle on the gradient b. The particle is more 

potent with smaller slope. (b) Effect of changing number of particles [Qian 2005]. 

Table 2-1 Growth Restriction Factor, m(k-1), of various alloying elements in Al and Mg. [Easton 

2005, Stjohn 2005] 
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It is worth to notify that the growth restriction factor Q is limited by the phase diagram and 

alloy composition thus it cannot reach infinite. Table 2-1 summarizes the growth restriction factor 

m(k-1) for different alloy elements in Al and Mg. The maximum value of m(k-1) for common Al 

alloys and Mg alloys are around 220 K and 53 K, respectively. Restricted by the limited growth 

restriction factor and low nucleation efficiency of inoculation particles, the best grain refinement 

achieved by inoculation falls into tens of micrometers. 

(3) Lattice matching 

The free growth theory is based on the assumption that the inoculant particle has high 

potency to allow solidifying phase to absorb on the particle. Lattice matching between the 

inoculant and the forming solid phase has been used as the gauge to identify the potency of the 

inoculant particle [Greer 2016]. The strain energy for the solidifying phase to align with the 
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inoculant particle could be calculated based on the misfit between the particle and solidifying phase. 

The less strain needed to align at the particle-solid interface, the more potent of a nucleation will 

be.  The misfit between the particle and solid phase has become one of the major considerations 

to choose the most suitable inoculation particles for grain refinement. 

2.4.2 Rapid Cooling 

To modify microstructure of materials during solidification, adjusting the cooling rate is 

commonly used. With fast cooling rates, a refined microstructure can be obtained. However, to 

achieve a refined grain structure, very large cooling rates (e.g., thousands to millions degree Kelvin 

per second) are necessary due to the fast grain growth speed at higher cooling rates. Rapid 

solidification methods such as melt spinning (a liquid metal stream is impinged on a spinning cold 

copper drum), or spray atomization (a superheated liquid metal is atomized with gas jets and 

impinged on a cold substrate) can lead to nanosize grains as well as amorphous metals [Zhang 

1999, Zhang 2014, Peker 1993 and Johnson 1999].  

For the rapid cooling techniques, the size of the samples and processing windows are 

significantly limited. To achieve high cooling rates, at least one dimension of sample is limited to 

micrometers (e.g. ribbons produced by melt spinning). Therefore, it is extremely difficult to 

produce bulk samples with complex geometry by rapid cooling approach. 
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Chapter 3 Molten Salt-Assisted Incorporation of Nanoparticles into Metal 

Matrix 

Effective nanoparticle incorporation and dispersion have been long-standing challenges for 

solidification processing of metal matrix nanocomposites. To investigate the nanoparticles enabled 

phase control in solidification processing, the incorporation and dispersion issues should be solved 

first. This chapter reports a novel molten salt assisted self-incorporation method that provides us 

an effective incorporation of nanoparticles into molten metal with dense and well-dispersed 

nanoparticles. TiC nanoparticles were successfully incorporated into Al matrix with the assistance 

of KAlF4 salt. In addition, to maximize the Orowan strengthening effect and study the phase 

control effect from smaller nanoparticles, TiC nanoparticles with approximately a diameter of 10 

nm, which is not available commercially, were synthesized by a simple molten salt based reaction 

approach. To further improve and simplify the processing of Al-TiC (10 nm) nanocomposites, a 

novel in-situ reaction and incorporation method was explored, which enable us to finish the 

synthesis and incorporation by just one-step mixing. High strength and high conductivity Cu-WC 

nanocomposites were also successfully fabricated by this molten salt method after different salts 

were tested for optimized processing.  

3.1 Salt-assisted Incorporation of TiC Nanoparticles into Al  

This chapter reports a molten salt assisted method that enables an effective incorporation 

of TiC nanoparticles into molten aluminum to produce master nanocomposites with dense and 

well-dispersed nanoparticles. By dilution of this master nanocomposites into pure aluminum, Al-

TiC nanocomposites with various concentrations of nanoparticles can be readily fabricated. 

Microhardness of the nanocomposites was dramatically enhanced. This simple and scalable 
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manufacturing process paves a practical way for mass solidification processing of metal matrix 

nanocomposites.  

3.1.1 Introduction 

Metal matrix nanocomposites (MMNCs) have great potential in a wide range applications 

such as aerospace, automotive and 3C industries since they can offer low density, high specific 

strength, high specific stiffness and high temperature thermal stability. Numerous studies have 

been carried out to synthesize/ process MMNCs, of which the most widely used are mechanical 

alloying [Poirier 2010, Suryanarayana 2013], friction stir processing [Berbon 2001, Salehi 2012 

and Azizieh 2011] and solidification processing [Hassan 2007, Chen 2013]. Solidification 

processing is cost effective and promising for mass production of MMNC components. High 

intensity ultrasonic waves have been applied to disperse nanoparticles (NPs) up to about 3 vol% 

by the intense transient cavitation and acoustic streaming during solidification processing. 

However, effective incorporation and dispersion of high percentage of nanoparticles into molten 

metals are still very difficult due to the high specific surface energy and van der Waals attraction 

force between NPs. Another major challenge is the oxide layer formed on the surface of the molten 

metal acting as an obstacle for an effective incorporation of NPs.  

Molten fluoride salts can dissolve oxide films and thus have been experimented for the 

incorporation of ceramic particles into aluminum melts [Kennedy 1999, Kennedy 1999’ and 

Nabawy 2015]. Here we report a simple solidification nanoprocessing method, which utilizes 

fluoride salt for self-incorporation of high loading TiC nanoparticles to Al to produce master 

nanocomposites which can be diluted to get bulk MMNCs. A uniform dispersion of TiC 

nanoparticles in the aluminum matrix nanocomposites offers a dramatic mechanical property 

enhancement.  
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3.1.2 Materials and Methods 

KAlF4 powders (AMG Aluminum, melting temperature: 600 °C) were mixed with 10 vol% 

TiC nanoparticles (with an average diameter of 50 nm, US Research Nanomaterials, Inc) in acetone 

and ultrasonic processed for 2 h to obtain powder mixture. Then acetone was evaporated and the 

powder mixture was dehydrated in a vacuum furnace at 150 ℃ for 12 h.  Under argon gas 

protection, a pure Al ingot (Rotometals, 99.8%) was then melted at 820 ℃ in a graphite crucible 

with an inner diameter of 100 mm and a height of 150 mm. Then the mixed KAlF4-10vol% TiC 

powders were manually loaded on the surface of the molten Al. The volume fraction of TiC 

nanoparticles in Al was designed to be 15 vol%. Then a titanium propeller (with boron nitride 

coating) was located below the Al-KAlF4 interface and stirred the melt at a speed of 200 rpm for 

50 min until the molten salt become clear. Finally, the molten melt was allowed to solidify in air 

(~ 1 K/s), which produced a “master nanocomposites” with approximately 9 vol% TiC 

nanoparticles. The microstructures were characterized by Field Emission Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (SEM) (Zeiss Supra 40) equipped with Energy Dispersive Spectrometry (EDS). 

Samples of the Al matrix nanocomposites were cut from the as-solidified ingots and prepared by 

grinding and low-angle ion milling. Vickers hardness tests were conducted using a 200 gf load for 

10 s by LM 800AT microhardness tester. 

3.1.3 Results and Discussion 

Figure 3-1a shows the SEM and TEM images of the as received TiC nanoparticles with an 

average diameter of 50 nm. The mixture of KAlF4 and TiC nanoparticles after ultrasonic 

processing and dehydration is shown in Figure 3-1b. Nanosize TiC particles stay on the surface of 

micro size KAlF4 salt crystals. Figure 3-2a shows the schematic illustration of the process and 

mechanism of salt assisted self-incorporation for production of Al-TiC master nanocomposites. 
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When KAlF4-TiC powder mixture was added on the surface of molten Al, molten KAlF4 can 

dissolve the aluminum oxide film on the surface of the Al melt to provide a clean Al-KAlF4 

interface [Liu 2016, Kennedy 1999]. Furthermore, because of the partial metallic bond in TiC, TiC 

wets better with Al melt than the KAlF4 melt. Thus during mechanical mixing, TiC nanoparticles 

can be self-incorporated or transferred from molten KAlF4 to Al to reach a more favorable energy 

state. The efficiency of the self-incorporation of nanoparticles was around 60%, which means that 

some TiC nanoparticles will still remain in the KAlF4 salt. The remained KAlF4-TiC mixture could 

be recycled in practical industrial production. This self-incorporation method enabled us to realize 

the scalable manufacturing of high volume fraction Al-TiC master nanocomposites, which can be 

readily diluted to Al-Bi immiscible alloy. 

Figure 3-2b shows the SEM image of the Al-9vol% TiC master nanocomposites. As 

marked by the white dash line in Figure 3-2b, TiC nanoparticles are mainly distributed in the TiC 

nanoparticles rich domains. It is observed that these nanoparticles rich zones are mainly distributed 

around the Al grain boundaries. This phenomenon is originated from the pushing effect during the 

solidification [Xu 2012]. Nanoparticles were repulsed by the van de Waals force from the 

solidification front and accumulated in the last solidified zone which is grain boundary region, as 

shown in Figure 3-2c, TiC nanoparticles are well dispersed inside the nanoparticles rich domain. 

It is interesting to note that even though TiC nanoparticles existed as micrometer scale clusters on 

the surface of KAlF4 before incorporation, they were well dispersed in nanoparticles rich domain. 

This dispersion might originate from the good dispersion of TiC nanoparticles in KAlF4 melt. It is 

highly possible that TiC nanoparticles were able to disperse well in salt melt due to the free floating 

ions. TiC nanoparticle could attract a layer of cations or anions on the surface so that nanoparticles 

could be dispersed [Chen 2015’, Zhang 2017]. During the process of self-incorporation, each TiC 
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nanoparticle could be incorporated in to the molten Al individually and keep the dispersed state. 

Thus salt assisted self-incorporation method can also offer a good dispersion in metal matrix 

nanocomposites production. The salt assisted self-incorporation method enable us to fabricate 

master Al-TiC nanocomposites by just mechanical mixing which can be easily applied to industrial 

scale production. 

 

Figure 3-1 (a) SEM image of the as received TiC nanoparticles, inset is the TEM image of as 

received TiC nanoparticles; (b) SEM image of the mixed KAlF4 powder and TiC nanoparticles. 

Moreover, it is very common to observe the reaction between TiC and Al melt described 

by the following equation: 

 13Al(l) + 3TiC(s) → 3Al3Ti(s) + Al4C3(s) 3-1 

However, it is observed in Figure 3-2 that there are little Al3Ti phase in the Al-9vol%TiC 

master nanocomposites. It could be explained by the thermodynamic calculations and the designed 

processing temperature. Karantzalis et al. [Karantzalis 2011] calculated that the free energy of 

equation ∆G is negative at 750 °C while it is positive at 800 °C. This calculation suggests that the 

reaction of equation is favorable below 750 °C. When the temperature is above 750 °C, TiC could 

thermodynamically stay stable in Al melt. The reaction between Al and TiC should only occur 
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during cooling of the melt. In this study, we kept the processing temperature at 820 °C which is 

capable to prevent the reaction between TiC and Al melt. Therefore, there are little Al3Ti 

intermetallic phase found in the Al-TiC master nanocomposites.  

Microhardness enhancement of the Al-TiC nanocomposites is shown in Figure 3-3. With 

the addition of TiC nanoparticles, mechanical property of Al matrix was dramatically enhanced. 

The microhardness of Al-9vol% TiC nanocomposite reaches as high as 114 HV, which is nearly 

four times more of pure Al (23 HV).  A higher volume fraction of TiC nanoparticles, offers higher 

microhardness for the nanocomposites. Al-9vol% TiC nanocomposite exhibits significant 

microhardness increment among the nanocomposites fabricated by solidification process, and only 

slightly lower than that fabricated by time-consuming powder metallurgy. However, much further 

enhancement of the Al-TiC nanocomposite synthesized here can be achieved by plastic 

deformation in the future. Moreover, this method can also be applied to process alloys to further 

strengthen and tune the microstructure of the alloys. 
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Figure 3-2 Production of master Al-TiC nanocomposites. (a) Schematic illustration of the salt 

assisted self-incorporation to fabricate master Al-TiC nanocomposites; (b, c) SEM image of Al-

9vol%TiC master nanocomposite. 

 

Figure 3-3 Microhardness of Al-TiC nanocomposites with different volume fraction of 

nanoparticles. 
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3.1.4 Summary 

A self-incorporation of high loading TiC nanoparticles into Al assisted by molten salt was 

successfully demonstrated to produce master nanocomposites, which provides a cost-effective and 

scalable manufacturing process to fabricate bulk MMNCs through solidification processing. The 

simple method with a pre-processing at room temperature and a mechanical stir during melting 

process, can largely overcome the long-standing problems of nanoparticles incorporation and 

dispersion in solidification nanoprocessing. The novel method paves a way for mass production of 

high performance metal matrix nanocomposites for industrial applications.  

3.2 Synthesis TiC Nanoparticles (10 nm) by Molten Salt Reaction 

Titanium carbide (TiC) nanoparticles have great potential for strengthening metals as TiC 

has high hardness, high Young’s modulus, good conductivity and excellent wear resistance. To 

enable effective Orowan strengthening effect, smaller TiC nanoparticles (e.g. < 10 nm) are highly 

preferred. However, small TiC nanoparticles (< 10 nm) are not commercially available. Current 

production methods either cannot produce such small TiC nanoparticles or cannot manufacture 

nanoparticles in large scale.  Here we developed a facile molten salt based reaction method that 

can manufacture TiC nanoparticles with diameter about 10 nm. Diamond nanoparticles were used 

as the carbon source and reaction template. Titanium powders dissolve in molten salt and deposit 

on the diamond nanoparticles and then react with diamond to form TiC nanoparticles. This method 

provides a simple and inexpensive pathway to manufacture TiC nanoparticles and opens up the 

opportunity for making high performance metal matrix nanocomposites (MMNCs) reinforced by 

TiC nanoparticles.  
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3.2.1 Introduction 

TiC offers high hardness, high strength, high Young’s modulus, and good electrical 

conductivity due to its partial metallic bonds, and thus it is considered as a good reinforcement for 

metal matrix nanocomposites (MMNCs) [Miracle 1983, Nemati 2011 and Meenashisundaram 

2015]. There are numerous research activities on using TiC micro/nano particles as reinforcements 

for strengthening metals such as aluminum and magnesium. Recently, we have incorporated as 

high as 9 volume percent (vol%) 60 nm TiC into Al by using a self-incorporation method with the 

assistance of KAlF4 flux [Liu 2016]. However, the strengthening effect of resultant MMNC 

samples was mainly from the load bearing effect instead of Orowan strengthening which involves 

bowing dislocation between particles during plastic deformation.  

To active effective Orowan strengthening in metal matrix nanocomposites, shorter distance 

between particles is preferred. Thus to achieve a better strengthening effect, smaller nanoparticles 

(below 10 nm) is desired. As shown in Figure 3-4, the calculated Orowan strengthening effect 

from TiC nanoparticles in Al matrix indicate that, at the same volume fraction of nanoparticles, 

strength enhancement from 10 nm nanoparticles is significantly higher than 50 nm nanoparticles. 

Therefore, there is a strong motivation to incorporate small TiC nanoparticles (e.g. less than 10 

nm) into metal matrix for ultra-strong MMNCs.  
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Figure 3-4 Orowan strengthening effect for Al-TiC system. 

Nevertheless, TiC nanoparticles below 10 nm are not readily available in the market. 

Several methods including carbonthermal reduction process, Sol-Gel process, plasma method and 

combustion synthesis have been developed [Wei 2011, Zhang 2008’, Kiesler 2015 and Aruna 

2008]. The most popular and commercialized method is the carbonthermal reduction method [Shin 

2015, Lee 2007 and Lee 2003]. However, these methods at least will bring one of the following 

problems: (1) formation of coarse particles due to a high temperature reaction, (2) the formation 

of a non-stoichiometric powder (TiC0.7~0.9), (3) time consuming and expensive milling process. 

Therefore, a new scalable and inexpensive method which can produce small size (below 10 nm) 

TiC nanoparticles is needed. 

Molten salt reaction to produce nanoparticles is a relatively new, simple and low cost 

method. There are several research activities using molten salt systems for metal deposition 
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especially titanium on different types of ceramic material such as diamond, TiN, Al2O3, SiC, CNTs 

and carbon fibers [Li 2003’, Baumli 2005, Li 2008 and Li 2008’]. While other deposition 

techniques such as Physical vapor deposition (PVD), chemical vapor deposition (CVD) are mainly 

applied to flat surface, molten salt based reaction enables us to coat different surfaces include 

particles.  

Inspired by molten salt assisted coating method, we deposited a titanium layer on the 10 

nm diamond nanoparticles, and then allowed titanium to react with diamond to synthesize TiC 

nanoparticles. As titanium dissolves in the molten salt, the final size of the TiC nanoparticles is 

determined by the size of the diamond nanoparticles. Moreover, it is shown that other carbon 

source such as carbon black, which is significantly cheaper than diamond, can also be used for 

molten salt based reaction [Li 2011]. Thus this molten salt reaction method opens up a new 

pathway to manufacture TiC nanoparticles (< 10 nm) for fabrication high performance MMNCs 

in industrial scale.  

3.2.2 Materials and Methods 

Diamond nanoparticles (3-10 nm, US Research Nanomaterials, Inc.) were mixed with 40 

weight percent (wt.%) Potassium chloride (KCl) (99.1%, Fisher Scientific), 40 wt.% Sodium 

chloride (NaCl) (99.5%, Fisher Scientific), and 20 wt.% Potassium hexafluorotitanate (K2TiF6) 

(Sigma Aldrich) in ethanol with an ultrasonic processing for 2 hours. For the ultrasonic processing, 

a titanium probe was inserted about 6 mm deep into the liquid mixture. The probe was attached to 

a booster (Misonix Sonicator 3000). A peak-to-peak vibration amplitude of 60 μm and a frequency 

of 20 kHz were used. The volume fraction of diamond nanoparticles in the salt mixture is 5 vol%. 

Then ethanol was evaporated and the powder mixture was dehydrated in a vacuum furnace at 

150 °C for 12 hours. Titanium powders (44 μm, 99%, Alfa Aesar) were added and mixed with the 
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dehydrated powder mixture by a mechanical shaker (molar ratio between carbon and titanium was 

designed to be 1:2.5 and 2:1). The schematic of the experiment setup is shown in Figure 3-5. The 

powder mixture were put inside a graphite crucible with an inner diameter of 100 mm and a height 

of 120 mm and covered by an aluminium oxide lid. Then the graphite crucible with lid was sealed 

in a stainless steel autoclave for high temperature reaction. Under argon gas protection, the 

autoclave was heated up by an electrical resistance furnace to 900 °C and held for 1 hour. Then 

the autoclave was cooled down in air and synthesized product was removed.  

 

Figure 3-5 Schematic of the experimental setup used for TiC production. 

To incorporate synthesized TiC nanoparticles into aluminum (Al), the reaction products 

were mixed with KAlF4 and grinded to fine powders. Under argon protection, pure Al ingot was 

then melted at 820 °C in a graphite crucible with an inner diameter of 40 mm and a height of 80 

mm. The grinded powders were manually loaded on the surface of the molten Al. The volume 

fraction of TiC nanoparticles in Al was designed to be 2.5 vol%. Then a mechanical mixer was 

used to mix the melt at 200 rpm for 30 min. Finally, the molten melt was allowed to solidify in air 

(~ 1 K/s). 
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To characterize the synthesized TiC powders, the reaction products were washed by 

deionized (DI) water and then centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 5 min. The top clear liquid was poured 

out by a glass pipette (removing the dissolved KCl and NaCl). The process was repeated for diluted 

10 vol% HCl solution to remove remaining K2TiF6. Then the powders were dried at 90 °C. X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) was used to identify phases in the washed powders. A BEDE D1 high resolution 

diffractometer using Cu Kα (λ=0.1542 nm) radiation was used. The size and morphology of the 

synthesized nanopowders and the microstructures of the Al-TiC nanocomposites were 

characterized by Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) (Zeiss Supra 40) equipped 

with Energy Dispersive Spectrometry (EDS), T12 Quick CryoEM, CryoET (FEI, 120 kV) 

Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM), and Titan S/TEM (FEI, 300 kV) high resolution TEM 

(HRTEM). Samples of the Al-TiC matrix nanocomposites were cut from the as-cast ingots and 

prepared by grinding and low-angle ion milling. Mechanical properties of the nanocomposites 

were evaluated by a LM 800AT microhardness tester under 200 gf with a load time of 10 s. Five 

random points were tested before a mean value was determined. 

3.2.3 Results and Discussion 

Figure 3-6 shows the TEM images of the as-received diamond nanoparticles with a size of 

3-10 nm. This gives us the opportunity to use the small diamond nanoparticles as reaction template 

to manufacture 10 nm TiC nanoparticles. 
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Figure 3-6 TEM images of the as-received diamond nanoparticles. 

The XRD results of the synthesized powders of carbon to titanium ratio 2:1 and 1:2.5 are 

shown in Figure 3-7a and Figure 3-7b, respectively. Although the carbon to titanium ratio is 

different, the major phase identified is TiC, indicating that the reaction between diamond and 

titanium occurred. When carbon to titanium ratio is 2:1 (i.e. extra diamond nanoparticles added), 

there was no titanium remained after the reaction as shown in Figure 3a. However, when we have 

excessive titanium (C: Ti=1:2.5), there are both diamond and titanium remained in the reaction 

product. 

 

Figure 3-7 XRD patterns of the washed powders (a) C: Ti= 2:1; (b) C: Ti= 1: 2.5. 
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Figure 3-8 shows a typical SEM image of the washed TiC nanoparticles. Figure 4a and 

Figure 4b show the size and morphology of the TiC nanoparticles when carbon to titanium ratio is 

2:1. Figure 3-8c and Figure 3-8d are the SEM images when the ratio is 1:2.5. There is no obvious 

difference in terms of the size and shape. These synthesized nanoparticles are spherical shape as 

shown in the SEM images. As spherical diamond nanoparticles work as the reaction template, the 

produced TiC nanoparticles are also spherical. It is also observed that small TiC nanoparticles are 

agglomerated together due to the attractive van der Waals force between nanoparticles.  

 

Figure 3-8 SEM images of synthesized TiC nanoparticles. (a) (b) C: Ti= 2:1; (c) (d) C: Ti= 1:2.5. 

HRTEM is used to further validate the size and crystal structure of the TiC nanoparticles. 

Figure 3-9a shows the TEM image of the TiC nanoparticles. Under TEM, we can determine the 

size of the TiC nanoparticles to be around 10 nm. Figure 3-9b is the HRTEM image to show the 

atomic scale structure of the TiC nanoparticles. The inset is the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 

image. These dots and rings in the FFT image are corresponded with the TiC crystal structure. By 

applying mask on these dots in the FFT image and processing the inverse FFT, we can observe the 
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lattice structure more clearly as shown in Figure 3-9c and 3-9d. The distance between these lattice 

planes, it is about 0.21 nm and 0.25 nm in Figure 3-9c and 3-9d, respectively. These planes are 

well matched with (200) plane and (111) plane of TiC crystal. 

 

Figure 3-9 TEM images of the synthesized nanoparticles. (a) 120 kV TEM image; (b) HRTEM 

image of the TiC nanoparticles; The inset is the FFT image; (c) (d) Inverse FFT images of the 

TiC nanoparticles. 

The reaction mechanism can be described as below [Daoush 2014]: in molten salt reactions, 

K2TiF6 dissolved into KCl- NaCl bath and we have free Ti4+ cations generated. These Ti4+ cations 

can react with Ti atoms to produce Ti2+ in the molten salt base according to the following chemical 

equation: 

 𝑇𝑖 + 𝑇𝑖4+ → 2𝑇𝑖2+(𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡) 3-2 

Then Ti can coat the diamond nanoparticles by the attachment of the Ti2+ from the molten 

salt onto the surface of the diamond nanoparticles. Ti2+ decomposed to produce Ti4+ and Ti as the 

following chemical reaction: 

 2𝑇𝑖2+ → 𝑇𝑖 + 𝑇𝑖4+(𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒) 3-3 
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Then this deposited Ti layer reacted with diamond and form TiC. The reaction between Ti 

and carbon is a kind of diffusion control reaction. It is necessary to allow deposited Ti fully reacted 

with diamond nanoparticles, this requires Ti atoms has enough energy and time to diffuse through 

TiC nanoparticles. Thus shorten time or lower temperature may lead to a core-shell TiC-diamond 

structure while longer time and higher temperature might lead to larger TiC particles. It is of 

interests to investigate the relationship between such parameters and the produced TiC 

nanoparticles in the future work. 

The molten salt based reaction method can produce 10 nm TiC nanoparticles efficiently 

and in a scalable manufacturing way. With a large reaction unit, we can produce large amount of 

TiC nanoparticles for widespread applications. Moreover, this method is reliable and reproducible, 

we repeated this reaction experiment over ten times and all of them show consistent results.  

Figure 3-10 shows the SEM images, XRD pattern and microhardness data of Al-2.5 vol% 

TiC nanocomposites. As shown in Figure 3-10a, 3-10b, TiC nanoparticles are well dispersed inside 

Al matrix. The size of TiC nanoparticles is consistent with synthesized TiC nanoparticles. 

However, there are also some porosities in the nanoparticle-rich area. These porosities weaken the 

effect of TiC nanoparticles reinforcing on Al matrix. Figure 3-10c is the XRD spectrum of the as 

cast Al-2.5 vol% TiC nanocomposites. Figure 3-10d demonstrates the strengthening effect of the 

incorporated TiC nanoparticles. With only 2.5 vol% addition of 10 nm TiC nanoparticles, the 

microhardness is improved to 58 HV, which is 2.5 times higher than pure Al. Orowan 

strengthening, load bearing effect, grain refinement and dislocation density increment by the 

mismatch of thermal expansion coefficient between nanoparticles and metal matrix all contribute 

to the strengthening effect. With such small TiC (< 10 nm) nanoparticles incorporated into Al 

matrix, during plastic deformation, dislocations will be bowed by the TiC nanoparticles effectively 
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and thus strengthen the composite material significantly. Moreover, based on Orowan theory, 

smaller gap between particles can bring better strengthening effect. This is the reason why small 

TiC (<10 nm) is preferred. 

 

Figure 3-10 (a,b) SEM images of Al-2.5 vol% TiC nanocomposites; (c) XRD pattern of  Al-2.5 

vol% TiC nanocomposites. (d) Microhardness of as cast pure Al and Al-2.5 vol% TiC 

nanocomposites. 

3.2.4 Summary 

TiC nanoparticles with a size of about 10 nm were successfully produced by a new molten 

salt reaction method. In this process, titanium was deposited on the diamond nanoparticles surface 

with the assistance of molten salt. Then titanium can diffuse and react with the diamond 

nanoparticles to produce TiC nanoparticles. This method enable us to produce small (<10 nm) TiC 
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nanoparticles in a scalable manufacturing route. These synthesized TiC nanoparticles were then 

incorporated into Al matrix to make Al-TiC nanocomposites. With such small nanoparticles in the 

matrix, the mechanical property is significantly enhanced. This approach opens up the opportunity 

to produce MMNCs with high strength and Young’s modulus. 

3.3 In-situ Molten Salt Reaction and Incorporation of Small TiC Nanoparticles 

(10 nm) into Al 

As mentioned in Chapter 3.2, the size of the nanoparticle is vital for the properties of the 

MMNCs. Smaller nanoparticles are preferred for a better strengthening effect and better ductility. 

However, it is extremely difficult to control the size of nanoparticles (e.g., 10 nm) in MMNCs 

through a scalable solidification process. In this chapter, a novel in-situ molten salt reaction and 

incorporation method that combines the chemical reaction to synthesis TiC nanoparticles and 

incorporation of TiC nanoparticles into Al matrix is presented for fabrication Al-TiC 

nanocomposites. The size of TiC nanoparticles is readily controlled to approximately 11 nm by 

the diamond nanoparticle reaction templates. The mechanical properties are dramatically enhanced 

by the incorporation of tiny TiC nanoparticles. This novel in-situ molten salt reaction and 

incorporation method could potentially be applied to different material systems for high 

performance MMNCs. 

3.3.1 Introduction 

The incorporation of nanoscale reinforcements in metal matrix paved a pathway to 

engineer materials with excellent properties (such as strength, stiffness and ductility) that were 

challenging to achieve before. The size of the nanoscale reinforcement is the crucial factor 

determining the properties of the MMNCs. Smaller nanoparticles are highly preferred for a better 
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strengthening effect and better ductility. The well-known Orowan strengthening theory predicted 

that smaller nanoparticles, at the same volume fraction, can provide shorter inter-particle spacing 

and thus a greater resistance to the dislocation movement during plastic deformation leading to a 

higher strength [Zhang 2008, Zhang 2006 and Nie 2003]. Moreover, it is believed that smaller 

reinforcement will mitigate the trade-off between strength and ductility for traditional metal matrix 

composites [De Cicco 2009, Goh 2008 and Jiang 2016]. However, it has been a long-standing 

challenge to incorporate and disperse small nanoparticles (<10 nm) into metal matrix mainly due 

to the following reasons: (1) Availability of nanoparticles smaller than 10 nm. Limited by the 

manufacturing method of nanoparticles, common nanoparticles (such as TiC, WC, TiB2) used for 

MMNCs with size below 10 nm are not available on market [Cao 2017]. (2) The active 

physical/chemical properties of nanoparticles. Nanoparticles have very active physical/chemical 

properties due to high specific surface area which makes the nanoparticles easily get oxidized or 

reacted with metal matrix during high temperature processing. (3) Nanoparticles could easily form 

clusters in metal matrix due to the van der Waals attraction. (4) Nanoparticles coarsening during 

the processing. Due to the large specific surface area of nanoparticles, they tend to sinter with each 

other to reduce the system energy. Facing these challenges, it is extremely difficult to fabricate 

MMNCs with nanoparticles size close to 10 nm for better mechanical properties.  

Light metals such as Al based MMNCs are of great interests because of the high specific 

strength, high specific modulus. TiC nanoparticles have been widely used to strengthen Al because 

TiC provides high Young’s modulus, high hardness and good electrical conductivity [Dikici 2011, 

Karantzalis 2011]. However, the size of TiC particles used in the previous research is generally 

larger than 50 nm. For in-situ reaction to fabricate Al-TiC composites, TiC particle size falls into 

hundreds nanometers to micrometers depend on the cooling rate and reaction time [Amosov 2014, 
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Bauri 2011 and Tyagi 2005]. It is very difficult to control the size of TiC particles to 10 nm. For 

ex-situ method, there simply is no TiC nanoparticle smaller than 10 nm available on market. 

Therefore, previous research failed to produce Al-TiC nanocomposites with particle size less than 

10 nm. Moreover, there also exist grand challenges for incorporation of nanoparticles into molten 

metal. Due to the high surface energy of molten metal, nanoparticles are tend to be repelled by 

molten metal instead of be incorporated.  Ultrasonic processing has been successfully applied to 

incorporate and disperse nanoparticles into molten metal. But ultrasonic processing can only 

incorporate and disperse low percentage (e.g., < 3vol%) of nanoparticles and it is difficult for 

scalable manufacturing. 

In this chapter, we proposed a novel salt-assisted in-situ reaction and incorporation method 

to fabricate Al-TiC nanocomposites with nanoparticle size around 10 nm. The size of TiC 

nanoparticles are readily controlled by the in-situ reaction template which is diamond nanoparticle 

in this study. Furthermore, the molten salt based incorporation method allow us to incorporate high 

percentage of TiC nanoparticles into Al.  

3.3.2 Materials and Methods 

Diamond nanoparticles (3-10 nm, US Research Nanomaterials, Inc) were mixed with 

K2TiF6 (Sigma Aldrich) and KAlF4 (AMG aluminum) in ethanol and ultrasonic processed for 2 h 

to obtain mixed solution. For the ultrasonic processing, a titanium probe was inserted about 6 mm 

deep into the ethanol solution. The probe was attached to a booster (Misonix Sonicator 3000). The 

volume fraction of diamond nanoparticles in K2TiF6-KAlF4 was designed as 5 vol%. Then the 

mixed solution was dehydrated in a vacuum furnace at 120 °C for 12 h to evaporate ethanol out 

and get a uniform powder mixture. Pure Al (99.8%, Rotometals, Inc) was melted at 820 °C in a 

graphite crucible with a diameter of 34 mm and height of 80 mm. Inert argon gas was purged on 
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the surface of the molten Al to avoid severe oxidation. The mixed K2TiF6-KAlF4-Diamond 

powders were manually loaded on the surface of the molten Al. The volume fraction of newly 

formed TiC nanoparticles in Al was designed to be 0, 5, 10, and 15 vol%. Then a titanium propeller 

(with boron nitride coating) was located below the molten Al-salt interface and stirred the melt at 

a speed of 200 rpm for 20 min. Finally, the molten melt was allowed to solidify in air (~ 1 K/s). 

Thin plates were cut from the as solidified ingots and cold rolled with a thickness reduction of 20% 

to further enhance the mechanical properties. 

The as cast samples were ground, polished and then ion milled by Precision Ion Polishing 

System (PIPS, Gatan) for 2 h at an accelerating voltage of 4 kV, with 5° milling angle to expose 

the microstructure and embedded nanoparticles. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to identify 

phases in the nanocomposite. A BEDE D1 high resolution diffractometer using Cu Kα (λ=0.1542 

nm) radiation was used. The microstructural characterization was performed using a ZEISS Supra 

40VP Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) equipped with Electron Dispersive Spectroscopy 

(EDS) for the elemental composition determination. The TiC nanoparticle size and distribution 

were analyzed by a T12 Quick CryoEM, CryoET (FEI, 120 kV) Transmission Electron 

Microscope (TEM). The interfaces between matrix and nanoparticles were studied by a high 

resolution FEI Titan TEM at 300 kV. The thin film TEM samples were machined by Focus Ion 

Beam (FIB). Vickers hardness tests were conducted using a 200 gf load for 10 s by LM 800AT 

microhardness tester.  

3.3.3 Results and Discussion 

Figure 3-11 shows the schematic illustration of the process and mechanism of the in-situ 

molten salt reaction and incorporation of 10 nm TiC nanoparticles into aluminum melt. When the 

K2TiF6-KAlF4-Diamond powders were loaded on the molten Al at 820 ℃, K2TiF6 and KAlF4 will 
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melt and form a molten salt layer at the top of Al melt. The following exchange reaction is expected 

[Li 2008’, Juhász 2012]: 

 4𝐴𝑙 + 3( 𝐾2𝑇𝑖𝐹6) = 3𝑇𝑖 + 3(𝐾𝐴𝑙𝐹4) + (𝐾3𝐴𝑙𝐹6) 3-4 

Ti4+ ions from K2TiF6 could be reduced by liquid Al and release free Ti atoms and form 

KAlF4 with K3AlF6. With the existence of diamond nanoparticles in the molten salt, Ti atoms will 

react with carbon atoms in diamond nanoparticles and produce TiC nanoparticles as shown in the 

following reaction [Wu 2013, Daoush 2014 and Li 2011]: 

 𝑇𝑖 + 𝐶 (𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑑) = 𝑇𝑖𝐶 3-5 

Since the reduced free Ti atoms could move freely in the molten salt, the sizes of the 

produced TiC nanoparticles are determined by the size of diamond nanoparticles as they served as 

the reaction templates. The average diameter of raw diamond nanoparticles is 5-10 nm, thus the 

formed TiC nanoparticles could also be controlled to approximately 10 nm. Therefore, we could 

produce 10 nm TiC nanoparticles uniformly distributed in molten salt by the in-situ reaction 

between Ti atoms and diamond nanoparticles. 

To incorporate TiC nanoparticles into Al melt, a salt-assisted incorporation process was 

implemented by simply mechanical mixing at the interface of the molten salt and liquid Al. As 

shown in Figure 3-11, molten KAlF4 and K2TiF6 can dissolve the aluminum oxide film on the 

surface of the Al melt to provide a clean liquid Al-molten salt interface. Furthermore, because of 

the partial metallic bond in TiC, TiC wets better with Al melt than the molten salt. Thus during 

mechanical mixing, TiC nanoparticles can be self-incorporated from molten salt to Al to reach a 

more favorable energy state. The incorporation efficiency is typically in the range of 60%-80% 

from our experiments. Some of the TiC nanoparticles will still remain in the molten salt. Therefore, 
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by simply adding salt-diamond mixture on the molten Al and applying mechanical mixing, we 

were able to fabricate Al-TiC nanocomposites through this novel in-situ reaction and incorporation 

method. 

Figure 3-12a shows the image of the dehydrated salt-diamond nanoparticles mixture, due 

to the greyish color of diamond nanoparticles, the whole mixture present a greyish color. Figure 

3-12b is the as cast Al-TiC MMNCs ingot with a solidified salt layer at the top. Due to the 

remaining TiC nanoparticles in the salt, it presented a black color. The color change of the salt 

validates the reaction between the molten salt, liquid Al and diamond nanoparticles to form TiC 

nanoparticles. 

 

Figure 3-11 Schematic illustration of the reaction and incorporation of TiC nanoparticles into Al 

melt. 
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Figure 3-12 In-situ reaction and incorporation of TiC nanoparticles. (a) Mixed K2TiF6-KAlF4-

Diamond powder; (b) As cast Al-TiC nanocomposites ingot with a layer of residual salt at the 

top; (c) XRD pattern of Al-TiC nanocomposites with 3vol%, 7vol% and 12vol% TiC 

nanoparticles. 

Figure 3-12c shows the XRD spectrum of Al-TiC nanocomposites with 3vol%, 7vol% and 

12vol% TiC nanoparticles. Al and TiC are identified as the major phases as marked in the pattern. 

There is also a small peak corresponding to TiAl3 intermetallic phase. TiAl3 might form by the 

reaction between the Ti atoms and molten Al as following equation [Javadi 2017, Arpon 2003]: 

 3𝐴𝑙 + 𝑇𝑖 = 𝑇𝑖𝐴𝑙3 3-6 

When Ti4+ ions were reduced to Ti atoms by liquid Al, most of the Ti atoms were reacted 

with diamond nanoparticles to form TiC. However, part of the Ti atoms could dissolve into Al 

melt and form TiAl3 intermetallic phase.  
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Figure 3-13 SEM-EDS micrographs of Al-3vol%TiC nanocomposites: (a-c) SEM image of Al-

3vol%TiC; (d-f) Corresponding element Al, F, and Ti element distribution in (c). 

Figure 3-13a shows the microstructure of the Al-3vol%TiC nanocomposites. As marked in 

the image, TiC nanoparticles are mainly distributed in the TiC nanoparticles rich zone. It is 

believed that the TiC rich zone is formed due to the van der Waals attraction force between TiC 

nanoparticles in molten Al. The van der Waals interaction between TiC nanoparticles can be 

approximately estimated by the following equation: 

 𝑊𝑣𝑑𝑤 = −
(√AAl−√ATiC)2

6𝐷

𝑅

2
 3-7 

where AAl and ATiC are the Hamaker constant, D is the distance between two nanoparticles that can 

be as small as two atomic layers thick (0.4 nm), R is the radius of the nanoparticle. When the 
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attractive van der Waals interaction is more significant than the Brownian energy (kT), TiC 

nanoparticles tend to agglomerate and form pseudo clusters. The magnified image of the TiC 

nanoparticles rich zone is shown in Figure 3-13b. TiC nanoparticles are well dispersed inside the 

nanoparticles rich zone. The TiC nanoparticles distribution is also studied by means of EDS 

mapping. Figure 3-13c is the microstructure of Al-3vol%TiC nanocomposites. Figure 3-13d, 13e 

and 13f reveal the spatial distribution of Al, F and Ti elements, respectively. The distribution of 

Ti element is corresponding to the TiC nanoparticles and TiAl3 intermetallic phase. The sharp rod 

shape phases marked in Figure 3-13c are the TiAl3 phase produced by the chemical reaction of Ti 

atoms and Al matrix. There is also F element detected in the sample due to the contamination from 

the fluoride salt. Some KAlF4 and K3AlF6 salt might be incorporated into the molten Al during the 

mechanical mixing. Meanwhile, the viscosity of the Al melt will be raised due to the incorporation 

of solid TiC nanoparticles which makes salt hard to float back to the top of Al melt. These remained 

salts could deteriorate the properties of the Al-TiC nanocomposites. It is worth to mention that, 

based on the Gibbs free energy calculation, TiC nanoparticles are chemically and thermally stable 

when the processing temperature is above 800 °C [Karantzalis 2011] which explains why our TiC 

nanoparticles can survive the high temperature (~820 °C) process with little chemical reaction with 

Al matrix. 
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Figure 3-14 (a, b) TEM image of the TiC rich zone; (c) Diffraction pattern of the nanoparticles 

rich zone; (d) TiC nanoparticles size distribution; (e) High resolution TEM of one single TiC 

nanoparticles in Al matrix; (f) Fast Flourier Transform (FFT) filtered HRTEM image at the 

interface between TiC and Al. The insets are the fast Fourier transformation of the Al matrix 

(bottom left) and TiC nanoparticle (top right). 

TEM was applied to study microstructure in the nanoparticles rich zone. Figure 3-14a and 

14b show the TEM images of the nanoparticles rich zone in the Al-3vol%TiC sample. Dense TiC 

nanoparticles are well distributed in Al matrix without sintering.  TEM diffraction pattern in Figure 

3-14c further validates the crystal structure of TiC nanoparticles and Al matrix. The diffraction 

rings are corresponding to the multiple TiC nanoparticles with different orientations. The 

diffraction lattice as marked with indexes are corresponding to Al matrix at the zone axis of [103̅]. 
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The sizes of TiC nanoparticles are measured from Figure 3-14b. The average diameter of the TiC 

nanoparticles is approximately 11 nm as shown in Figure 3-14c. The changeless size of TiC 

nanoparticles proves that diamond nanoparticles did serve as reaction template during the synthesis 

of TiC nanoparticles and TiC nanoparticles have little sintering or growth during the processing of 

Al-TiC nanocomposites. The interface between matrix and nanoparticle is a crucial factor for the 

strengthening effect of nanocomposites materials. We characterized the interfaces between TiC 

nanoparticle and Al matrix at the atomic scale by high-resolution TEM (HRTEM).  Figure 3-14e 

shows the TEM image of one individual TiC nanoparticles in Al matrix. Figure 3-14f is the 

Fourier-filtered atomic resolution TEM image at the marked area of Figure 3-14e.  Figure 3-14f 

shows a clean and well bonded Al-TiC interface. The bottom-left and top-right insets in Figure 3-

14f are the fast Fourier transformation of the Al and TiC nanoparticles, respectively. This TiC 

nanoparticles is orientated at a zone axis of [001] and the Al planes shown in the image are (220) 

planes.  

Vickers microhardness tests were performed to evaluate the strengthening effect of the TiC 

nanoparticles and cold rolling. Figure 3-15 shows the microhardness data for both as cast and cold 

rolled Al and Al-TiC nanocomposites. The HV microhardness of as cast pure Al, Al-3vol%TiC, 

Al-7vol%TiC and Al-12vol%TiC are 24.9, 41.8, 76.7 and 83.4, respectively. After cold rolling, 

the microhardness of pure Al, Al-3vol%TiC, Al-7vol%TiC and Al-12vol%TiC increase to  31.6, 

55.7, 94.9 and 110.3, respectively. The hardness data clearly shows that microhardness of as cast 

and cold rolled samples both increase with the addition of TiC nanoparticles.  
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Figure 3-15 Vickers microhardness of the pure Al and Al-TiC nanocomposites with 3vol%, 

7vol% and 12vol% TiC nanoparticles. 

3.3.4 Summary 

In summary, a novel in-situ molten salt reaction and incorporation method that combines chemical 

synthesis and incorporation of TiC nanoparticles is established to control the size of TiC 

nanoparticles and effectively incorporate TiC nanoparticles into Al matrix. The size of TiC 

nanoparticles are readily controlled to approximately 11 nm by the diamond reaction templates. 

The mechanical properties are enhanced significantly by the incorporated tiny TiC nanoparticles. 

This novel processing route paves a new pathway to fabricate MMNCs with readily refined 

nanoparticles through a scalable solidification process, and potentially could be applied to other 

material systems. 

3.4 Molten Salt-assisted Incorporation of WC Nanoparticles into Cu 

3.4.1 Introduction 

There are significant demands to have high strength and high electrical conductivity Cu for 

long time. However, there exists a long-standing dilemma between mechanical properties and 
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electrical conductivity. Pure copper has ideal electrical conductivity but it is too soft for a lot of 

applications. Conventional strengthening method such as solid solution will deteriorate electrical 

conductivity significantly due to the severe electron scattering with solute atoms. Precipitation 

strengthening cannot provide eligible mechanical properties at elevated temperatures due to the 

softening from the dealloying or coarsening of the precipitates. Nanotwinned Cu with high strength 

and electrical conductivity can be fabricated by electrodeposition. However, it is extremely 

difficult to produce/manufacture bulk nanotwinned Cu through electrodeposition for real 

applications [Lu 2004]. Therefore, we are still facing the difficult situation that there is no bulk 

high strength and high electrical conductivity Cu available in the market.  

Here we report a facile solidification processing method, which utilizes fluoride salt for 

self-incorporation of high loading WC nanoparticles to Cu to produce nanocomposites. A uniform 

dispersion of WC nanoparticles in the Cu matrix nanocomposites is achieved by this method. 

Moreover, the Cu-WC nanocomposites demonstrate significantly improved mechanical properties 

without severely deteriorate the electrical conductivity. 

3.4.2 Materials and Methods 

WC nanoparticles (US Research Nanomaterials Inc.) with diameter from 150-200 nm (as 

shown in Figure 3-16) were mixed with KAlF4 salt (AMG Aluminum) powders by a mechanical 

shaker (SK-O330-Pro) for 1.0 h. The volume fraction of nanoparticles in the salt is fixed as 10vol%. 

Then pure oxygen free Cu (99.99%, Rotometals, Inc) ingots were melted at 1150 °C in a graphite 

crucible by the induction heater (as shown in Figure 3-17). The induction heater allows us to melt 

high melting temperature metals such as Cu, Fe and Ti. Inert Ar gas was purged on the molten Cu 

to avoid severe oxidation. The mixed salt-WC nanoparticles were manually loaded on the surface 

of the molten Cu. A graphite propeller was located below the Cu-salt interface and stirred at a 
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speed of 200 rpm for 20-90 min to incorporate WC nanoparticles into Cu melt. The volume fraction 

of WC nanoparticles in Cu was designed to be 0, 10, 15, and 20 vol.%. The 0% pure Cu sample is 

designed for comparison. Then the melt was taken out from the induction heater and cool down in 

air (approximately 5-10 K/s cooling rate) with continuous Ar gas protection. The as cast ingots 

were sliced to sheets for further cold rolling.  Other salt systems including NaCl (Fisher Chemical), 

borax (Na2B4O7, anhydrous, 99.5%, Alfa Aesar) and Na2B4O7-5wt%CaF2 (99.99%, Sigma Aldrich) 

were also tested for the incorporation of WC nanoparticles into Cu. The as cast ingots were sliced 

to sheets for further cold rolling.   

 

Figure 3-16 SEM image of as received WC nanoparticles. 
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Figure 3-17 Induction heater (EQ-SP-25TC) with a vacuum chamber and a temperature 

control system (up to 1700 °C).  

To clean the surface and reveal the nanoparticles in metal matrix, the mechanically grinded 

and polished as-cast samples were further polished by low-angle ion milling (Model PIPS 691, 

Gatan). The microstructure, distribution and dispersion of nanoparticles in metals were studied by 

means of scanning electron microscope (SEM). The composition of the material was characterized 

by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). The volume fraction of nanoparticles was 

estimated based on the atomic fraction of the major element in the base metal and nanoparticles.  

To evaluate the mechanical properties, Vickers hardness tests were conducted under a 200 

gf load with a dwell time of 10 s in a LM 800AT microhardness tester. Micropillars of 

approximately 4 μm in diameter and 9 μm in length were machined by FIB. An MTS Nanoindenter 

with a flat punch tip was used for microcompression tests at a strain rate of 5×10-2 s-1 under room 
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temperature. To evaluate the elastic modulus, microindentation tests with an indent depth of 2 μm 

were performed by the same MTS nanoindenter with a Berkovich tip. The cold rolled Cu-WC 

sheets were cut to dog-bone tensile bars by wire electric discharge machining (EDM) for tensile 

testing. Figure 3-18 shows the dimension of the Cu-WC tensile bar with a gauge length of 10 mm 

and width of 4 mm. Tensile testing was measured by Instron 5966 with a laser based video 

extensometer followed a strain rate of 8×10-3 1/s. The electrical conductivity of the Cu-WC 

samples were measured based on four point probe method by CDE ResMap.                                                                                             

 

Figure 3-18 Schematic of the dimension of Cu-WC tensile bar. 

3.4.3 Results and Discussion 

The processing route of the molten salt-assisted incorporation for high strength and high 

electrical conductivity Cu-WC nanocomposites is shown in Figure 3-19. When Cu melt and stay 

at 1150 °C, even with the protection of inert Ar gas, there still exists an oxide film on the Cu melt 

surface due to the oxidation. It is extremely difficult to incorporate nanoparticles into molten metal 

with the oxide film at the top. Here the molten salt added together with nanoparticles can dissolve 

oxide film on the surface of Cu melt and provide a clean Cu-molten salt interface. Then, because 

the good wettability between Cu and WC (wetting angle below 20° at temperatures above 1150 °C 

as shown in Figure 3-20), WC prefer to wet Cu instead of molten salt. Thus during the mechanical 
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mixing, WC nanoparticles can be incorporated from the molten salt to Cu to reach a more favorable 

energy state. Moreover, the molten salt can also protect active nanoparticles from oxidation or 

burning at this high processing temperature. This molten salt assisted incorporation method 

enables us to scalable manufacture Cu-WC nanocomposites for high strength and high electrical 

conductivity applications. 

 

Figure 3-19 Schematic illustration of the molten salt-assisted incorporation for Cu-WC materials 

system. 

 

Figure 3-20 Contact angles of Cu on WC plotted as a function of time [Eustathopoulos 1999].  
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Figure 3-21 Image of a typical as cast Cu-WC nanocomposite ingot by molten salt-

assisted incorporation method. 

Then the as cast Cu-WC ingots were cut and prepared for following cold rolling and 

characterization. Figure 3-21 shows the typical image of a Cu-WC ingot fabricated by the molten 

salt-assisted incorporation. The black layer at the top of the ingot is the remained salt and 

nanoparticles. Due to the incorporation efficiency of nanoparticles is not one hundred percent, 

some nanoparticles might still stay in the salt. We then characterized the distribution and dispersion 

of the WC nanoparticles in Cu matrix via SEM and EDS. SEM samples were cut from the cross-

section of the as cast Cu-WC ingots. Low angle ion milling was used to polish the sample to clean 

the surface and expose the nanoparticles.  
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Figure 3-22 EDS mapping result of Cu-7.6vol%WC. (a) The corresponding SEM image of 

Cu-7.6vol%WC; (b) Cu element distribution; (c) W element distribution; (d) Element content 

measured by EDS mapping. 

The volume fraction of WC nanoparticles is identified by EDS mapping. As an example, 

Figure 3-22 shows the typical EDS mapping results of Cu-7.6vol%WC showing that WC 

nanoparticles uniformly distributed in Cu matrix. The volume fraction of WC nanoparticles is 

calculated from the atomic ratio between Cu and W elements due to the inaccurate measurement 

of C atoms by EDS. The same method is used to determine the volume fraction of Cu-WC 

nanocomposites to be 5.1vol%, 7.6vol%, 14.4vol% and 20.5vol%. 
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The SEM images of Cu-WC containing various percentage of WC are shown in Figure 3-

23. WC nanoparticles form pseudo clusters in Cu-5.1vol%WC and Cu-7.6vol%WC samples while 

distribute uniformly in Cu-14.4vol%WC and Cu-20.5vol%WC samples. These pseudo clusters 

could be explained by the nanoparticle dispersion and self-stabilization mechanisms. It has been 

reported that there are three major factors dictating the dispersion of the nanoparticles: (1) the 

energy barrier from the interfacial energy due to the good wettability between nanoparticles and 

molten metal. This energy barrier can be calculated by the following equation [Chen 2015’]:  

 𝑊𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟 = 𝑆𝜎𝐶𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 3-8 

where S is the effective area and can be calculated by S=πRD0 (D0=0.2 nm), σCu is the surface 

energy of Cu at the processing temperature (about 1.27 J m-2), and θ is the wetting angle, e.g. at 

1150 °C (15°).  In the Cu-WC system, an energy barrier of 6.9×104 zJ is obtained; (2) the van der 

Waals potential between nanoparticles to lessen the attraction of nanoparticles from each other to 

form nanoparticles clusters in molten metals. A small attractive van der Waals potential is 

preferred. It can be calculated by the following equation:  

 𝑊𝑣𝑑𝑤 = −
(√𝐴𝐶𝑢−√𝐴𝑊𝐶)2

6𝐷

𝑅

2
 3-9 

where ACu = 410 zJ and AWC are the Hamaker constants, D is the distance between two 

nanoparticles that can be as small as two atomic layer thick (0.4 nm), R is the radius of the 

nanoparticle (100 nm). Although the Hamaker constant of WC is not available, it could be 

estimated to be 200-500 zJ because WC has similar properties with metals. Thus Wvdw is estimated 

to be in the range of 0 to 776 zJ. (3) thermal energy that enable nanoparticles to move randomly 

in the molten melt by overcoming the attractive van der Waals potential between nanoparticles. A 

higher thermal energy is preferred. The processing temperature is 1150 °C, which provide a 
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thermal energy of E=kbT=19.6 zJ. Therefore, a 7×104 zJ energy barrier is several orders of 

magnitude higher than thermal energy and van der Waals attraction potential which suggests that 

the interfacial energy barrier is large enough to avoid severe sintering issues in Cu-WC 

nanocomposites. However, because of the uncertainty the Hamaker constant of WC, the 

relationship between van der Waals attraction potential and thermal energy varies. When Wvdw is 

smaller than the thermal energy (19.6 zJ), the thermal energy is large enough to prevent 

nanoparticles being trapped in the energy well caused by the van der Waals attraction and thus 

nanoparticles could be self-dispersed in the melt. However, when Wvdw is larger than the thermal 

energy (19.6 zJ), the van der Waals potential energy well could trap nanoparticles to stay at the 

energy well and form pseudo-dispersion. The microstructure observed in Cu-5.1vol%WC and Cu-

7.6vol%WC samples validate that WC nanoparticles form pseudo clusters in Cu melt. Fortunately, 

WC nanoparticles are well dispersed in the pseudo clusters because the interfacial energy barrier 

prevent nanoparticles to form true clusters. As shown in Figure 3-24 acquired at 52° to exposed 

WC nanoparticles after FIB polishing, WC nanoparticles are uniformly dispersed with each other. 

When the percentage of WC nanoparticles increases to more than 14vol%, nanoparticles could fill 

the gap between pseudo clusters and thus a uniform distribution and dispersion of WC 

nanoparticles is achieved. 
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Figure 3-23 SEM image of Cu-WC with different volume fraction of nanoparticles. (a) 

Cu-5.1vol%WC; (b) Cu-7.6vol%WC; (c) Cu-14.4vol%WC; (d)Cu-20.5vol%WC. 
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Figure 3-24 SEM image acquired at 52° showing the dispersion of WC nanoparticles in 

Cu matrix. 

Cold rolling was then applied to as cast samples to further increase the strength and to 

improve the nanoparticle dispersion and distribution. Figure 3-25a shows a post rolled Cu-

7.6vol%WC nanocomposites sheet with a thickness reduction of 70%. The nanocomposite sheet 

can be readily cold rolled to 70% thickness reduction without forming severe edge cracks, 

indicating that this nanocomposite material has good deform capability. The optical microscope 

image (Figure 3-25b) and SEM image (Figure 3-25c) are showing that the WC nanoparticles 

pseudo clusters are elongated along the rolling direction, making nanoparticles distribute more 

uniformly in the Cu matrix. It is also believed that the mass flow during deformation could shear 

the nanoparticles clusters and improve the dispersion of nanoparticles. The magnified SEM image 

of Figure 3-25d in the elongated pseudo cluster zone shows the uniform dispersion of nanoparticles 

after deformation.  
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Figure 3-25 Cold rolling of Cu-7.6vol%WC sample. (a) Image of the cold rolled Cu-

7.6vol%WC sheet; (b) Optical microscope image; (c-d) Corresponding SEM images of the cold 

rolled Cu-7.6%WC sample.  

HV microhardness, micropillar compression, tensile test and nanoindentation were applied 

to analyses the mechanical properties of Cu-WC nanocomposites. Figure 3-25 shows the HV 

microhardness of as cast pure Cu, Cu-5.1vol%WC, Cu-7.6vol%WC, Cu-14.4vol%WC and Cu-

20.5vol%WC are 74.3 ± 4.1, 124.1± 9.1, 133 ± 17.8, 150.3 ± 3.9 and 188.6 ± 8.2, respectively. 

From the experimental results, the relationship between HV microhardness and volume fraction 

of WC nanoparticles is close to a linear relationship. With each one percent of WC nanoparticles, 

the HV microhardness increase approximately by 5.  After cold rolling the HV microhardness of 

Cu-5.1vol%WC, Cu-7.6vol%WC, Cu-14.4vol%WC and Cu-20.5vol%WC increase to 166 ± 4.5, 
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195 ± 8.4, 209.4 ± 9 and 223 ± 15.8, respectively. Therefore, WC nanoparticles are very effective 

to strength the nanocomposites. And the microhardness can be further by cold rolling with better 

nanoparticles distribution and dispersion.  

 

Figure 3-26 HV microhardness of as cast and cold rolled Cu-WC nanocomposites with different 

volume fraction of WC nanoparticles. 

Figure 3-27 shows the micropillars of pure Cu, Cu-5.1vol%WC and Cu-20.5vol%WC 

machined by FIB. The dimension of the micropillar is designed to be approximately 4 μm in 

diameter and 9 μm in length to avoid obvious size effect. Populous WC nanoparticles can be 

observed in the SEM images of Cu-WC micropillars. The typical results from the micropillar 

compression are shown in Figure 3-28. The yield strength of pure Cu, Cu-5.1vol%WC and Cu-

20.5vol%WC are 180 ± 8 MPa, 232 ± 11 MPa and 429 ± 3 MPa, respectively. Moreover, 

micropillars from Cu-5.1vol%WC and Cu-20.5vol%WC can gradually bear load up to 400 MPa 
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and 1000 MPa, strain up to 15% and 25%, respectively. In comparison, the pure Cu sample 

experienced extensive slip as the strain increases discontinuously.  As shown in Figure 3-29, after 

deformation, multiple slip traces were observed in the pure Cu samples, while only one slip trace 

appeared in the Cu-WC samples. 

 

Figure 3-27 Micropillars machined by FIB: (a) Pure Cu; (b) Cu-5.1vol%WC; (c) Cu-

20.5vol%WC. 

 

Figure 3-28 Engineering stress-strain curve of pure Cu, Cu-5.1vol%WC and Cu-20.5vol%WC 

from micropillar compression tests. 
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Figure 3-29 SEM images of micropillars after compression. (a) Pure Cu; (b) Cu-5.1vol%WC. 

The engineering stress-strain curves from tensile tests are shown in Figure 3-30, the yield 

strength, ultimate tensile strength and elongation of different samples are listed in Table 3-1. It 

shows that the hot forging process can increase strength and elongation simultaneously, it is highly 

possible that porosities formed during solidification were removed by the hot wrought process. 

After cold rolling, the yield strength and tensile strength increase while the elongation decrease 

significantly. Compare with the thickness reduction percentage, 70% thickness reduction sample 

has higher strength while lower elongation than 30% thickness reduction sample. Cold rolled Cu-

7.6vol%WC shows an ultimate tensile strength up to 614 MPa which is very promising for 

widespread applications.  
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Figure 3-30 Engineering tensile stress-strain curve of Cu-5.1vol%WC and Cu-7.6vol%WC at 

different processing route. 

Table 3-1 Yield strength, ultimate tensile strength and elongation of Cu-WC samples with 

different percentage nanoparticles and process route. 
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Figure 3-31 Fracture surface of Cu-5.1vol%WC after tensile test. (a-b) SEM images showing the 

ductile fracture surface with dimples; (c-d) Remaining salt exposed on the fracture surface.  

It is worth to mention that the low ductility of the Cu-WC nanocomposites may be caused 

by the remaining salt. The fracture surface of Cu-5.1vol%WC sample after tensile testing is shown 

in Figure 3-31. A typical ductile fracture surface with homogeneous dimples up and down is 

observed in the area without salt (Figure 3-31a and 31b). WC nanoparticles can also be observed 

on the facture surface indicating some cracks propagate along Cu-WC interface. However, some 

remaining KAlF4 salt chunks are also observed on the fracture surface as shown in Figure 3-31c 

and 31d. The salt chunks are the stress concentration spots during tensile test and deteriorate the 

strength and ductility. This may explain the relatively low ductility of our tensile testing results.  
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Figure 3-32 Young’s modulus of Cu-WC samples measured by nanoindentation. 

The Young’s modulus of Cu-WC nanocomposites was measured by the nanoindentation 

method with a Berkovich tip. Figure 3-32 shows the Young’s modulus enhancement of the Cu-

WC nanocomposites with different percentage of WC nanoparticles. The Young’s modulus of pure 

Cu, Cu-5.1vol%WC, Cu-7.6vol%WC, Cu-14.1vol%WC and Cu-20.5vol%WC are 110 GPa, 124.8 

± 4.5 GPa, 145.7 ± 15.7 GPa, 172.5 ± 3 GPa and 209.8 ± 13.5 GPa, respectively. The enhancement 

of Young’s modulus is due to the high Young’s modulus of WC nanoparticles (~600 GPa) and the 

effective load transfer by the nanoparticles.  The Young’s modulus calculated by the rule of 

mixture is shown as the red line in Figure 3-32, which is in good agreement with the value 

determined by the microindentation tests.  
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Figure 3-32 Electrical conductivity of Cu-WC samples at different volume fractions of WC 

nanoparticles. 

 

Figure 3-33 HV hardness vs. electrical conductivity Ashby chart of Cu based metals. 
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The results of electrical conductivity measurement of Cu-WC nanocomposites are shown 

in Figure 3-32. With the incorporation of WC nanoparticles, the electrical conductivity generally 

decrease due to the lower electrical conductivity of WC (8.6% IACS) and more interface scattering 

due to the introduction of Cu-WC interfaces and refined grain structures. The average electrical 

conductivity of Cu-7.6vol%WC and 14.4vol%WC sample are decreased to 85% IACS and 62% 

IACS. The calculated theoretical electrical conductivity by the Maxwell model is shown as the red 

dotted line in Figure 3-32, indicating a good match with the experimental value. Although the 

electrical conductivity deceases with the incorporation of nanoparticles, nanoparticles are very 

promising to mitigate the trade-off between mechanical properties and electrical conductivity. The 

mean free path of electrons in Cu at room temperature is around 38 nm. If the interparticle spacing 

is larger than 38 nm, the interface scattering of electrons at Cu-WC interface will be less effective. 

Therefore the electrical conductivity of Cu-WC nanocomposites could still remain relatively 

higher than Cu alloys.  The Ashby chart of electrical conductivity- HV hardness is shown in Figure 

3-33, it is shown that our present work with 85% IACS and 200 HV microhardness have better 

comprehensive properties compare with all other Cu based materials.  

In addition, different salt systems such as NaCl, Na2B4O7 and Na2B4O7-CaF2 have been 

tested. The results suggested that these salts are also effective to incorporate WC nanoparticles 

into Cu. Figure 3-34 shows the SEM images of Cu-WC samples fabricated by NaCl, Na2B4O7 and 

Na2B4O7-CaF2 salts. The microstructure of Cu-10vol%WC and Cu-20vol%WC fabricated by NaCl 

are shown in Figure 3-34a and 3-34b, respectively. Similar with samples processed by KAlF4, WC 

nanoparticles formed pseudo dispersion in Cu matrix. It is observed that, compare with Cu-

10vol%WC, nanoparticles free zone is less in Cu-20vol%WC samples, indicating that more WC 

nanoparticles were successfully incorporated into the Cu-20vol%WC sample. NaCl is more 
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environmental friendly compare with KAlF4, making it a promising candidate for industrial 

production. Fig. 3-34c shows the microstructure of Cu-10vol%WC fabricated by Na2B4O7-

5wt%CaF2 salt, it shows similar nanoparticle dispersion and distribution with other Cu-10vol%WC 

samples made by KAlF4 and NaCl. However, Cu-10vol%WC fabricated by pure Na2B4O7 shows 

much denser WC concentration in the nanoparticles rich zone as shown in Figure 3-34d. It 

suggested that the dispersion of WC nanoparticles is related to the salt system for the incorporation. 

It is deduced that the dispersion state of nanoparticles in molten salt will affect the dispersion in 

the final metal matrix nanocomposites. With 5wt% CaF2 addition into Na2B4O7, it is possible that 

Ca2+ and F- ions could coat on WC nanoparticles and improve the dispersion of WC nanoparticles.   

 

Figure 3-34. Microstructure of Cu-WC samples fabricated by different salts. (a) Cu-10vol%WC 

by NaCl; (b) Cu-20vol%WC by NaCl; (c) Cu-10vol%WC by Na2B4O7-5wt%CaF2; (d) Cu-

10vol%WC by Na2B4O7 salt. 
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3.4.4 Summary 

In this study, a novel salt assisted incorporation method is utilized to fabricate Cu-WC 

nanocomposites. WC nanoparticles form pseudo clusters in Cu melt due to the overall potential of 

interfacial energy barrier, van der Waals attractive potential and thermal energy. WC nanoparticles 

are well dispersed in the pseudo clusters. Mechanical properties such as hardness, strength and 

Young’s modulus of Cu-WC nanocomposites are significantly improved by the addition of WC 

nanoparticles. Cu-WC nanocomposites provide a promising approach to mitigate the trade-off 

between electrical conductivity and mechanical properties. This molten salt assisted incorporation 

method paves a pathway to scalable manufacturing metal matrix nanocomposites with excellent 

mechanical properties and electrical conductivity for widespread applications. 
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Chapter 4 Liquid-Liquid Phase Control by Nanoparticles: Immiscible Alloys 

In this chapter, the nanoparticles enabled liquid-liquid phase control was studied both 

experimentally and theoretically in immiscible alloys which have a miscibility gap in liquid state. 

The miscibility gap of immiscible alloys lead to the unusual properties. Immiscible alloys are used 

for wide range applications such as self-lubricating bearings and electric contacts. However, as 

mentioned in Chapter 2.3, it has been a long-standing challenge to process immiscible alloys for 

practical applications due to the difficulties to effectively control the secondary phase growth, 

coagulations and sedimentation during cooling in order to obtain micron or nanoscale minority 

phase well-dispersed in bulk alloy liquids and/or in the solids, which is essential for the unique 

properties and applications envisioned [Wang 2002, Kundan 2015]. In this chapter, a novel 

nanoparticle enabled phase control approach is proposed to process immiscible alloys. TiC 

nanoparticles were utilized for the scalable manufacturing of Al-Bi immiscible alloys for bearing 

applications. To strengthen the Al-Bi immiscible alloy for self-lubricating application, it is shown 

that the addition of Cu element can effectively enhance the strength without deteriorating the 

distribution and size of secondary Bi phase. Zn-Bi immiscible alloy is a promising material system 

for plain bearing. It is shown that W nanoparticles can be incorporated into Zn-Bi melt by a semi-

solid mixing method and control the size and distribution of secondary Bi phase to achieve a 

homogeneous microstructure. Organic immiscible SCN-CTB systems were tested to validate that 

nanoparticle is also effective for organic materials systems. In addition, the transparent organic 

system provides us a promising way to study the fundamental physics of nanoparticles enabled 

phase control in solidification processing. 
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4.1 Scalable Manufacturing of Immiscible Al-Bi alloy by Self-assemble 

Nanoparticles 

Immiscible Al-Bi alloys are promising for bearing materials for the self-lubricating 

properties. However, it is still difficult to control the distribution and size of minority Bi phase 

during cooling and solidification. In this chapter, we show that by applying a scalable molten salt 

assisted incorporation process, TiC nanoparticles can be incorporated into Al matrix to produce 

Al-TiC master nanocomposites, which can be readily used to process Al-Bi immiscible alloy and 

restrict the size of minority Bi phase. TiC nanoparticles can be self-assembled on the Al-Bi 

interface and restrict Bi phase size substantially. In addition, submicron minority Bi phase can be 

achieved by combining the addition of nanoparticles with high cooling rates. Mechanical 

properties of Al-Bi immiscible alloys can be further enhanced by the addition of Cu element and 

cold rolling. 

4.1.1 Introduction 

Al-Bi immiscible alloys are long believed to be ideal bearing materials that offer 

outstanding friction properties [Feyzullahoğlu 2010, Lepper 1997]. However, it is difficult to 

realize the scalable manufacturing of immiscible alloys because it is hard to effectively control the 

fast growth and coagulations of minority phase droplets during cooling, which is essential for the 

unique properties and applications. For example, during cooling of Al-Bi melt, Bi droplets will 

grow and tend to sink down to the bottom of melt due to the higher density of Bi (three times 

higher than Al).  

As mentioned in Chapter 2.3, different approaches have been experimented to tackle this 

problem. Conventional solid state processing, rapid cooling and casting under microgravity 
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environment have been studied in the previous researches. Unfortunately, these methods have 

encountered certain technical/fundamental limits. Recently, a novel method for phase control in 

Al-Bi immiscible alloy was successfully demonstrated [Chen 2014, Cao 2016 and Sun 2017] by 

using nanoparticles. But this method requires applying ultrasonic processing to incorporate and 

disperse nanoparticles in molten metal, which is hard for large scale production. Therefore, a novel 

method addressing the challenge posed by the miscibility gap is highly demanded to obtain well-

dispersed minority phase in bulk immiscible alloys. 

In this chapter, we explored a novel scalable manufacturing method that can substantially 

restrict the size of minority Bi phase to submicron during processing of Al-Bi immiscible alloy 

through a nanoparticles self-assemble mechanism. Moreover, addition of Cu element and cold 

rolling of Al-Bi immiscible alloy will be applied to further enhance the mechanical properties for 

its proper use as bearing material.  

4.1.2 Materials and Methods 

To cast plates and tensile bars of Al-20Bi-1Cu-2vol%TiC nanocomposites, the Al-9vol% 

TiC master nanocomposites were diluted in pure Al melt at 820 °C and then Bi and Cu elements 

were added to the melt. To form a single liquid phase in the Al-Bi material system, the temperature 

was heated to 900 °C. Mechanical mixing was applied at this temperature for 15 min with a rotation 

speed of 200 rpm. The melt was then cast to a steel plate mold to get the designed shape. The 

cooling rate was around 10 K/s measured by a thermocouple during solidification. To further 

investigate the effect of the cooling rate on the growth phase control of Al-Bi immiscible alloy by 

TiC nanoparticles, the molten metal was also cast to a copper wedge mold. The cooling rate R at 

the thickness d in the copper wedge mold have a relationship of 𝑅 =
1000𝐾𝑚𝑚2

𝑠
/(

𝑑

2
)2 . Four 
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samples from different thickness of copper wedge mold were prepared and the cooling rate were 

28 K/s, 50 K/s, 200 K/s and 400 K/s respectively. To further improve the mechanical properties of 

the Al-20Bi-1Cu-2vol%TiC nanocomposites, the as cast plate was cold rolled to a thickness 

reduction of 40%.  

The as cast and rolled samples were ground, polished and then ion milled by Precision Ion 

Polishing System (PIPS) for 3 h at an accelerating voltage of 4 kV, with 6° milling angle to expose 

the microstructure and embedded nanoparticles. The microstructural characterization was 

performed using a ZEISS Supra 40VP SEM equipped with Electron Dispersive Spectroscopy 

(EDS) at an operation voltage of 15 kV and a spot size of 15 nm. Bi phase size distribution was 

evaluated from SEM images using the image analysis software Image J. Vickers hardness tests 

were conducted using a 200 gf load for 10 s by LM 800AT microhardness tester. Tensile testing 

was measured by Instron 5966 with a video extensometer followed ASTM E8/E8M standard with 

a strain rate of 3.3×10-3 1/s.  

4.1.3 Results and Discussion 

The as-solidified Al-TiC master nanocomposites were then diluted to immiscible Al-20Bi 

alloy melt to control the phase nucleation and growth during cooling. Figure 4-1 shows the 

mechanism of the nanoparticles enabled phase control in the Al-Bi immiscible system. The 

challenge of processing the Al-Bi immiscible alloy is shown in Figure 4-1a. Above the miscibility 

gap where a single liquid phase of Al-Bi melt exists, the alloy components are completely miscible 

with each other. Mechanical mixing was applied in the single liquid phase to homogenize the melt. 

When this homogeneous liquid is cooled down into the miscibility gap, Bi droplets nucleate and 

start to grow. Due to the high diffusion coefficient (up to 10-8 m2s-1) in liquid metals [Roy 1988, 
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Oberg 1973 and Tiller 1953], the Bi droplets can grow rapidly to become large droplets and tend 

to coalesce and sink down to the bottom of the melt due to its higher density than the Al melt. The 

nanoparticles enabled phase control is demonstrated in Figure 4-1b. With dispersed TiC 

nanoparticles homogeneously distributed in the melt, when the melt is cooled down to the 

miscibility gap, some TiC nanoparticles can serve as heterogeneous nucleation sites to promote 

the formation of more Bi droplets. Moreover, during the cooling through the miscibility gap, TiC 

nanoparticles can self-assemble to Al-Bi interface driving by decreasing the system surface energy 

and form a nanoparticles coating. TiC nanoparticles move to Al-Bi interface and cover the Bi 

droplets rapidly. This nanoparticle coating layer can slow down the diffusion of atoms into the Bi 

droplets. Thus, the growth of Bi phase can be substantially impeded and the size of Bi is 

significantly smaller than in pure Al-Bi.  

The favorable energy state at the Bi-Al interface can be explained by a simple model as 

shown in Figure 4-2. R is the radius of the nanoparticle, γ0, γ1, and γ2 are the interfacial energy of 

Bi/Al interface, TiC/Al interface and TiC/Bi interface respectively, while θ is the wetting angle of 

the TiC nanoparticle at Bi-Al interface. There are three parts contributed to the net interfacial 

energy when TiC nanoparticles assemble to the Bi/Al interface:  

(1) The negative energy of missing Bi-Al interface: 𝐸0 = −𝛾0 ∙ 𝜋𝑅2(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃); (2) The energy 

increase of TiC/Al interface: 𝐸1 = 𝛾1 ∙ 2𝜋𝑅2(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃) ; (3) The energy increase of TiC/Bi 

interface: 𝐸2 = 𝛾2 ∙ 2𝜋𝑅2(1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃). Therefore, the net interfacial energy would be 

 𝐸 = 𝐸0 + 𝐸1 + 𝐸2 = 𝜋𝑅2[2(𝛾1 + 𝛾2) + 2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃(𝛾2 − 𝛾1) + 𝛾0 − 𝛾0𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃] 4-1 
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When cosθ =
𝛾2−𝛾1

𝛾0
, the total interfacial energy has a minimum 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝜋𝑅2[2(𝛾1 + 𝛾2) +

(𝛾2−𝛾1)2

𝛾0
+ 𝛾0]. For a particle not adsorbed at the interface, the total interfacial energy will be E′ =

4π𝑅2𝛾1𝑜𝑟 4π𝑅2𝛾2 when particle stay in Al or Bi respectively. When a nanoparticle binds to the 

interface from Al, the binding energy 

 ∆𝐸 = 𝐸′ − 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 [𝜋𝑅2𝛾0(1 ± 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)2] 4-2 

Therefore, unless the wetting angle θ is 0° at which γ2=γ1, binding energy ΔE will be larger 

than zero. In Al-Bi-TiC case, it is less likely that γ2 will be equal to γ1 due to the different physical 

properties of Al and Bi.  Thus the binding energy for TiC nanoparticles in Al-Bi melt will be larger 

than zero and the energy difference leads to these nanoparticles prefer staying at the Bi-Al interface. 

In Al-Bi-TiC system, R is approximately equal to 25 nm, the interfacial energy between Al 

and Bi γ0 at 1173 K is ~1.6×10-2 Nm-1. Although the wetting angle of TiC nanoparticle at Al-Bi 

interface is unknown, it is estimated to be close to 128° since the similar physical properties 

between TiC and TiC0.7N0.3 [Chen 2015]. Then the binding energy is estimated to be 4.6×10-18 J. 

It should be noticed that the thermal Brownian motion energy will tend to move nanoparticles 

freely instead of staying at the interface. The Brownian motion energy is 𝐸𝐵 = 𝑘𝑇/2 where k is 

the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of the melt. At the processing temperature 1173 

K, Brownian motion energy of the TiC nanoparticles is calculated to be 8×10-21 J. Therefore, the 

binding energy (4.6×10-18 J) is more than three orders of magnitude higher than Brownian motion 

energy (~8×10-21 J). Therefore, the binding energy can effectively trap TiC nanoparticles at the 

Al-Bi interface. Therefore, once Bi droplets nucleate in Al melt, TiC nanoparticles tend to cover 

the Bi-Al interface to achieve a more favorable energy state.  
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Figure 4-1 Schematic of the phase evolution during cooling. (a) Pure Al-Bi immiscible alloy; (b) 

Al-Bi with TiC nanoparticles during cooling. 

 

Figure 4-2 Schematic illustration shows an adsorbed spherical nanoparticle with radius R at 

Bi/Al interface. γ0, γ1, and γ2 are the interfacial tensions of Bi/Al, particle/Al and particle/Bi 

interfaces. θ is the wetting angle of the particle at Bi-Al interface. 
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To verify the nanoparticles enabled phase control, the microstructure of as cast Al-20Bi-

1Cu-2vol% TiC nanocomposites and pure Al-20Bi with the same processing route are shown in 

Figure 4-3a and Figure 4-3b. The relatively bright phases are Bi phase while the dark phases are 

Al matrix. It clearly shows that the size of Bi phase in nanocomposites sample is much smaller 

than pure Al-20Bi. Based on the image processing, the average area of Bi in pure Al-20Bi and Al-

20Bi-1Cu-2vol% TiC nanocomposites are 199.8 µm2 and 8.54 µm2, respectively. Moreover, the 

distribution of Bi phase size in pure Al-20Bi is not as homogeneous as in the nanocomposites 

sample. Without nanoparticles phase control mechanism, Bi droplets could grow much larger and 

coalesce during cooling thus form large Bi droplets which lead to the inhomogeneous size 

distribution. To further validate the nanoparticles enabled phase control, we looked at the interface 

between Bi phase and Al matrix. As shown in Figure 4-3c, the relative bright phase at the center 

is Bi and the rest dark phase is Al matrix. It is observed this Bi phase with diameter around 2 µm 

is wrapped up by a layer of TiC nanoparticles. The magnified image at the Al-Bi interface is shown 

in Figure 4-3d, we could identify the condense TiC coating clearly. Figure 4-3e and Figure 4-3f 

are the EDS line-scan results followed the track of pink arrow in Figure 4-3c. The signals of Al 

and Bi element are shown in Figure 4-3e, it is reasonable that Bi signal decrease and Al signal 

increase when the scan go across the interface. Figure 4-3f shows a Ti element signal peak at the 

Al-Bi interface which means TiC nanoparticles do self-assemble to Al-Bi interface and form a 

coating. The Al-Bi interface with TiC nanoparticles coating were further studied by EDS elemental 

mapping as shown in Figure 4-4. Figure 4-4a is the SEM image of one typical Bi phase coated by 

TiC nanoparticles. Figure 4-4b, 4-4c and 4-4d reveal the spatial distributions of Ti, Al and Bi, 

respectively.  Ti element corresponds to TiC nanoparticles are mainly distributed along the 

interface of Al and Bi elements which further validate the self-assembly of TiC nanoparticles. This 
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phase control mechanism by nanoparticles is different with the typical nucleation theory. 

Heterogeneous nucleation in Al-Bi has certain limit for control the size of Bi phase. The 

incorporation of nanoparticles can increase nucleation sites of Bi, but it is not the major mechanism 

to refine the microstructure of Al-Bi-TiC nanocomposites. 

 

Figure 4-3 Nanoparticle enabled phase control in Al-Bi alloy system. (a) SEM image of pure Al-

20Bi alloy under a cooling rate of 10 K/s; (b) SEM image of Al-20Bi-1Cu-2vol%TiC under a 

cooling rate of 10 K/s; (c) and (d) SEM image of Bi phase with TiC nanoparticles coating. (e) 

and (f) EDS line scan data of Bi, Al and Ti element along the pink arrow in (c). 
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Figure 4-4 SEM-EDS micrographs of Al-20Bi-1Cu-2vol%TiC nanocomposites: (a) SEM image 

of Al-20Bi-1Cu-2vol%TiC under a cooling rate of 10 K/s; (b) Ti element distribution; (c) Al 

element distribution; (d) Bi element distribution. 

One more step forward, if submicron or nanoscale secondary phase can be obtained in bulk 

immiscible alloys, exciting properties can be realized for revolutionary technical applications, such 

as superconductors (e.g. Cu-V), giant magnetoresistive (GMR) materials (e.g. Cu-Co) [Wang 

1998], and Li-ion battery electrode materials (Sn-Si) [Kasavajjula 2007]. Cooling rate is another 

important parameter governing the size of Bi phase. Assuming Bi droplets nucleate and grow by 

the diffusion of Bi atoms, the diameter of Bi droplet then can be determined by d𝐵𝑖 = 2√2𝐷𝑆𝑡, 

where D is diffusion coefficient of Bi atoms, t is cooling time in the immiscible region, and S is 

supersaturation of Bi. From this equation, the cooling time in the immiscible region is depended 
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on the cooling rate. With faster cooling rate, the cooling time t in the immiscible region is reduced 

and thus less Bi atoms could transport into the Bi droplets leading to the refinement of Bi size. 

 

Figure 4-5 Control minority Bi phase down to submicron. (a-d) SEM image of Al-20Bi-1Cu-

2vol% TiC at cooling rate of 28 K/s, 50 K/s, 200 K/s and 400 K/s, respectively; (e) Bi size as a 

function of the cooling rate for Al-20Bi-1Cu-2vol% TiC; (f) SEM image of a submicron size Bi 

phase with TiC nanoparticles coating in Al-20Bi-1Cu-2vol% TiC under a cooling rate of 400 

K/s. 
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To study the influence of cooling rates on the nanoparticles enabled phase control, Al-

20Bi-1Cu-2vol%TiC melt was cast to a copper wedge mold, different cooling rates were obtained 

at different height of the cast ingot. In the microstructure of Al-20Bi-1Cu-2vol%TiC as shown in 

Figure 4-5 (a-d), Bi phase sizes are substantially decreased with faster cooling. The relationship of 

Bi phase size with cooling rate is shown in Figure 4-5e. The Bi phase sizes of 10 K/s, 28 K/s, 50 

K/s, 200 K/s and 400 K/s cooling rates are 2.6 μm, 0.946 μm, 0.878 μm, 0.823 μm and 0.797 μm, 

respectively. It is observed that with the increase of cooling rate, the average size of Bi phase 

decreases gradually. When the cooling rate is higher than 28 K/s, the size of Bi phase can be 

reduced to submicron meter scale. The smallest average size of Bi phase we can obtain here is 

approximately 800 nm under the cooling rate of 400 K/s. Figure 4-5f shows the zoom-in SEM 

image of Al-20Bi-1Cu-2vol%TiC nanocomposites which the cooling rate is 400 K/s. The Al 

matrix, Bi phase and TiC nanoparticles are indicated in the figure. It is observed that the size of Bi 

phase in this image is in the range of hundreds nanometers. Moreover, it is interesting that TiC 

nanoparticles did not form a dense coating at the Al-Bi interface (as shown in Figure 4-5b), instead 

only several nanoparticles decorated on Bi phase. It is highly possible that with higher cooling 

rates, TiC nanoparticles do not have enough time to coat whole Bi droplets before the alloy solidify. 

However, TiC nanoparticles are still capable control the size of Bi phase down to submicron. At 

this scale, without nanoparticles fully coated the Al-Bi interface, only several nanoparticles at the 

interface are good enough to hinder the diffusional growth significantly. Combining the fast 

cooling with the nanoparticles enabled phase control mechanism, submicron minority phase in 

liquid processed immiscible alloys system can be achieved to break the fundamentals and technical 

limits of the processibility of immiscible alloys.  
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The mechanical properties of Al-Bi alloys can be further enhanced by addition of one 

percent of Cu element and cold rolling. Figure 4-6a shows the SEM image of the cold rolled Al-

20Bi-1-Cu-2vol%TiC. Bi phases are well distributed in Al matrix. Figure 4-6b is the magnified 

SEM image of the area marked in Figure 4-6a. It is observed that this Bi phase is elongated along 

the rolling direction. HV microhardness and tensile testing were carried out to analyses the 

mechanical properties of this nanocomposites material. Figure 4-7a shows that the HV 

microhardness of pure Al-20Bi, Al-20Bi-2vol%TiC, Al-20Bi-1Cu-2vol%TiC nanocomposites and 

cold rolled Al-20Bi-1Cu-2vol%TiC nanocomposites are 0.32, 0.35, 0.50 and 0.80 GPa, 

respectively. Compared with pure Al-20Bi immiscible alloy, the microhardness improvement of 

Al-20Bi-2vol%TiC is not very significant due to the nanoparticles are distributed at the Al-Bi 

interface instead of uniformly disperse in the Al matrix. The microhardness increment of Al-20Bi-

1Cu-2vol%TiC nanocomposites is mainly due to the addition of Cu element. Cu could form 

precipitates to enhance the mechanical performances. To validate the scalability of this processing, 

ASTM standard tensile testing of the nanocomposites samples was done. The engineering stress-

strain curve is shown in Figure 4-7b, the yield strength and ultimate tensile strength of Al-20Bi-

1Cu-2vol%TiC nanocomposites were 124 MPa and 157 MPa, respectively. Also, the yield strength 

and ultimate tensile strength of cold rolled Al-20Bi-1Cu-2vol%TiC nanocomposites were 248 

MPa and 258 MPa, respectively. The ductility is observed approximately 2.5-3.0 vol% for the Al-

20Bi-1Cu-2vol%TiC nanocomposites. The low ductility may originate from the brittleness of Bi 

phase and defects formed during casting process. It is also observed that the slope at the elastic 

deformation region is different for the as cast and cold rolled samples. This could be explained by 

the elimination of casting defects during cold rolling. The tensile tests were not performed for pure 

Al-Bi due to the segregation of Bi phase. Without the addition of nanoparticles, the Bi phase 
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separates from the Al matrix and sinks down to the bottom of the ingot. The fracture surface after 

tensile test is shown in Figure 4-8a and 4-8b. Al matrix shows a typical ductile fracture surface 

with homogeneous dimples up and down [Aoki 1990, Lee 2003 and Ishikawa 1990]. However, we 

can clearly observe cracks in Bi phases which might be the reason of the relatively low ductility. 

Cracks preferred to form and propagate at Bi phase due to the brittle nature of Bi. Figure 4-8b 

shows the high magnification SEM image of one cracked Bi phase coated with TiC nanoparticles. 

We can observe that the crack only propagate along the area without nanoparticles. This might due 

to the crack deflection caused by the nanoparticles [Yang 2014].   

 

Figure 4-6 Microstructure of cold rolled Al-20Bi-1Cu-2vol% TiC. (a) SEM image of cold rolled 

Al-20Bi-1Cu-2vol% TiC; (b) SEM image of one deformed Bi phase in the marked area in (a). 
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Figure 4-7 Mechanical properties of Al-Bi alloy with nanoparticles. (a) Vickers microhardness 

and (b) tensile test of as cast Al-20Bi, as-cast Al-20Bi-2vol%TiC, as cast Al-20Bi-1Cu-

2vol%TiC and cold rolled Al-20Bi-1Cu-2vol%TiC. 

 

Figure 4-8 Fracture surface of cold rolled Al-20Bi-1Cu-2vol%TiC. (a), (b) SEM image of the 

fracture surface of the tensile bar after test. 

4.1.4 Summary 

In summary, master Al-TiC nanocomposites with a high volume fraction of TiC 

nanoparticles were produced by a scalable manufacturing method, i.e. molten salt assisted 

solidification. The master Al-TiC nanocomposites can be readily diluted for processing Al-Bi 

immiscible alloys. TiC nanoparticles can self-assemble at the Al-Bi interface and restrict the 

growth of Bi phase substantially. This nanoparticle-enabled phase control mechanism allows us to 

process Al-Bi immiscible alloy in large scale. With the increase of cooling rate, the average 

diameter of Bi phase decreases and the size of the minority Bi phase can be reduced to submicron, 

breaking the fundamental and technical limits of processing immiscible alloys and opening up 

more exciting applications. The mechanical properties of Al-Bi immiscible alloy with TiC 

nanoparticles can be further enhanced by Cu element addition and cold rolling for practical 

applications.  
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4.2 Strengthening Al-20Bi-TiC0.7N0.3 Nanocomposites by Cu Addition and 

Grain Refiner 

TiC0.7N0.3 nanoparticles are used to control Bi phase growth in immiscible Al-Bi alloy 

during solidification, producing Al-20Bi-TiC0.7N0.3 nanocomposites with homogeneously 

distributed Bi phases. Cu element and Al-5Ti-1B grain refiner were added to further strengthen 

the nanocomposite. Significant microhardness enhancement was achieved without deteriorating 

the distribution of Bi phase. 

4.2.1 Introduction 

A typical bearing consists of three main types of materials: a relatively hard matrix material 

(such as Al or Cu), a soft component to provide self-lubricating properties, and small quantities of 

various additives that modify the microstructures and properties of the matrix metals [Kopeliovich 

2001]. Al alloys with a homogeneous distribution of Bi are long believed to be ideal bearing 

materials that offer outstanding overall properties [Feyzullahoğlu 2010, Lepper 1997]. Comparing 

with the most commonly used Al-Sn bearing alloy, the soft component Bi could bring superior 

lubricating properties than tin. Al-Pb alloys are also of interests but they are not widely used since 

lead is not environment friendly. There was significant effort to cast Al-Bi system in order to 

harness the self-lubricating properties for energy savings. However, it is very difficult to obtain 

homogeneous distributed Bi phase by conventional casting methods due to the rapid growth of Bi 

phase and the large density difference (Bi is 3.6 times heavier than Al). Bi tends to sink down to 

the bottom leading to phase separation [Ratke 2007]. 

Recently, a novel way for rapid phase control was successfully demonstrated [Chen 2014] 

by using nanoparticles to self-assemble at the interface between the major and minority phases. 
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Friction tests showed that the coefficient of friction of Al-20Bi-2vol% TiC0.7N0.3 (all compositions 

are in wt.% unless otherwise specified) is one order of magnitude lower than that of pure Al-20Bi. 

However, the strength of the Al-20Bi-2vol% TiC0.7N0.3 nanocomposites is still relatively low due 

to the lack of strengthening mechanisms.  

The strength and microstructure of the Al-Bi alloys are key factors for the friction and wear 

properties [Rosales 2014]. Alloy strengthening is widely used for Al alloy. However, it should be 

noted that some regular alloy elements may not be suitable for Al-Bi immiscible system due to the 

reactive property of Bi. For example, Mg will react with Bi and may deteriorate the microstructure 

and performance [Nayeb 1985]. Therefore, strengthening Al-Bi-TiC0.7N0.3 nanocomposites with 

alloying elements is more complicate than regular aluminum alloys. Cu element can be very 

effective to strengthen Al-Bi alloys and it will not react with Bi as suggested by the Cu-Bi phase 

diagram. Al-5Ti-1B grain refiner is also widely used to improve Al alloys properties by grain 

refinement. However, it is still unknown the grain refinement effect for Al-Bi-TiC0.7N0.3 system. 

This chapter is to explore the Cu alloying and grain refiner effects for strengthening Al-20Bi-2vol% 

TiC0.7N0.3 nanocomposites.  

4.2.2 Materials and Methods 

Al-20Bi was prepared by melting pure Al (99.5%, AA1350) and Bi (99.9%, from Alfa 

Aesar) in an alumina crucible (with diameter of 36 mm and height of 90 mm) using electrical 

resistance furnace. TiC0.7N0.3 nanoparticles (diameter of ~80 nm, from Sigma Aldrich) were fed 

and dispersed by an ultrasonic cavitation-based method [Lan 2004, Choi 2012]. Figure 4-9 

illustrates the schematic of the experiment setup. The heating system consists of an electrical 

furnace and alumina covered thermocouple to control the heating temperature. A refractory 

niobium alloy with a diameter of 12.7 mm and a length of 175 mm was attached to a booster 
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(Sonicator 3000, Misonix Inc), which was mounted in a transducer working under a maximum 600 

W power output. Vibration amplitude is 60 μm peak-to-peak with a frequency of 20 kHz.  When 

the Al-Bi alloy was melted in the alumina crucible at 973 K, the tip of the probe was inserted 

around 6mm into the melt during the nanoparticle feeding process. Inert argon gas was used to 

protect the melt and nanoparticles to avoid severe oxidation. A double-capsulate feeding method 

was applied to feed nanoparticles. TiC0.7N0.3 nanoparticles were wrapped with a thin Al foil (alloy 

1000, thickness: 0.0127 mm) before it was rolled into a rod shape. The rod with nanoparticles was 

wrapped again by another Al thin foil.  The second Al foil will help release the nanoparticles into 

melt gradually. When the melt temperature reached 973 K (two liquid phase zone), two volume 

percent preheated nanoparticles (423 K for 1 hour) were fed into the melt by this double capsulate 

method. Then the temperature was further heated to 1173 K (single liquid phase zone) and 

ultrasonic processing was applied for 15 minutes to ensure nanoparticles dispersion. The crucible 

was then taken out from the furnace and cool down in air (cooling rate about 1 K/s) to solidify. 

 

Figure 4-9 Experiment setup for melting and nanoparticles feeding process. 
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The Al-20Bi-2vol%TiC0.7N0.3 nanocomposites was melt again at 973 K (two liquid state), 

and pure Cu was fed under ultrasonic processing for 15 minutes. Then the temperature was heated 

up to 1173 K (single liquid state) and ultrasonic processing for one more minutes to ensure 

nanoparticle dispersion. Finally, the crucible was taken out from the furnace and cool down in air 

(~1 K/s) to solidify. One or two percent Cu were added for different samples. After this, 0.3% Al-

5Ti-1B grain refiner was added by the same procedure. 

The solidified samples were ground, polished and then ion milled by Precision Ion 

Polishing System (PIPS) to expose the microstructure and embedded nanoparticles. Scanning 

electron microscope (ZEISS Supra 40VP SEM) were used to analyze microstructure. Electron 

backscattering diffraction (EBSD) detector was used for grain size analysis. The grain size is 

measured by following ASTM E112-96. Vickers hardness tests were conducted using a 200 gf 

load for 10 s by LM 800AT microhardness tester. 

4.2.3 Results and Discussion 

SEM images of the samples after processing are showed in Figure 4-10. Figure 4-10a 

shows that a good distribution of refined minority Bi phase is obtained under a slow cooling rate 

of 1 K/s by dispersing the TiC0.7N0.3 nanoparticles in the single liquid zone. Some Bi phase with 

nanoparticles existed in or near grain boundaries, most likely due to nanoparticles being pushed 

by the solidification fronts during solidification [Xu 2002]. Figure 4-10b shows that TiC0.7N0.3 

nanoparticles are trapped at the interface between Al and Bi and refine the Bi size to about 10 μm. 

Comparing with pure Al-20Bi sample that Bi will settle down to the bottom due to sedimentation, 

the distribution of Bi is homogeneous in Al-20Bi-2vol% TiC0.7N0.3 nanocomposites. 
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Figure 4-10 SEM images of Al-20Bi alloy with 2vol% TiC0.7N0.3 nanoparticles under  a cooling 

rate of 1 K/s. 

It is also important to compare the microstructure after the incorporation of the 

strengthening Cu element. The microstructure of Al-20Bi-2vol%TiC0.7N0.3 nanocomposites with 

1% Cu is showed in Figure 4-11. In Figure 4-11a, the white phase distributed around the grain 

boundary consists of Bi phase and TiC0.7N0.3 nanoparticles. The black region is the Al-Cu solid 

solution matrix with a small amount of Al-Cu precipitation phase. With the addition of 1% Cu, the 

minority Bi phase still keeps the good distribution. Figure 4-11b and Figure 4-11c show that 

TiC0.7N0.3 nanoparticles can still self-assemble at the Al-Bi interface forming a dense coating layer. 

Al-20Bi-2vol% TiC0.7N0.3 nanocomposites with 2% Cu and 0.3% Al-5Ti-1B grain refiner show 

similar microstructure without sedimentation. With the strengthening Cu element and Al-5Ti-1B 

grain refiner, the incorporation of nanoparticles could still successfully refine the size of Bi phase. 
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Figure 4-11 SEM images of Al-20Bi-1Cu alloy with 2vol% TiC0.7N0.3 nanoparticles. 

Figure 4-12 shows that Al-Cu precipitation phase is distributed in Al matrix region. Since 

the solubility of Cu in Al will reduce to approximately 0.1% at room temperature, Al-Cu 

precipitation phase will precipitate out during solidification process when 1-2% Cu was added.  

Compare Figure 4-12a (1% Cu addition) with Figure 4-12b (2% Cu addition), more precipitates 

are generated with higher Cu content.  
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Figure 4-12 Al-Cu precipitates in (a) Al-20Bi-1Cu-2vol% TiC0.7N0.3; (b) Al-20Bi-2Cu-2vol% 

TiC0.7N0.3. 

The grain size is analyzed by EBSD images. As showed in Figure 4-13, the grain size 

decrease after the addition of 0.3% Al-5Ti-1B grain refiner. It is measured that the average grain 

size reduce from approximately 143 μm to 97 μm after the addition of Al-5Ti-1B grain refiner. 

However, the grain refinement in Al matrix nanocomposites by the grain refiner is not as effective 

as in pure Al or Al alloy because the incorporated nanoparticles can already reduce the grain size 

before Al-5Ti-1B grain refiner was used. 

 

Figure 4-13 EBSD images of (a) Al-20Bi-2Cu-2vol% TiC0.7N0.3 nanoparticles; (b) Al-20Bi- 

2Cu-2vol% TiC0.7N0.3 with 0.3% Al-5Ti-1B grain refiner. 

Figure 4-14 shows the microhardness data as a function of the contents of Cu and Al-5Ti-

1B grain refiner. Microhardness improvement of 56% and 63% was obtained by adding 1% and 

2% Cu respectively. Vickers microhardness of original nanocomposites material without Cu is 

35.44 while 55.44 for the sample with 1% Cu and 57.88 for the sample with 2% Cu.  This 

enhancement is mostly attributed to the formation of Al-Cu solid solution and Al-Cu precipitation 

phase. The solute Cu atoms and Al-Cu precipitates in Al matrix will impede the motion of 

dislocations and enhance the strength. Moreover, after the addition of 0.3% Al-5Ti-1B grain 
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refiner, the Vickers microhardness was further increased to 65.18 attribute to grain refinement 

effect. 

 

Figure 4-14 Plot of the microhardness for the Al-20Bi-2vol%TiC0.7N0.3 nanocomposites with 

different Cu and Al-5Ti-1B grain refiner content. 

For Al-Bi-TiC0.7N0.3 nanocomposites, minority Bi phase will nucleate during cooling, and 

nanoparticles will rapidly assemble on the growing phase driven by a reduction of the system 

surface energy. This energy difference leads these particles to preferably stay at the Al-Bi interface. 

When compared with the Brownian motion energy kT/2, the Gibbs free energy needed to move 

nanoparticles from interface is three orders of magnitude higher [Reardon 2011, Chen 2014]. 

Therefore, such an energy well will effectively trap nanoparticles at the interface. After 

nanoparticles coat at the Al-Bi interface, this coating could effectively impede the diffusion growth 

by blocking Bi atoms diffuse into Bi droplets and thus reduce the growth significantly. With this 

nanoparticles enabled phase control method, we could obtain refined Bi phase distribute 

homogeneously in Al matrix instead of sedimentation. Moreover, because of the nanoparticle 

coating on the surface of Bi, colliding Bi droplets cannot merge because of a high capillary 

pressure in the liquid film between nanoparticle-coated droplets. 
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The strengthening of Al-Bi-TiC0.7N0.3 nanocomposites is accomplished by the 

incorporation of Cu. From the microstructure analysis, it shows that, by addition of strengthening 

Cu element, the nanoparticles could still self-assemble to Al-Bi interface and form a dense thin 

layer to achieve rapid phase control. Therefore, Cu will not deteriorate the rapid phase control 

effect in the nanocomposites.  

In order to further increase the mechanical properties, 0.3% Al-5Ti-1B grain refiner is 

added to reduce the grain size. It is widely accepted that the morphology and size of TiAl3 particles, 

as heterogeneous nucleation sites, are important factors determining the grain refinement 

efficiency [Xu 2013]. Here the grain size reduce from 143 µm to 97 µm by 0.3% Al-5Ti-1B grain 

refiner addition and further strengthening was achieved, which is attributed to the Hall-Petch effect.  

4.2.4 Summary 

Al-Bi-TiC0.7N0.3 nanocomposites were cast with an ultrasonic-assisted processing method. 

Microstructure analysis shows that TiC0.7N0.3 nanoparticles are self-assembled on the Al-Bi 

interface driven by the reduction of system surface energy so that the Bi droplets are refined and 

homogeneously distributed in Al matrix.  The Al-Bi-TiC0.7N0.3 nanocomposites were further 

strengthened by additions of Cu element and Al-5Ti-1B grain refiner. The microhardness test 

shows that the addition of Cu and Al-5Ti-1B grain refiner could improve the mechanical properties 

significantly without deteriorating the rapid phase control effect of the nanoparticles. High 

performance Al-Bi nanocomposites have great potential for self-lubricating bearing applications. 

4.3 Phase Control in Immiscible Zn-Bi Alloy by Tungsten Nanoparticles 

Immiscible Zn-Bi alloy has a good potential to replace lead-based alloys to serve as a 

running layer in plain bearings. However, it is still a major challenge to uniformly disperse Bi 
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phase in Zn matrix during solidification processing since Bi droplets grow fast in liquid state and 

readily coagulate to induce phase sedimentation. In this chapter, tungsten (W) nanoparticles were, 

for the first time, used and effectively incorporated into the Zn-Bi melt for phase control. Tungsten 

nanoparticles were able to self-assemble to the Zn-Bi phase interfaces to slow down the growth of 

the Bi phase and prevent their coagulations, resulting in a significant size reduction of the Bi phase 

and microstructure refinement. Moreover, the incorporation of W nanoparticles into the Zn-Bi 

alloy enhanced its microhardness significantly. This new approach of using chemically-stable 

metal nanoparticles has a great potential for scale-up manufacturing of immiscible alloys for 

widespread applications. 

4.3.1 Introduction 

Immiscible Zn-Bi alloys have been suggested as potential environmentally benign alloys 

for running layers in plain bearings to replace lead-based alloys [Gollas 2013]. Zn-Bi alloys with 

better lubrication property, are considered to be superior to Zn-Sn alloys for plain bearings. Gollas 

et al. [Gollas 2013] electrodeposited a thin layer Zn-Bi biphasic layer on Cu sheets. However, it is 

difficult to cast bulk Zn-Bi alloys with a homogeneous distributed Bi phase due to the rapid growth 

and coagulations of the Bi phase and its sedimentation induced by the gravity force. The earlier 

study [Chen 2014, Cao 2016’] presented a novel method for rapid phase control in the immiscible 

Al-Bi alloy using ceramic nanoparticles. However, the poor wettability between the ceramic 

nanoparticles and the molten melt made the nanoparticle incorporation troublesome. In this chapter, 

chemically stable tungsten (W) nanoparticles were incorporated to Zn-Bi immiscible alloy. With 

a good wettability, W nanoparticles were easily incorporated into the Zn-Bi melt, making this 

process highly promising for large scale production. 
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4.3.2 Materials and Methods 

Zn-8wt.%Bi alloy (all compositions are in wt.% unless otherwise specified) was prepared 

by melting pure Zn and Bi (99.9%, from Alfa Aesar) in an alumina crucible (with a diameter and 

height of 50  and 80 mm, respectively) using an electric resistance furnace under argon gas 

protection. Tungsten nanoparticles with an average diameter of 50 nm (US Research 

Nanomaterials) were incorporated by a semi-solid mixing method [De Cicco 2009, Xu 2015]. 

Based on the phase diagram of Zn-Bi immiscible alloy [Malakhov 2000], after melting Zn and Bi 

at 723 K, the temperature was cooled down to a semi-solid state temperature of 683 K. A mixing 

blade of grade 5 titanium was placed at one third height of the molten metal with a rotation speed 

of 700 rpm. W nanoparticles were then fed and incorporated into the semi-solid melt. After feeding, 

the temperature was raised up to 873 K for 15 minutes ultrasonic processing. For the ultrasonic 

processing, a C103 alloy probe was inserted about 6 mm deep into the melt. The probe was 

attached to a booster (Misonix Sonicator 3000). A peak-to-peak vibration amplitude of 60 μm and 

a frequency of 20 kHz were used [Yang 2004].  Finally, the crucible was taken out from the furnace 

and cool down in air. 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to identify phases in the nanocomposite. A BEDE D1 

high resolution diffractometer using Cu Kα (λ=0.1542 nm) radiation was used. For microstructure 

analysis, after grinding and polishing, these samples were ion milled by a Precision Ion Polishing 

System (PIPS) for 1.5 h at an accelerating voltage of 4 kV, with a 2° milling angle.  The 

microstructural characterization was performed using a ZEISS Supra 40VP SEM and the elemental 

composition was determined by electron dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). Bi phase size distribution 

was evaluated from SEM images using the image analyses software ImageJ. Vickers hardness tests 

were conducted under a 200 gf load with a dwell time of 10 s in a LM 800AT microhardness tester. 
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4.3.3 Results and Discussion 

One of the prerequisites for the nanoparticle enabled phase control in Zn-Bi immiscible 

alloys is that W nanoparticles must be chemically stable during processing. Figure 4-15 shows the 

XRD spectrum of the as-cast Zn-8Bi-2vol%W nanocomposite. Only pure Zn, Bi and W phases are 

identified without the presence of other phases. The result suggests that W nanoparticles are 

chemically stable in the Zn-Bi melt. 

 

Figure 4-15 X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectrum of the Zn-8Bi-2vol%W nanocomposite. 

We used SEM and EDS analyses to study the microstructure. Pure Zn-8Bi alloy samples 

processed under the same conditions were also studied for comparison. For the pure sample, Figure 

4-16a shows two different regions: the Zn rich region at the top and the Bi rich region at the bottom 

as a result of sedimentation. In contrast, for the nanocomposites sample, Figure 4-16b shows a 

good distribution of the Bi phase. We can also observe that Bi phase is inconsecutively located 

around Zn grain boundaries (GBs) and only part of Zn GBs are wetted by Bi phase. A higher 

magnification SEM image (Figure 4-16c) shows that W particles are located at the interface 

between Bi and Zn. However, Bi phase is not fully covered by W nanoparticles, only a part of the 
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Zn-Bi interface have a W nanoparticle coating. We can observe that the size of the Bi phase is 

significantly constrained. Figure 4-16d displays a histogram of the Bi phase size distribution with 

the majority of the particle sizes around 2.5 µm.  

 

Figure 4-16 SEM images and size distribution of the Bi phase in Zn-Bi alloys: (a) Pure Zn-8Bi; 

(b-c) Zn-8Bi-2vol%W nanocomposites; (d) Histogram of Bi phase size distribution in Zn-8Bi-

2vol%W nanocomposites. 

Figure 4-17 shows the EDS analyses of the aforementioned phases present in Figure 4-16c. 

An EDS line-scan was performed along the arrow highlighted in Figure 4-17a. We can observe an 

obvious W signal peak at the Zn-Bi phase interface (Figure 4-17b). A more detailed analysis of 

the Zn-Bi phase interface highlighted by a white rectangle in Figure 4-17a is shown in Figure 4-

17c-f. Figure 4-17c shows a higher magnification SEM image of the interface confirming the 

presence of W nanoparticles. Their corresponding elemental EDS mappings, color coded for 

clarity, show spatial distributions of Zn, Bi and W.  
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Figure 4-17 SEM-EDS micrographs of Zn-8Bi-2vol%W nanocomposites: (a) SEM image of Zn-

8Bi-2vol%W nanocomposites; (b) EDS line-scan of W element at the Zn-Bi interface; (c) Higher 

magnification SEM image of the Zn-Bi interface highlighted in (a); (d) Zn element rich 

distribution; (e) Bi element rich distribution; (f) W element rich distribution. 

Vickers microhardness tests were performed in order to evaluate the effect of W 

nanoparticles on the mechanical properties of the Zn-8Bi-2vol%W nanocomposite. These results 

are compared with those from the pure Zn-8Bi alloy. Figure 4-18 shows the microhardness data 

for both the Zn-8Bi alloy and Zn-8Bi-2vol%W nanocomposite samples. For the Zn-8Bi sample, 

the microhardness values from the top and bottom parts are 46.3 and 20.7 Kg mm-2, respectively. 

These results are expected due to the non-uniform Bi phase segregation as shown earlier in Figure 

4-18a. Since Bi is softer than Zn, the microhardness value of the bottom part is much lower than 
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the top part. However, the microhardness from the top and bottom parts in the Zn-8Bi-2vol%W 

nanocomposite sample is 48.98 and 46.9 Kg mm-2 respectively, indicating a well distributed Bi 

phase in the whole sample. Since the top part of the Zn-8Bi-2vol%W nanocomposite contains 

much more soft Bi phase that that of the pure Zn-8Bi alloy, it is clear that the strong W 

nanoparticles strengthen the nanocomposite samples effectively. 

 

Figure 4-18 Vickers microhardness of the Zn-8Bi alloy and Zn-8Bi-2vol%W nanocomposite. 

In this chapter, we have developed a strategy, to uniformly distribute Bi phase and 

eliminate the Bi sedimentation by adding metallic W nanoparticles in a Zn-Bi immiscible alloy 

casting. For pure Zn-Bi immiscible alloy, once the primary Bi phase nucleates at liquid state, the 

growth rate of Bi phase is very fast due to the high diffusion coefficient. Moreover, if multiple 

primary Bi droplets collide with each other, they will coalesce into one larger droplets driven by 

the reduction of the interfacial energy. The large Bi droplets start to sediment due to the gravity 

force. 
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Our approach utilizes W nanoparticles to suppress the growth and prevent the collisions of 

the Bi droplets in Zn-Bi melt. After the initial nucleation of a Bi phase in the Zn solution, the 

dispersed W nanoparticles rapidly self-assemble at the Zn-Bi interface to restrict the phase growth 

and coalescence. Thus, a refined Bi phase with little sedimentation is achieved. Our experimental 

study using W nanoparticles for phase control in the Zn-Bi immiscible alloy validated the 

effectiveness of the method. With only 2 vol% W nanoparticles, the size of the minority Bi phase 

has significantly been reduced to around 2.5 µm. It is also likely that W nanoparticles worked as 

heterogeneous nucleation sites for Bi phases to refine microstructure [Chen 2015]. In addition, it 

would be important to study the wetting behavior at GBs and interfaces. Based on the criteria 

[Straumal 2008, Straumal 2001 and Straumal 2010] that every GB was considered to be completely 

wetted only when a layer had covered the whole GB, here Bi phase is incomplete wetting to Zn 

GBs because Bi phase is inconsecutively distributed around the GBs. It is also of interest to 

investigate the W nanoparticles’ wetting behavior at the Zn-Bi interface because W nanoparticle 

coating can directly affect the effectiveness of this nanoparticle enabled phase control mechanism. 

As shown in Figure 4-16c, Bi phase is not fully covered by W nanoparticles, thus it is also 

incomplete wetting. It is noteworthy that the processing cooling rate is about 1 K/s, there is no 

annealing or heat treatment during processing. It would be interesting in the future to research the 

GB wetting behavior transition by annealing at different temperature and time. 

4.3.4 Summary 

For the first time, W nanoparticles were easily incorporated and dispersed in Zn-8Bi alloy 

melt by semi-solid mixing and ultrasonic-assisted processing for Zn-8Bi-2vol%W nanocomposites. 

XRD analysis indicated that W nanoparticles were chemically stable in the Zn-8Bi melt. SEM and 

EDS analyses demonstrated that W nanoparticles self-assembled at the Zn-Bi interface driven by 
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the reduction of system surface energy. W nanoparticles significantly refined the size of the Bi 

phase and prevented the Bi sedimentation during Zn-Bi immiscible alloy casting. Microhardness 

test showed that W nanoparticles significantly enhanced the mechanical properties of Zn-Bi. The 

unprecedented use of chemically-stable metal nanoparticles for phase control in immiscible alloys 

simplifies the processing since metal nanoparticles offer excellent wettability with immiscible 

alloys to allow effective nanoparticle feeding/incorporation and dispersion. This new approach has 

a great potential for scale-up manufacturing of immiscible alloys with a uniform distribution of 

secondary phases for widespread applications. 

4.4 Phase Control in Organic Immiscible CTB-SCN by B4C Nanoparticles 

4.4.1 Introduction 

SCN (Succinonitrile) is a transparent organic material having similar solidification 

behaviors to metallic alloys and thus is widely used for in-situ optical observation of nucleation 

and microstructure development to provide insights for the solidification behavior of metallic 

alloys [Rai 1998]. CTB (carbontetrabromide) is also transparent to visible light for optical 

observations. CTB–SCN system, whose phase diagram is shown in Figure 4-19, has been used as 

a very good organic analog of immiscible alloy systems. The low temperature, transparent SCN-

CTB system will allow us to readily set up high-speed optical systems (such as laser scattering and 

high speed camera) to study the fundamental issues related to diffusional control and phase 

stabilization by nanoparticles. We would like to in-situ observe the whole phase evolution during 

immiscible CTB-SCN solidification. Based on the in-situ experiment, the nanoparticles enabled 

minority phase stabilization and minority droplet capture during solidification will be examined.  
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Figure 4-19 Phase diagram and molecule structure of CTB-SCN. 

4.4.2 Materials and Methods 

Processing CTB-SCN sample. The experimental set-up for CTB-SCN processing is 

shown in Figure 4-20a. CTB-7.5mol% SCN were melt at 145 °C (two liquid phase) inside a glass 

beaker in a silicon oil bath on a hot plate under argon protection. During heating and processing, 

a glass slide or aluminum foil are applied to cover the opening of the beaker to reduce oxidation 

and sample evaporation. A K-type Thermocouple is inserted into the silicon oil for temperature 

control. After CTB-7.5mol% SCN is fully melt, 2 vol% B4C nanoparticles are poured into the melt 

and manually mixed. Then the temperature is raised to 195 °C and ultrasonic processing is used 

for 5mins to disperse nanoparticles in single liquid phase region. The parameter of ultrasonic 

processing is 20 kHz with a 20µm peak-to-peak amplitude. Temperature keeps increasing to 215°C 

because the ultrasonic processing will deliver energy to the liquid sample. Once the processing 

stops, a rectangle shaped capillary glass tube (with different thicknesses of 300µm, 400µm and 

500µm) is inserted into the melt and suck sample into the tube by capillary force for further in-situ 
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experiment.  After solidification in the glass tube, the tube is sealed by a fiberglass stove gasket 

cement withstands 2000 °F. A pipette is also used to suck some liquid samples and drop them on 

one glass slide for characterization. Other bulk CTB-7.5mol% SCN -2vol% B4C nanocomposites 

is taken out from the silicon oil bath and cool down in air to room temperature. Optical microscope 

and variable pressure SEM are used to observe the microstructure and in-situ process. Pure CTB-

7.5mol% SCN and pure SCN without nanoparticles are also prepared with the same processing 

parameter for comparison. To observe the phase evolution during heating and solidification in real 

time, the rectangle glass tube with solidified sample inside is put on a strip heater with a 

temperature control system. An optical microscope is used to record the microstructure evolution 

during experiment.  

 

Figure 4-20 Experimental set-up for (a) CTB-SCN processing, (b) in-situ observation during 

heating and solidification. 

4.4.3 Results and Discussion 

Distribution of SCN minority phase. Figure 4-21 shows optical microscopy images of 

the pure CTB-7.5mol% SCN and CTB-7.5mol% SCN-2vol% B4C nanocomposites after 

processing. It clearly shows that SCN droplets in pure CTB-SCN grow much larger than those in 

CTB-SCN-B4C nanocomposites. Software Image-J is used for analyzing the sizes of SCN droplets. 
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The average diameter of the SCN in pure sample is around 104 µm, while it is only around 7.7 µm 

for nanocomposites sample. The diameter decrease more than one order of magnitude, which 

demonstrates that the nanoparticles enabled phase control is very effective in CTB-SCN system. 

In addition, the distribution of droplet size for pure CTB-SCN is much more scattered than 

nanocomposites sample. It is believed that these large droplets in pure sample are formed due to 

coalescence while nanoparticle coating could against coalescence to obtain more homogeneous 

size distribution. 

 

Figure 4-21 Microstructure of (a) pure CTB-7.5mol.% SCN, (b)  CTB-7.5mol.% SCN -2vol% 

B4C nanocomposites in the rectangle tube. 

To further understand the self-assembly of nanoparticles, we also cut a small piece from 

CTB-7.5mol% SCN-2vol% B4C nanocomposites and observe by Variable Pressure SEM (VPSEM) 

with a pressure of 20 Pa. Nevertheless, CTB evaporates very fast under this pressure (vapor 

pressure of CTB at 96.3 °C is 5.33 kPa, SCN at 100°C is 0.3 kPa). Once the sample is placed into 

SEM vacuum chamber and start pumping, almost all the CTB will evaporate away immediately 
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and leave nanoparticle scaffold with SCN droplets on the top. Figure 4-22 is the VPSEM image of 

a SCN droplet on the nanoparticle scaffold.  It is observed that B4C nanoparticles self-assemble on 

the surface of SCN droplets to form a thin layer. This thin layer coating could block diffusional 

growth during solidification and refine the size of SCN minority phase. In addition, this thin 

nanoparticle coating also severely reduce the evaporation rate of SCN during VPSEM observation 

in the vacuum chamber. In contrast, the pure CTB-SCN sample cannot survive in the VPSEM 

chamber, all the sample evaporate away after pumping starts,. 

 

Figure 4-22 Variable pressure SEM image of one SCN droplet coated with nanoparticles on 

nanoparticles scaffold after CTB evaporated away. The sample is from CTB-7.5mol% SCN -

2vol% B4C nanocomposites. 

 (2) Theoretical calculation 

To understand the insights of nanoparticles enabled phase control in CTB-7.5mol% SCN -

2vol% B4C nanocomposites, theoretical calculation was implemented. The size of the minority 

phase d(SCN) is calculated  d(SCN) ≈ √2𝐷𝑆𝑡𝑛𝑝 + 2(1 − 𝑓)𝐷𝑆𝑡 . Figure 4-23 shows the size 
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dependence of SCN droplet on cooling rate. The black line and red line shows the theoretical trend 

of pure CTB-7.5mol%SCN and CTB-7.5mol%SCN-2vol%B4C nanocomposites (with blocking 

efficiency f=0.99789) respectively.  The red marks in the figure are the real experimental data. 

When the blocking efficiency f is zero which means there is no nanoparticle coating at the interface 

(black line in the figure), the size of SCN droplets is much larger. It is found that under 1 K/s 

cooling rate, the experiment data fit the theoretical value quite well.  The SCN droplet size is 

severely refined by the nanoparticle coating. And by experimental data, the blocking efficiency is 

identified around 0.99789 which verify that the nanoparticle coating is very effective in terms of 

the diffusional phase control. 

 

Figure 4-23 Diameter of SCN droplets as a function of cooling rate for pure CTB-7.5mol.%SCN 

and CTB-7.5mol.%SCN-2vol% B4C nanocomposites. 

For the in situ observation, we used pure SCN to test the in-situ experiment set-up. As 

shown in Fig. 4-20b, the rectangle capillary glass tube with pure SCN inside is put on the strip 
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heater. An optical microscope system records the phase evolution during melting and solidification. 

Under room temperature, SCN is solid and it melts at 57 °C. First, we raise the temperature to 

60 °C and all SCN is in liquid state. Then the glass tube cools down with a cooling rate around 

3 °C/min. Figure 4-24 (a-d) shows the dendrite growth during cooling. The time interval between 

each image is 0.4 s. It suggests that this experiment set-up works well for the in-situ observation 

with the highest temperature of 60 °C. 

To get the phase evolution of immiscible CTB-SCN materials, a single liquid zone where 

the temperature is about 160 °C is required. However, under this temperature, CTB and SCN 

evaporate very fast and the sealed glass tube easily get leakage. For the next step, we will improve 

the experiment set-up and run the in-situ observation of pure CTB-7.5mol%SCN and CTB-

7.5mol%SCN-2vol%B4C nanocomposites samples to gain insights of nanoparticles enabled 

minority phase stabilization and minority droplet capture during solidification. 

 

Figure 4-24 Dendrite growth of pure SCN under cooling rate of 3 ℃/min. 
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4.4.4 Summary 

For organic material systems, the polarity of the molecules is crucial for nanoparticle 

selection. SCN has high polarity while CTB is non-polar. So nanoparticle with intermediate 

polarity would be good. Carbide nanoparticles normally offer intermediate polarity, and therefore 

B4C is selected for the CTB-SCN material system. The density of B4C is also lower than other 

carbides so that B4C nanoparticles could move faster to coat the minority SCN droplets. The 

experimental results validate the effectiveness of the nanoparticle selection. 

There remaining difficulties for in-situ experiment of CTB-SCN immiscible material due 

to the high temperature needed to reach single liquid zone for the material. They evaporate fast 

and make sample unstable. Moreover, the experiment set-up need to be improved.  
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Chapter 5 Solid-Liquid Phase Control by Nanoparticles: Grain Refinement 

In this chapter, the nanoparticles enabled solid-liquid phase control was studied by 

conducting experimental and theoretical studies of grain refinement of metals during solidification. 

Cooling, nucleation, and phase growth are ubiquitous processes of paramount significance in 

almost every aspect of life and landscape in nature, such as cloud formation [Kirkby 2011], ice 

nucleation [Kiselev 2017], and volcanic rock evolution [Coombs 2003]. It is universally 

established that effective control of nucleation and phase growth will yield refined microstructures 

with enhanced performance for materials, and hence vital to numerous broad fields, including 

materials science, climate and atmospheric sciences, biomedicine [Nielsen 2014] and chemistry 

[Frens 1973]. Widely used technologies that involve cooling, such as casting, are of significance 

for the mass production of complex materials and components. Recent studies reveal that ultrafine 

grained (UFG)/nanocrystalline metals exhibit extraordinary properties [Valiew 2004, Zhao 2006 

and Lu 2004]. However, it has been considered impossible to fabricate bulk ultrafine 

grained/nanocrystalline metals by casting, a technology that has been used for over 6000 years, 

partly due to its slow cooling (e.g., less than 100 K/s). Conventional microstructure refinement 

methods, such as fast cooling (thousands to millions K/s) and inoculation, have reached certain 

fundamental or technical limits [Greer 2016, Stjohn 2005, Easton 2005 and Chen 2015]. Fast 

cooling substantially restricts the size and complexity of the as-solidified materials. The minimum 

grain size achievable by inoculation in casting falls in the range of tens of micrometers. Here we 

report a new discovery that nanoparticles can refine metal grains down to ultrafine or even 

nanoscale by instilling a continuous nucleation and growth control mechanism during slow 

solidification. When casting pure Cu with tungsten carbide (WC) nanoparticles, the grain sizes of 

Cu are refined substantially down to ultrafine and even nano scale. The as-solidified bulk 
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ultrafine/nanocrystalline Cu reveals an unprecedented thermal stability up to 1023 K (0.75 melting 

point of Cu) and high mechanical properties. Furthermore, this newly revealed grain control 

mechanism is successfully applied in other materials systems such as Al-TiB2 and Zn-WC for 

ultrafine grains via slow cooling. This revolutionary method paves a pathway for the mass 

production of bulk stable UFG/nanocrystalline materials that may be readily extended to any other 

processes that involve cooling, nucleation and phase growth for widespread applications. 

5.1 Introduction 

Grain refinement in metals during solidification is of great interest due to the enhanced 

mechanical properties, more homogeneous microstructure and improved processability of refined 

microstructures. Over the past few decades, different approaches such as inoculation [Greer 2000, 

Murty 2002 and Birol 2006], growth restriction by adding alloy elements [Stjohn 2015, 

Tamirisakandala 2005] and fast cooling (up to 107 K/s) [Yu 2010, Wu 2008] have been widely 

investigated through both theoretical and experimental pathways in an effort to attain optimal  

grain refinement effects. However, these approaches have failed to demonstrate whether it is 

possible to cast UFG/nanocrystalline metals via conventional casting process, which would 

represent a revolutionary approach given the pervasiveness of casting in manufacturing. A 

consequence of our inability to implement solidification processes to fabricate 

UFG/nanocrystalline metals, various methods have emerged for the fabrication of 

UFG/nanocrystalline metals, including: mechanical alloying [Suryanarayana 2001, Morris 1991], 

severe plastic deformation [Valiev 2004, Zhao 2006 and Valiev 2006] and thin film deposition 

[Gianola 2006, Wu 2017], and although some degree of success has been achieved using these 

processes they remain limited to the solid state and present challenging issues for economical mass 

production of bulk samples with complex geometries. Recent work has shown that the 
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solidification behavior of metals can be controlled by the addition of nanoparticles [Chen 2015, 

Chen 2014, Cao 2016, Cao 2018 and Guo 2018]. These studies about nanoparticle controlled 

solidification have paved a new pathway for casting metals with refined microstructures. In the 

present study we demonstrate, for the first time, bulk UFG/nanocrystalline metals can be cast 

directly via slow cooling by dispersed nanoparticles in a molten metal. 

5.2 Materials and Method 

5.2.1 Bulk Cu-WC Nanocomposite Ingots Fabrication 

To fabricate bulk Cu-WC nanocomposite ingots, WC nanoparticles were mixed with Borax 

(Na2B4O7)-5wt%CaF2 salt powders by a mechanical shaker (SK-O330-Pro) for 1.0 h. The volume 

fraction of nanoparticles in the salt mixture is designed as 10%. As shown in Figure 5-1, the pure 

oxygen free Cu (99.99%, Rotometals, Inc) ingots were melted at 1250 °C in a graphite crucible by 

induction heater. Inert Ar gas was purged on the molten Cu to avoid severe oxidation. The mixed 

Na2B4O7-5wt%CaF2-WC nanoparticles were manually loaded on the surface of the molten Cu. A 

graphite propeller was located below the Cu-salt interface and stirred at a speed of 400 rpm for 20 

min to incorporate WC nanoparticles into Cu melt. Then the melt was allowed to cool down to 

900 °C to allow Cu solidify first while salt mixture was still in liquid state. Liquid salt was poured 

out from the crucible and leave a Cu-WC ingot. The volume fraction of WC nanoparticles in Cu 

was designed to be 0, 5, 10, and 20 vol%.  
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Figure 5-1 Schematic illustration of the salt-assisted self-incorporation for Cu-WC before 

casting bulk ingots. 

5.2.2 Bulk Al-TiB2 Nanocomposites Ingots Fabrication 

Surface clean TiB2 nanoparticles were synthesized by the magnesiothermic reduction of 

TiO2 nanoparticles and B2O3 powders in molten salt [Javadi 2018]. The synthesized TiB2 

nanoparticles and KAlF4 flux were then mechanically mixed at solid state for 3.0 h. Mixed powders 

were dehydrated at 120 ºC for 1.0 h in a vacuum oven. An electrical resistance furnace was used 

to melt the Al ingots at 820 ºC under argon (Ar) gas protection. Then, the mixed powders were 

added to the melt surface and melt was mechanically stirred at 200 rpm for 10 min with titanium 

(Ti) mixing blade. The designed volume fraction of TiB2 in Al is 10vol%. The melt was taken out 

from the furnace and naturally cooled down to room temperature under Ar gas protection. 

5.2.3 Fabrication of Cu-WC/Zn-WC Ingots by Powder Melting 

Cu powders (Sigma Aldrich, < 10 μm) and Zn powders (Alea Aesa, 150 µm) were first 

mixed with a designed volume fraction of WC nanoparticles (US Research Nanomaterials, 150-

200 nm) for 1.0 hour by a mechanical shaker (SK-O330-Pro). The mixed powders were then 

compressed into disks with 2.0 cm in diameter under 250 MPa by a hydraulic machine. Cu-WC 
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cold compacted disks were compression-melted at 1250 ℃ by an induction heater while under a 

pressure of 7-10 MPa under a graphite disk and alumina piston. After solidification in air, Cu 

ingots with WC nanoparticles were obtained. Zn-WC cold compacted billets were then melted at 

500 °C and ultrasonic processed by a Niobium (Nb) probe for 10 min to disperse WC nanoparticles 

in Zn melt. Then the melt was taken out from the furnace and cool down under Ar gas protection. 

 

Figure 5-2 Schematic illustration of the powder melting method to cast Cu/Zn containing 

WC nanoparticles. 

5.2.4 Casting with Different Cooling Rates 

For our casting study, these ingots were re-melted again at 1250 ℃ under a protection of 

Argon gas in the induction furnace and then cooled down in furnace, air and water for different 

cooling rates. The cooling rate was measured by a K-type thermocouple connected to an Arduino 

UNO board for recording the cooling curve. 

5.2.5 Structure Characterization 

The microstructure, distribution and dispersion of nanoparticles in metals were studied by 

means of scanning electron microscope (SEM), focus ion beam (FIB) imaging, electron 

backscatter diffraction (EBSD) and transmission electron microscope (TEM). To clean the surface 
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and reveal the nanoparticles in metal matrix, the mechanically grinded and polished as-cast 

samples were further polished by low-angle ion milling (Model PIPS 691, Gatan). SEM images 

were acquired at 0° and a tilted 52° by ZEISS Supra 40VP and FEI Nova 600, respectively. The 

composition of the material was characterized by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). 

The volume fraction of nanoparticles was estimated based on the atomic fraction of the major 

element in the base metal and nanoparticles. Taking advantages of the channeling contrast of 

different grains induced from the ion beam, FIB imaging was used to reveal the grain structure. 

Grain size and orientation were studied by EBSD (FEI Quanta 3D) at 30 kV with a current of 12 

nA and FIB with a CDEM detector. The interfaces between matrix and nanoparticles were studied 

by a FEI Titan TEM at 300 kV. The thin film TEM samples were machined by FIB. 

5.2.6 Solidification Behavior Study 

To study the solidification behaviors during cooling, Cu-WC and pure Cu samples with the 

same mass (50 mg) were analyzed by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) (TA Instruments, 

Q600). Samples were heated up to 1250 °C with a heating rate of 40 °C/min and then cool down 

with a cooling rate of 5 °C/min.  

5.2.7 Solid-solid Phase Control by Nanoparticles: High Temperature Stability 

The thermal stability of UFG metals with nanoparticles was studied as the showcase of 

nanoparticles enabled solid-solid phase control. To study the UFG/nanocrystalline structures 

stability at high temperatures, in situ heating Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM) 

was conducted at 300 kV with a convergence angle of 4.3 mrad and geometric aberrations in the 

probe corrected to third order. The small convergence angle was chosen to enhance diffraction 

contrast for grain identification. An FIB milled TEM sample was quickly heated to 200 °C, 400 °C, 

600 °C, 700 °C and 850 °C by a Gatan in-situ heating holder and held for 10 min at each step for 
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imaging. The diffraction camera length was increased at higher temperatures in order to enhance 

diffraction contrast, emphasizing the difference between individual Cu grains for robust 

identification. The collection semiangle was 48-240 mrad at room temperature, 15-75 mrad at 

400 °C, and 12-60 mrad at 600 °C and above. Moreover, the bulk solidified Cu-34vol%WC (air 

cooling, 7K/s) samples were heated up to 750 °C (1023K, 0.75 of Tm) and stayed at that 

temperature for 2.0 hours under the protection of Argon gas. The grain structure was then studied 

by FIB imaging and EBSD. Mechanical properties were studied by microcompression test.  

5.2.8 Mechanical Properties Characterization  

An MTS Nanoindenter with a flat punch tip was used for microcompression tests at a strain 

rate of 5×10-2 s-1 under room temperature. Micropillars of approximately 4 μm in diameter and 9 

μm in length were machined by FIB. To evaluate the elastic modulus, microindentation tests with 

an indent depth of 2 μm were performed by the same MTS nanoindenter with a Berkovich tip. For 

each sample, at least ten points were measured. Accordingly micropillars with a diameter and a 

length of 4 μm and 9 μm, respectively, were machined by FIB from the as solidified (air cooling, 

cooling rate of 7 K/s) and heat treated samples (750 °C for 2.0 h). Note that the average grain size 

for the as solidified and heat treated Cu-34vol%WC samples are 168 nm and 207 nm, respectively. 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

We prepared bulk Cu ingots with WC nanoparticles by two different methods. The first 

method is a salt-assisted self-incorporation of nanoparticles into molten metal. As shown in Figure 

5-1, molten salt (Borax + 5% CaF2) could dissolve the oxide layer at the top of molten metal and 

provide a clean interface between Cu melt and nanoparticles. In addition, the wetting angle 

between Cu and WC at 1250 °C is below 10°, which indicates a good wettability between Cu and 
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WC so that WC nanoparticles prefer to transport from the molten salt to the Cu melt to reduce the 

system energy [Liu 2016]. Combined with mechanical mixing, WC nanoparticles can be readily 

incorporated into molten Cu. This salt-assisted incorporation method opens up a scalable 

manufacturing method to fabricate metals containing different percentage of nanoparticles. In this 

study, bulk Cu ingots with 5%, 10% and 20% volume fraction of WC nanoparticles were cast. 

Figure 5-3 shows one typical bulk Cu-WC ingot cast after the salt-assisted incorporation method. 

Another method is a powder melting process especially suitable for high volume percent of 

nanoparticles as shown in Figure 5-2. The cold compacted Cu-WC powder preforms were melted 

by an induction heater under a pressure of 7-10 MPa. Cu ingots with 19% and 34% volume fraction 

of WC nanoparticles were fabricated by this powder melting method. 

 

Figure 5-3 As cast Cu-5vol%WC ingot with a diameter of 5 cm. 

To study the effects of the cooling rate under a same initial condition, all these Cu-WC 

samples were then melted again and cast under different cooling rates, i.e., furnace cooling (2-4 

K/s), air cooling under the protection of argon gas (7-12 K/s) and water quenching (70-100 K/s). 

The typical cooling curves are shown in Figure 5-4, the thermal arrest caused by the solidification 
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of Cu is clearly identified in the furnace and air cooling curve, while not so obvious in the water 

quenching curve due to the rapid heat dissipation. 

 

Figure 5-4 Cooling curves for furnace cooling, air cooling and water quenching of Cu-

WC samples. 

5.3.1 Nanoparticles Distribution and Dispersion 

We then characterized the distribution and dispersion of WC nanoparticles and grain 

structures in cast bulk Cu samples via scanning electron microscope (SEM), transmission electron 

microscope (TEM), focused ion beam (FIB) imaging, scanning transmission electron microscope 

(STEM) and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). SEM samples were sectioned along the 

cross-section of the sample.  To clearly reveal the nanoparticles, the mechanically ground and 

polished samples were further polished by low-angle ion milling at 4° for 1.5 hours. Figure 5-5a 

shows the typical SEM microstructure of Cu-5vol%WC by furnace cooling. The relatively bright 
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phases are the WC nanoparticles while the dark phase is the Cu matrix. WC nanoparticles are 

reasonably well distributed and dispersed in the sample. Figure 5-6 shows a histogram indicating 

the WC nanoparticle size distribution with an average diameter of 200 nm.  

We analyzed the nanoparticle dispersion and self-stabilization mechanisms. Prior studies 

reported silicon carbide nanoparticles could be dispersed in magnesium matrix by a self-dispersion 

and self-stabilization mechanism [Chen 2015’, Xu 2015’]. There are three major factors 

contributing in this theory: (1) Good wetting between molten metal and nanoparticles creates an 

energy barrier to prevent atomic contact and sintering of nanoparticles in the melt. In our Cu-WC 

system, the energy barrier can be calculated by the following equation: 

 𝑊𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟 = 𝑆𝜎𝐶𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 5-1 

where S is the effective area and can be calculated by S=πRD0 (D0=0.2 nm), σCu is the surface 

energy of Cu at the processing temperature (about 1.27 J m-2) [Keene 1993], and θ is the wetting 

angle, e.g. at 1250 °C (10°) [Eustathopoulos 1999].  In the Cu-WC system, an energy barrier of 

7×104 zJ is obtained; (2) Thermal energy that enable nanoparticles to move randomly in the molten 

melt by overcoming the attractive van der Waals potential between nanoparticles. A higher thermal 

energy is preferred. The processing temperature for Cu-WC is 1250 °C, which provide a thermal 

energy of E=kbT=21.0 zJ. (3) A van der Waals potential between nanoparticles to lessen the 

attraction of nanoparticles from each other to form nanoparticles clusters in molten metals. A small 

attractive van der Waals potential is preferred. It can be calculated by the following equation 

[Israelachvili 2011]: 

 𝑊𝑣𝑑𝑤 = −
(√𝐴𝐶𝑢−√𝐴𝑊𝐶)2

6𝐷

𝑅

2
 5-2 
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where ACu = 410 zJ and AWC are the Hamaker constants, D is the distance between two 

nanoparticles that can be as small as two atomic layer thick (0.4 nm), R is the radius of the 

nanoparticle (100 nm). Although the data of Awc is not available, a 7×104 zJ energy barrier is several 

orders of magnitude higher than thermal energy. Since WC is conductive ceramic materials, Awc 

could range from 200 to 500 zJ [Israelachvili 2011], suggesting that Wbarrier would always be much 

higher than Wvdw for stabilization of dispersed WC nanoparticles in Cu melt. 

5.3.2 Grain Structures 

The SEM image of Figure 5-5b clearly reveals the UFG microstructures (some Cu grains 

marked by white dash lines) in the Cu-5vol%WC (4 K/s) sample. Grains in this SEM image are 

smaller than 1 μm. It should be noted that some areas without nanoparticles from a top view under 

SEM may have nanoparticles beneath the surface as shown in the SEM image of the cross-section 

cut by FIB (Figure 5-5c). Cu grains are pinned by nanoparticles beneath the surface. Pt coating is 

used to protect the Cu surface during the FIB cutting.   
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Figure 5-5 (a) SEM image of Cu-5vol%WC (by a cooling rate of 4 K/s) showing well 

distributed and dispersed WC nanoparticles in the Cu matrix. (b) Magnified SEM image of Cu-

5vol%WC (4 K/s) showing the ultrafine and nano scale Cu grains. (c) SEM image of the cross 

section showing ultrafine-grained Cu matrix and WC nanoparticles present beneath surface of 

the sample. 

 

Figure 5-6 Size distribution of WC nanoparticles in as-solidified Cu-WC sample. 

The channeling contrast of different grains induced by ion beam makes FIB a powerful 

tool to characterize grain structures. Figure 5-7 shows the typical ion beam micrographs of pure 

Cu, Cu-5vol%WC, Cu-10vol%WC and Cu-20vol%WC cast under the same casting condition (2-

4 K/s), respectively. The dark phase corresponds to WC nanoparticles whereas the white or grayish 

phases indicate the Cu grains. With the addition of WC nanoparticles into Cu, the grain sizes are 

readily refined to ultrafine and even nano scale. From the FIB micrographs, we can observe that a 

higher percentage of nanoparticles yield more dense nanoparticles distribution and thus more 

refined grain microstructures. For comparison, the as-solidified pure Cu sample, however, has an 

average grain size of 270 ± 132 µm under the same cooling rate.  
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Figure 5-7 Microstructure of Cu containing different volume fraction of WC 

nanoparticles. a-d, FIB image of pure Cu, Cu-5vol%WC, Cu-10vol%WC and Cu-20vol%WC, 

respectively. 

EBSD analysis was used to further investigate the grain sizes. Figure 5-8 shows the typical 

EBSD micrograph of Cu-5vol%WC cast by a cooling rate of 4 K/s. The black phases are 

corresponding to the WC nanoparticles. Due to the fact that the surfaces of nanocomposites 

samples were not perfectly flat (nanoparticles stick out from the matrix) after ion milling, some 

regions (marked as greyish region) were not able to be identified during the EBSD scanning. The 

colors of different grains correspond to different sizes, as shown in the legend. Red grains are 
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smaller than 100 nm, yellow and orange grains are smaller than 1.0 μm, while green and deep blue 

grains are smaller than 2.0 μm. The majority of the Cu grains are smaller than 1.0 μm and 

significant number of nanosized Cu grains (marked with red color in the EBSD micrograph) can 

be observed in the nanoparticle-rich areas.  

 

Figure 5-8 EBSD image of Cu-5vol%WC (4 K/s) with grain size color code. Black 

phases are WC nanoparticles, red grains are smaller than 100 nm, yellow and orange grains are 

smaller than 1.0 μm. 

The average grain sizes of different microscopic areas under different cooling rates are 

summarized in Figure 5-9. The average grain size of Cu-WC samples with different fraction of 

WC nanoparticles ranges from 236-434 nm, 227-384 nm and 193-347 nm for furnace cooling, air 

cooling and water quenching, respectively. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of the 

grain size measurements. It is shown that a higher percentage of nanoparticles yields more refined 
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grains. Figure 5-9 also indicates that the grain size slightly decreases with an increased cooling 

rate although the differences from the cooling rates are not significant. The EBSD scanning 

suggests that the addition of WC nanoparticles can refine Cu grains to ultrafine/nano scale by 

regular casting. 

 

Figure 5-9 Summary of the average Cu grain sizes for different volume fractions of nanoparticles 

under different cooling rates. Error bars show the standard deviation. 

5.3.3 Nanoparticles Enabled Grain Refinement Mechanisms 

To establish the nanoparticle-enabled grain control mechanism, we conducted theoretical 

analysis. If we assume nanoparticles are spherical and homogeneous distributed in the matrix, the 

theoretical inter-particle spacing between WC nanoparticles could be calculated by:  

 𝑑 = 𝑟(
4π

3𝑓𝑣
)

1

3 5-3 
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where d is the theoretical inter-particle spacing, r is the radius of the particles (e.g., about 100 nm 

in this study), and fv is the volume fraction of particles. The green dotted line in Figure 5-9 

corresponds to the theoretical inter-particle spacing of the WC particles at different volume 

fractions. It is noted that the experimental results for Cu grain sizes are close to the theoretical 

interparticle spacing between nanoparticles. Figure 5-10 shows the STEM image of the 

nanoparticle rich area, which suggests that Cu grain size is related to the WC interparticle spacing.  

 

Figure 5-10 STEM image of the WC nanoparticle rich area showing that Cu grain size is 

correlated with WC inter-particle spacing. 

To further provide fundamental insight into the underlying phase change and growth 

phenomena, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) studies were conducted and the typical 

cooling curves for solidification of pure copper and Cu with WC nanoparticles (samples have the 
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same mass, ~50 mg) are shown in Figure 5-11. In Figure 5-11a, the bump on the cooling curve of 

pure Cu sample corresponds to the exothermal peak from the solidification of Cu started at 1033 °C, 

which indicates a 51 °C undercooling needed to activate major nucleation of Cu grains. However, 

the starting point of the exothermal peak of Cu-10 vol% WC is 1078 °C, which means only 6 °C 

undercooling was needed by the addition of WC nanoparticles. The undercooling difference 

indicates that WC is a highly potent nucleation particle for Cu. Moreover, the width (time) of the 

peak in pure Cu is 1.38 min, while it is 2.52 min in the Cu-10vol%WC sample, indicating a 83% 

longer nucleation period than in pure Cu. The heat flow curves during DSC tests were shown in 

Figure 5-12. The exothermal peaks correspond to the latent heat release from the solidification. 

The width of the peak in pure Cu is 6.9 °C, while it is 12.6 °C in the Cu-10vol%WC sample which 

means exothermal peak in pure Cu is sharp and intensive and it is gradual and wide in Cu-WC 

samples. These results suggest that the nanoparticles are able to slow down solidification and 

enable a continuous nucleation and an effective grain growth control during solidification. 

Following the initial nucleation of grains from the melt, the nucleated grains grow rapidly 

and release latent heat, which usually prevents the nucleation of new grains nearby. In contrast, 

with nanoparticles in the molten metal, nanoparticles can rapidly assemble/adhere to the solid-

liquid interface to effectively restrict the grain growth, preventing other potential nucleation sites 

from being suppressed by the latent heat release. Therefore, later nucleation events could occur 

continuously during the solidification, which is crucial for this new grain refinement and growth 

control mechanism. This growth restriction and continuous nucleation can be validated by 

comparing the width of the exothermal peaks of pure Cu and Cu with nanoparticles in DSC study.  
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Figure 5-11 Typical DSC scanning result during the cooling (cooling rate: 5 °C/min) of 

pure Cu and Cu-10vol%WC: (a) temperature-time curve; (b) Heat flow-temperature curve. 

For effective nucleation, the crystallographic lattice discrepancy between particles and 

matrix is crucial for the nucleation, thus the interface between matrix and nanoparticles were 

studied at atomic scale by HRTEM. Figure 5-12 shows the typical interface between WC 

nanoparticles and Cu matrix. Figure 5-12b is the Fourier-filtered atomic resolution TEM image at 

the marked area of Figure 5-12a.  The atomic structure indicates a clean and well-matched Cu-WC 

interface with no intermediate phases present. The top-right and bottom-left insets are the fast 

Fourier transformation of the Cu matrix and WC nanoparticles, respectively. It is identified that 

the (1011) planes of WC nanoparticles are parallel with (200) planes of Cu matrix. The plane 

distance of (200) Cu and (1011) WC are 0.1806 nm and 0.1881 nm, respectively. Thus the misfit 

is calculated to be 4.1%, which implies a coherent lattice matching at this specific interface. The 

presence of a clean and coherent interface suggests a strong interfacial bond. The coherent 
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interface also indicates that WC nanoparticles could serve as potent nucleation sites for Cu grains 

when the required undercooling is reached. As shown in Figure 5-12c, 12d and 12e, there exist 

other orientation relationships at the Cu-WC interface such as WC (0001) and Cu (220). The angle 

between WC (0001) planes Cu (220) planes is approximately 50°. 

 

Figure 5-12 (a) A typical TEM image of Cu-WC interface showing the interface between Cu and 

WC nanoparticle. (b) Fourier-filtered high resolution TEM image of the marked red rectangle 

area in  (a) showing a characteristic interface between WC nanoparticle and Cu matrix. Insets are 

the fast Fourier transformation of the Cu matrix (top right) and WC nanoparticle (bottom left). 

(c) TEM image of another Cu-WC interface aligned at different orientation. (d) High-resolution 

TEM image of the region marked by a red rectangle in (d). (e) Fourier-filtered high resolution 

TEM image of the region marked by a red rectangle in (c). 
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It is well known that, after nucleation, grain growth control during solidification is vital to 

achieve refined grain structures. It is proposed here that nanoparticles will impede grain growth 

during solidification by forcing the solidification front to grow with a non-linear geometry (e.g., 

curved solidification front). When Cu grains form curvatures with a small radius during 

solidification, the free energy (Gibbs-Thomson effect) increases. The molar free energy increase 

can be calculated by: 

 ∆𝐺𝛾 =
2𝛾𝑉𝑚

𝑟
 5-4 

where ∆Gγ is the molar free energy increase, γ is the interfacial energy of the interface, Vm is the 

molar volume of the phase, and r is the radius of curvature of the interface. If this increment of 

free energy is large enough (thus larger undercooling is needed), the growth of Cu grains may be 

inhibited [Chen 2015]. The undercooling needed to overcome a curved interface generated by 

nanoparticles pinning can be described by the Gibbs-Thompson effects and can be calculated by: 

 ∆𝑇 =
2𝛾𝑇𝑚

𝑟𝐻𝑓
 5-5 

where γ is the interface energy of solid-liquid interfaces (Cu: 0.185 J/m2, Al: 0.116J/m2 and Zn: 

0.09 J/m2), Tm is melting of the metal, r is the radius of curvature of the solidification front and Hf 

is the enthalpy of fusion. The undercooling needed to overcome the grain front curvatures when 

pinned by nanoparticles for Cu, Al, and Zn are shown in Figure 5-13a. 
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Figure 5-13 (a) Undercooling required to overcome Gibbs-Thompson pinning effect for Cu, Al 

and Zn. (b) Schematic illustration of the nanoparticles pinning effects. (c) SEM image of a Cu 

grain refined by WC nanoparticles. 

As shown in the schematic illustration (Figure 5-13b) of the nanoparticles pinning effects, 

there are mainly two types of curvature generated by nanoparticles: (1) Marked as r1 and r3 in 

Figure 5-13b, when a solidification front meets with dispersed nanoparticles, the Cu phase can 

grow through the micro/nano-channels between nanoparticles and form a curvature with a small 

radius that results in an increase of free energy (Gibbs-Thomson effect). (2) Marked as r2 in Figure 

5-13b, nanoparticles have curved surfaces and when Cu solidification front meet nanoparticles, 

the curvature at the interface between Cu and WC nanoparticles will need extra undercooling to 

remain solid.  The range of the undercooling needed by the curvatures generated by nanoparticles 

pinning effects are approximately in the range of tens degrees of Kelvin as marked by r1, r2 and r3 

in Figure 5-13a. The curvatures generated by nanoparticles are observed in SEM image as shown 

in Figure 5-13c. The Cu grain is surrounded by several WC nanoparticles and shows both two 

types of curvatures as mentioned above. 
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Figure 5-14 Nanoparticles break the fundamental limit existed in conventional grain 

refinement methods. 

On the basis of classic theories for nucleation and grain growth in alloys, it is well 

recognized that grain growth velocity can be reduced by the solute atoms at the solid/liquid 

interface during alloy solidification. Published studies have revealed that an empirical relationship 

(as shown in Figure 5-14) between average grain size (d) and the restriction factor Q [StJohn 2005, 

Easton 2005] for alloys: 

 𝑑 = 𝑎 +
𝑏

𝑄
 5-6 

where a is a constant related to population density of nucleation particles and b is a constant 

related to the potency of the nucleation particles. Q is the restriction factor, which is inversely 
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proportional to the constitutional undercooling. For growth restriction by extra solute atoms, the 

constitutional undercooling could be described by [StJohn 2005]: 

 ∆𝑇𝑐 = 𝑚𝐶0(1 −
1

(1−𝑓𝑠)(1−𝑘)
) 5-7 

where ΔTc is the constitutional undercooling, m is the liquidus slope in a linear phase diagram, C0 

is the solute content in the alloy and k is the equilibrium solute partition coefficient, fs is the solid 

fraction solidified. By taking the derivative of this equation respect to fs, it has been suggested that 

Q can be expressed as [StJohn 2005, Easton 2005]: 

 𝑄 = 𝑚𝐶0(𝑘 − 1) = (
𝜕(∆𝑇𝑐)

𝜕𝑓𝑠
)𝑓𝑠→0 5-8 

This equation indicates that the physical meaning of growth restriction factor is the initial rate of 

development of constitutional undercooling. From the definition of Q, we can see that the 

restriction factor is determined by the phase diagram and the specific chemical composition of the 

specific alloy. Thus the chemical restriction from solute atoms is very limited. It has been reported 

that the maximum value of Q (Qmax) in some practical alloys can be around 50 K [Easton 2005]. 

Taking Al-Ti as one example, the constitutional undercooling of Al-Ti alloy system is shown in 

Figure 5-15. Ti is the one of the most effective atoms to restrict grain growth in Al. The growth 

restriction factor is described as Q1, Q2 and Q3 for different Ti concentration of 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15, 

respectively. With higher concentration of Ti atoms in Al melt, the growth restriction factor 

increases. As marked by the black arrow in the Figure 5-15, a steeper slope provides larger growth 

restriction factor. However, the maximum solubility of Ti atoms in Al is 0.15 which limits Q to 

reach a maximum value as Qmax. As shown in Figure 5-14, with the limited Qmax, the smallest grain 
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size achievable by traditional inoculation and solute atoms is dlimit, which is approximately tens of 

micrometers. 

 

Figure 5-15 Undercooling profile respect to solid fraction. The red curves correspond with the 

constitutional undercooling for Al-Ti alloys. Limited by the phase diagram and the maximum 

solubility of Ti in Al, the growth restriction factor reaches to a maximum value of Qmax in the Al-

0.15Ti alloy. The green line corresponds with the undercooling profile of the nanoparticle 

enabled phase growth restriction, indicating an almost infinity large Qnp. 

In contrast, here we proposed that nanoparticles pinning can induce a new restriction factor, 

Qnp, which can break the fundamental limit sets by Q that depends on constitutional undercooling. 

As far as the solidification front touches with a nanoparticle with curved shape or a nano-scale 

channel between nanoparticles, unlike the constitutional undercooling built gradually ahead of the 

solidification front, an undercooling is immediately established by the Gibbs-Thompson effect. As 

shown in Figure 5-15, the undercooling profile established by Gibbs-Thompson effect is a step 
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function with an infinite large slope at the initial point. Thus Qnp which is the initial rate of the 

undercooling development by nanoparticles can be readily increased to a significant large number, 

if not infinity. 

Moreover, populous nanoparticles (five orders of magnitude more) could serve as potent 

nucleation sites in the continuous nucleation, thus a (related to the number of effective nucleation 

sites) is significantly reduced. The average grain size can be reduced to dmin when 1/Qnp approaches 

to zero. We propose that dmin achievable is determined by the theoretical inter-particle spacing. 

The trend line of theoretical inter-particle spacing in Figure 5-9 is consistent with our experimental 

data of average grain sizes in Cu-WC samples. This indicates that nanoparticle enabled nucleation 

and grain growth control could enable us to refine grains down to the inter-particle spacing limit 

for the first time under slow cooling. Therefore, nanoparticles effectively break the fundamental 

limits set by conventional solidification process and readily refine grains down to ultrafine or even 

nano scale by regular casting process.  

Based on the experimental results and theoretical analysis, the mechanisms of 

nanoparticles enabled grain refinement and control, in comparison to the classic grain refinement, 

during regular casting are schematically illustrated in Figure 5-16. 
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Figure 5-16 Schematic illustrations of phase evolution during solidification of pure metal (a) and 

metal with nanoparticles (b). 

Other less dominant mechanisms may also play minor roles in phase growth control, such 

as blocking of the diffusion of atoms to the surface of the growing phase and modification of the 

local temperature field by nanoparticles. Nanoparticles can remain at the solidification front and 

block the transportation of the atoms, thus slowing down the grain growth [Chen 2015, Chen 2014, 

Cao 2016 and Cao 2018]. When the density of nanoparticles is low, this effect will not play a major 

role. Moreover, when WC nanoparticles are close to the solidification front, the nanoparticles 

could affect the local thermal fields. The lower thermal conductivity of ceramic nanoparticles 

could slow down the transportation of latent heat from the solidification front and protect potential 

nucleation sites. 
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Figure 5-17 (a),(b) FIB images of Al-10vol%TiB2 cast by furnace cooling (0.7 K/s) 

showing the distribution of TiB2 nanoparticles and ultrafine AL grains. c, TEM image of Al-

10vol%TiB2 (0.7 K/s) showing one ultrafine Al grain surrounded by TiB2 nanoparticles. d, Al 

Grain size distribution of Al-10vol%TiB2 (0.7 K/s). 

5.3.4 Nanoparticles Enabled Grain Refinement in Other Material Systems 

The nanoparticle enabled grain refinement has also been validated for other materials 

systems. Al-TiB2, Zn-WC were also studied in order to determine whether it is possible to achieve 

UFG/nanocrystalline microstructures via slow cooling for different metals. The salt-assisted self-

incorporation method was used to fabricate Al containing 10 vol% TiB2 nanoparticles (with an 

average size of about 100 nm) by furnace cooling (0.7 K/s as measured). Figure 5-17a shows the 
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FIB image of Al-10vol%TiB2, the dark phases are TiB2 nanoparticles while the grey matrix is Al. 

TiB2 nanoparticles are reasonably well dispersed in the Al matrix. The higher magnified image is 

shown in Figure 5-17b, we can clearly identify Al grains (marked by white dash lines and pink 

arrows) smaller than 1.0 μm surrounded by TiB2 nanoparticles (marked by yellow arrows). TEM 

image of Figure 5-17c demonstrate one ultrafine Al grain (marked by white dash lines) been 

controlled by several TiB2 nanoparticles.  The grain size distribution of Al is shown in Figure 5-

16 with an average grain size of 460 ± 220 nm.  

 

Figure 5-18 (a), (b) SEM image of Zn-5vol%WC by air cooling (3.7 K/s). c, FIB image 

of Zn-5vol%WC (3.7 K/s). d, Zn Grain size distribution of Zn-5vol%WC (3.7 K/s). 
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Zn-5vol%WC samples were also fabricated by melting with a cooling rate of 3.7 K/s (see 

Methods). As shown in Figure 5-18a and 18b (SEM images of Zn-5vol%WC), WC nanoparticles 

are distributed and dispersed, though not as good as in Cu and Al cases. Zn grains (marked by 

white dash lines and pink arrows) close to 1.0 μm are clearly identified. The FIB image of Figure 

5-18c shows a better contrast from the Zn grains. The size distribution of Zn grains is shown in 

Figure 5-18d with an average grain size of 991 ± 746 nm. It is validated that Zn grains were refined 

to approximately 1.0 μm by the addition of 5 vol% WC nanoparticles, although not as effective as 

in the Cu and Al cases. The reason is mainly due to the smaller undercooling required to overcome 

the Gibbs-Thompson pinning effects for Zn than for Al and Cu, as shown in Figure 5-13a. This 

nanoparticle enabled grain refinement approach provides an additional general pathway to produce 

UFG/nanocrystalline metals by regular casting. 

 

Figure 5-19 (a-d) STEM images of an area with a high percentage of WC nanoparticles at room 

temperature, 400 °C, 600 °C and 850 °C, respectively. (e-h) STEM image of an area with a 

relative low percentage of WC nanoparticles at room temperature, 400 °C, 600 °C and 850 °C, 

respectively. 
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5.3.5 Solid-Solid Phase Control: Thermal Stability 

The thermal stability of UFG/nanocrystalline metals is another grand challenge that limits 

their widespread use in many applications. It has been reported that pure nanocrystalline metals 

(Al, Cu, Sn, Pb, Zn, and Mg) exhibit extensive grain growth even at room temperature (~300 K). 

Nanocrystalline metals with higher melting points (~1700 K), such as Co, Ni, and Fe, see a rapid 

grain growth over a moderate temperature range of 220-450 °C (493-723 K), resulting in 

micrometer-sized grains at a temperatures less than a half of their melting temperatures [Tschopp 

2014, Wang 2014]. Approaches that involve adding solute atoms to stabilize nanocrystalline 

metals by pinning the grain boundaries or lowering the grain boundary energy have yielded some 

successful results [Darling 2016, Chookajorn 2012]. However, these approaches remain inherently 

limited by the thermodynamic properties of the particular alloy systems. It is proposed that 

dispersed nanoparticles could stabilize the UFG/nanocrystalline metals at elevated temperatures. 

To study the nanoparticle-enabled stabilization in the as-cast Cu-WC nanocomposites at elevated 

temperatures, the grain growth was further investigated by STEM equipped with in-situ heating 

capability. The in-situ heating path is staying at 200, 400, 600 °C for 10 min and 850 °C for 30 

min. Figure 5-19a and Figure 5-19e show the local microstructures of as solidified Cu-WC samples 

with different local volume percentages of nanoparticles. The local nanoparticle concentration in 

Figure 5-19a is higher than that in Figure 5-19e. The relatively bright phases are WC nanoparticles 

and the black phase is the Cu matrix. The grain structures at 400, 600 and 850 °C shown in Figure 

5-19b to 19d and Figure 5-19f to 19h are acquired at longer camera lengths than Figure 5-19a and 

Figure 5-19e to enhance the diffraction contrast of the image in order to distinguish individual Cu 

grains. In the nanoparticle rich local area, Figure 5-19a to 19d show that nano-scale grains were 

thermally stable at temperatures up to 850 °C (Figure 5-19d). In the area with fewer nanoparticles 
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(Figure 5-19e to 19h), ultrafine/nano-scale grains were thermally stable up to about 600 °C. 

However, when the temperature was raised to 850 °C, ultrafine/nano-scale grains started to grow 

and became larger grains (Figure 5-19h). Although we observed that the grains starting to grow at 

850 °C, this growth was restricted by nanoparticles close to this area and therefore the grain sizes 

did not exceed the ultrafine grain size.  This restriction indicates that nanoparticles effectively 

inhibit grain growth in solid state up to a temperature of 850 °C (1123 K), which significantly 

corresponds to approximately 0.83 of the melting temperature of Cu (1353 K). 

 

Figure 5-20 (a) SEM image of Cu-34vol%WC after heat treatment (750 °C for 2.0 hours). (b) 

EBSD image corresponds to the marked white rectangle in (a). (c) Cu grain size distribution of 

the heat treated Cu-34vol%WC sample.   

To further validate the thermal stability of the refined Cu grains and study the effects on 

mechanical properties by heat treatment, we heated the Cu-34vol%WC sample obtained by casting 

under air cooling (cooling rate of 7 K/s), which had an average grain size of 208 ± 94 nm, to 750 °C 

(1023 K, 0.75 of the melting point of Cu) and held the sample at this temperature for 2.0 hours 

under the protection of argon. Figure 5-20a shows a typical SEM image of the Cu-34vol%WC 

sample after the high temperature exposure. EBSD was utilized to study the potential grain growth 
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in the nanoparticle-poor zone such as the marked white rectangle area in Figure 5-20a. Figure 5-

20b clearly shows that most Cu grains are still smaller than 1.0 μm while a significant number of 

nano-scale grains remained after the heat treatment. The grain size distribution in Figure 5-20c 

confirms that the average Cu grain size is 248 ± 135 nm after the heat treatment, which is close to 

the average grain size, 208 ± 94 nm, before the heat treatment.  

 

Figure 5-21 (a) SEM image of a Cu-34vol%WC micropillar machined by FIB. (b) FIB image of 

the micropillar showing polycrystalline Cu matrix with WC nanoparticles. 

The thermal stability may be attributable to a Zenner pinning effect derived from the 

presence of dispersed nanoparticles. A maximum mean grain size can be theoretically estimated 

by:  

 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
4𝑟

3𝑓𝑣
 5-9 

where r is the nanoparticle radius and fv is the volume fraction of the nanoparticles. The Dmax for 

Cu-34%WC is estimated to be 392 nm, which is comparable with our experimental data. When 

compared with other precipitate particles from alloy systems, the ex-situ WC nanoparticles will 
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not dissolve in the Cu matrix at high temperatures offering a superior thermal stability than 

conventional alloys. 

5.3.6 Mechanical Properties 

The presence of fine, well-dispersed nanoparticles in a metal matrix is anticipated to 

significantly enhance mechanical responses [Chen 2015’, Chen 2012 and Yang 2004]. To gain 

fundamental insights into the property enhancement induced by the refined grains and 

nanoparticles, we conducted micropillar compression tests on the Cu samples. Figure 5-21a shows 

the micropillar of the as solidified Cu-WC with populous dispersed nanoparticles in the pillar. The 

poly-crystalline nature of the micropillar is shown in Figure 5-21b where the FIB image reveals 

the contrast of different grains. This pillar of 4 μm in diameter contains multiple grains. The typical 

results from the micropillars compression studies are shown in Figure 5-22. The yield point 

increased from 180 ± 8 MPa to 827 ± 74 for pure Cu and as-solidified Cu-34vol%WC, respectively. 

Moreover, micropillars from Cu-34vol%WC sustained a gradually increasing load up to 1490 MPa 

and strain over 25% without catastrophic failure.  In comparison, the pure Cu sample experienced 

extensive slip as the strain increases discontinuously.  As shown in Figure 5-23, after deformation, 

multiple slip traces were observed in the pure Cu samples, while no obvious slip traces appeared 

in the Cu-WC samples. 
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Figure 5-22 Engineering stress-strain curves of as-solidified pure Cu samples (blue), with 

nanoparticles (black) and heat treated sample (red). 

 

Figure 5-23 SEM images showing the morphology of post-deformed samples with (a) and 

without (b) nanoparticles. 
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The strengthening from nanoparticles and refined grain structures in the as solidified 

samples of Cu-34vol%WC is about 647 MPa. The major strengthening mechanisms include 

Orowan strengthening induced from the populous and dispersed nanoparticles, Hall-Petch effect, 

and load bearing transfer.  

The contribution from Orowan strengthening (∆σOrowan) from well-dispersed nanoparticles 

can be calculated by the following equation [Zhang 2006, Liu 2013]: 

 ∆𝜎𝑂𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑛 =
0.13𝐺𝑚𝑏

𝑑𝑝[(
1

2𝑉𝑝
)

1
3

−1]

𝑙𝑛
𝑑𝑝

2𝑏
 5-10 

where Gm, b, Vp and dp are the shear modulus of the matrix, the Burger vector, the volume fraction 

and the size of the nanoparticles, respectively. In this study, Gm= 46 GPa, b = 0.256 nm, Vp = 0.34 

and dp = 200 nm, the calculated ∆σOrowan is 333 MPa. It should be noted that this value is estimated 

based on ideal dispersion. 

The contribution from Hall-Petch effect can be calculated by the following equation [Chen 

2015’]: 

 ∆𝜎𝑦 = 𝑘𝑑−1/2 5-11 

where d is the grain size and k is a material constant. For Cu, k = 0.11 MPa·m, and d = 208 nm, 

the calculated Δσy = 246 MPa.  

The load bearing strengthening can be calculated by the following equation [Nardone 

1986]:  

 ∆𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 = 1.5𝑉𝑝𝜎𝑖 5-12 
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where σi is the interfacial bonding strength between nanoparticles and metal matrix. The strong 

interfacial bonding between Cu and WC nanoparticles contributes in the load bearing mechanism. 

It is difficult to estimate the interfacial bonding strength though. 

The mechanical properties of the heat treated samples were also tested by the micropillar 

test. The red curve in Figure 5-22 shows a typical stress-strain curve of a heat treated Cu-WC 

sample, with a corresponding yield point of 780 ± 9 MPa and a maximum sustained load of 1500 

MPa, which is very close to those of the as-solidified sample. These results suggest that mechanical 

properties did not change much after a thermal exposure at 750 °C for 2.0 hours, which further 

confirms that the Cu samples with WC nanoparticles exhibit excellent thermal stability.  

Furthermore, a clean and strong interfacial bond between Cu matrix and WC nanoparticles 

also leads to a substantial increment in Young’s modulus.  Figure 5-24 shows the Young’s modulus 

enhancement of the as solidified bulk samples (by a cooling rate of 7 K/s) measured by the 

nanoindentation method with a Berkovich tip. The Young’s modulus of pure Cu, Cu-19vol%WC, 

and Cu-34vol%WC are 139 ± 8 GPa, 192 ± 13 GPa, and 223 ± 16 GPa, respectively. We 

hypothesize that the enhancement of Young’s modulus is due to the high Young’s modulus of WC 

(~530-700 GPa) and the effective load transfer by the nanoparticles.  The Young’s modulus 

calculated by the rule of mixture is about 253 GPa for the Cu-34vol%WC sample and 190 GPa for 

the Cu-19vol%WC sample, which are in good agreement with the value determined by the 

microindentation tests.  
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Figure 5-24 Young’s modulus of pure Cu, Cu-19vol%WC and Cu-34vol%WC.   

5.4 Summary 

In summary, a revolutionary approach to effectively control nucleation and grain growth 

down to ultrafine/nano scale during slow solidification was discovered by use of dispersed 

nanoparticles in molten metals. The nanoparticles enabled new grain refinement mechanisms, 

which combines continuous nucleation and grain growth control, breaks the fundamental limit of 

conventional grain refinement methods. This new discovery enables a pathway to directly cast 

bulk UFG/nanocrystalline metals under slow cooling rates (e.g., less than 100 K/s) for large scale 

production. An unprecedented thermal stability up to 1023 K, 0.75 Tm of Cu, for the as-cast bulk 

UFG/nanocrystalline Cu is demonstrated. As-cast bulk UFG/nanocrystalline metals with 

nanoparticles also show exceptional strengths and Young’s modulus enhancement. Furthermore, 

this general approach is valid for different materials systems such as Al-TiB2 and Zn-WC. This 
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approach, will not only have a significant impact on the solidification processes for metals, but 

also on numerous applications such as biomedical, chemical, and atmospheric sciences. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions 

The study is motivated by the growing requirements of effective phase control during 

solidification processing for desired materials. Conventional phase control approaches have 

gradually encountered certain technical and/or fundamental limits. The emerging nanotechnology 

could provide a new pathway to control the phase evolution during solidification to break these 

limits. The objective of this study is to significantly advance the fundamental understanding of 

nanoparticles enabled phase control during solidification processing and to overcome the limits of 

the current phase control methods. More specifically, both fundamental and experimental studies 

were conducted to understand how nanoparticles interact with liquid-liquid phase in immiscible 

alloys to solve the scalable processing issues, solid-liquid phase during solidification for 

unprecedented grain refinement and solid-solid phase at high temperatures for unusual thermal 

stabilities. 

To investigate the nanoparticle enabled phase control in solidification processing, key 

issues of nanoparticles incorporation and dispersion should be tackled first. In this study, a novel 

salt-assisted incorporation method was developed to fabricate metals containing uniformly 

distributed and dispersed nanoparticles. Metal matrix nanocomposites of Al-TiC, Al-TiB2 and Cu-

WC can be successfully fabricated by this method. It is discovered that KAlF4 salt is very effective 

to incorporate TiC nanoparticles into molten Al matrix. This molten salt assisted incorporation 

method enables us to incorporate high percentage (up to 9 vol.%) TiC nanoparticles into Al matrix. 

The molten salt has following functions to assist the incorporation of nanoparticles: (1) Remove 

the oxide layer at the top of the metal melt. Molten salt especially fluoride salt can dissolve oxide 

effectively. With the molten salt at the top of the molten metal, the oxide film barrier can be 

removed and a clean interface for better incorporation is provided. (2) Protect nanoparticles from 
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oxidation. Nanoparticles can be easily oxidized at high processing temperatures. Molten salt can 

protect nanoparticles from oxygen in the air and avoid severe burning issues. (3) Provide a 

transportation medium for nanoparticle incorporation. The atomic bonds of carbides nanoparticles 

such as TiC have partially metallic characteristics, thus carbide usually wet better with metal melt 

than molten salt. Then nanoparticles can self-transport into molten metal to reach a more favorable 

energy state. Moreover, TiC nanoparticles are uniformly dispersed in the pseudo clusters 

(nanoparticle rich zones). This is originated from the interaction potential between nanoparticles. 

With the addition of TiC nanoparticles, the microhardness of Al-TiC nanocomposites is 

significantly enhanced. This novel salt-assisted incorporation method paves a new pathway for 

mass production of metal matrix nanocomposites. 

In addition, to maximize the Orowan strengthening and study the phase control effect from 

smaller nanoparticles, a novel and facile molten salt reaction method was developed to synthesis 

small TiC nanoparticles with a diameter about 10 nm, which is not commercially available. Molten 

eutectic NaCl-KCl salt provides a reaction medium, allowing chemical reaction to occur at lower 

temperatures. K2TiF6 react with Ti powders to provide free floating Ti2+ ions to decompose to Ti 

at the diamond surface. Then this deposited Ti layer reacts with diamond nanoparticle to form TiC 

nanoparticle. The size of the TiC nanoparticles can be well controlled by the reaction template of 

diamond nanoparticles in this study. Moreover, the as synthesized 10 nm TiC nanoparticles are 

then incorporated into Al matrix by the molten salt assisted incorporation method and the size of 

TiC nanoparticles can remain as about 10 nm. In addition, the microhardness of Al-TiC 

nanocomposites with 10 nm TiC nanoparticles is significantly improved.  

To further improve and simplify the processing of Al nanocomposites reinforced by TiC 

nanoparticles with diameter of 10 nm, a novel one-step in-situ reaction and incorporation method 
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was explored, by which the synthesis and incorporation of TiC nanoparticles are finished by one-

step mechanical mixing process. Ti4+ ions from K2TiF6 salts were reduced by molten Al to provide 

Ti atoms in the molten salt. The Ti atoms then react with diamond nanoparticles to produce TiC 

nanoparticles. Since the reduced free Ti atoms could move freely in the molten salt, the sizes of 

the produced TiC nanoparticles are determined by the size of diamond nanoparticles as they served 

as the reaction templates. The average diameter of raw diamond nanoparticles is 5-10 nm, and the 

size of formed TiC nanoparticles is approximately 11 nm. The as-cast and cold rolled Al-TiC 

nanocomposites with 11 nm TiC nanoparticles show significantly improved mechanical properties.  

Cu-WC nanocomposites with various volume fractions of nanoparticles were also 

successfully fabricated by the molten salt method after different salts were tested for optimized 

processing. KAlF4, borax and NaCl were all effective for the incorporation of WC nanoparticles 

into the molten Cu. WC nanoparticles can be readily incorporated into Cu melt because of the the 

good wettability between WC and Cu melt. WC nanoparticles can be uniformly distributed and 

dispersed in Cu matrix and provide much enhanced mechanical properties (strength, hardness and 

Young’s modulus) without significant deterioration of the electrical conductivity, which suggests 

that the new Cu-WC nanocomposites could serve as high strength and high electrical conductivity 

materials for a widespread range of applications. .  

The nanoparticles enabled phase control in liquid-liquid phase was studied in immiscible 

alloys both experimentally and theoretically to advance the fundamental understanding and to 

solve the long-standing challenges in solidification processing of immiscible alloys. It is shown 

that nanoparticles can move to the interface between the primary phase and secondary phase 

forming a coating and slowing down the diffusional growth of the secondary phase, which results 

in a significantly refined microstructure. TiC nanoparticles were successfully utilized in the Al-Bi 
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immiscible alloy for scalable manufacturing of high performance self-lubrication bearing materials. 

The nanoparticle-enabled phase control mechanism allows us to process Al-Bi immiscible alloys 

in large scale. With the increase of cooling rate, the average diameter of Bi phase decreases and 

the size of the minority Bi phase can be reduced to submicron, breaking the fundamental and 

technical limits of processing immiscible alloys and opening up more exciting applications. The 

mechanical properties of Al-Bi immiscible alloy with TiC nanoparticles can be further enhanced 

by Cu element addition and cold rolling for practical applications. With the addition of Cu element, 

Al-Cu precipitates were formed during processing and thus the mechanical properties are enhanced. 

The addition of Al-5Ti-1B grain refiner is also effective to refine the grain size and thus further 

enhance the mechanical properties.  

Tungsten (W) nanoparticle was demonstrated to be effective for the processing Zn-Bi 

immiscible alloys. For the first time, W nanoparticles were easily incorporated and dispersed in 

Zn-8Bi alloy melt by semi-solid mixing and ultrasonic-assisted processing for Zn-8Bi-2vol%W 

nanocomposites. XRD analysis indicated that W nanoparticles were chemically stable in the Zn-

8Bi melt. SEM and EDS analyses demonstrated that W nanoparticles self-assembled at the Zn-Bi 

interface driven by the reduction of system surface energy. W nanoparticles significantly refined 

the size of the Bi phase and prevented the Bi sedimentation during Zn-Bi immiscible alloy casting. 

Microhardness test showed that W nanoparticles significantly enhanced the mechanical properties 

of Zn-Bi. The unprecedented use of chemically-stable metal nanoparticles for phase control in 

immiscible alloys simplifies the processing because metal nanoparticles offer excellent wettability 

with molten metal to allow effective nanoparticle incorporation and dispersion.  

Nanoparticles are not only effective for processing of metallic immiscible alloys, but also 

function well in organic immiscible systems. It is shown that B4C nanoparticles are suitable to 
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control the immiscible organic SCN-CTB system. The intermediate polarity of B4C makes it 

suitable for the phase control of CTB-SCN material system. Therefore, the nanoparticles provide 

a general approach to control phase evolution of immiscible alloys during solidification processing. 

The grain refinement by nanoparticles for pure metals is studied in different model material 

systems such as Cu-WC, Al-TiB2 and Zn-WC. In this study, a new discovery that nanoparticles 

can refine metal grains down to ultrafine or even nanoscale by instilling a continuous nucleation 

and grain growth restriction mechanism during slow cooling (< 100 K/s) is reported for the first 

time. When casting pure Cu with WC nanoparticles, the grain sizes of Cu are refined substantially 

ultrafine and even nanoscale, which is approximate to the inter-particle spacing. Differential 

scanning calorimetry (DSC) studies showed that Cu-WC samples need significantly longer time 

(by 83%) to complete the solidification than pure Cu, indicating nanoparticles can substantially 

slow down the solidification process. It is proposed that nanoparticles can restrict the grain growth 

by the Gibbs-Thompson effect, thus allowing a continuous nucleation throughout the solidification 

process. In addition, the as-solidified bulk ultrafine/nanocrystalline Cu reveals an unprecedented 

thermal stability up to 1023 K (0.75 melting point of Cu) and high mechanical properties. 

Furthermore, this newly revealed grain control mechanism is successfully applied in other 

materials systems such as Al-TiB2 and Zn-WC for ultrafine grains via slow cooling. This 

revolutionary method paves a pathway for the mass production of bulk stable ultrafine-grained 

(UFG)/nanocrystalline materials. This method may be readily extended to any other processes that 

involve cooling, nucleation and phase growth for widespread applications. 

In summary, this dissertation presents experimental methods and a theoretical framework 

to understand and utilize the newly discovered nanoparticles enabled phase control mechanisms 

during solidification processing. The understanding of the nanoparticles enabled phase control 
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for immiscible alloys and grain refinement of pure metals is significantly advanced. This 

approach breaks the fundamental and technical limits for solidification processing of metals for 

broad applications.   
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Chapter 7 Recommendations for Future Work 

With the scientific and technical advances on nanoparticles enabled control phase in 

solidification processing in this study, it suggests that nanoparticles would be a very promising 

approach to tackle more challenges faced by conventional metallurgy. To further understand the 

nanoparticles enabled phase control and extend its applications, following research directions are 

recommended:  

7.1 In-situ Study on Nanoparticles Enabled Phase Control 

In-situ study for the fundamental understanding of nanoparticle enabled phase control is 

very important. Here two approaches for the in-situ study are proposed: (1) In-situ dynamic 

transmission electron microscope (DTEM) serves as a unique in-situ electron microscope to 

observe fast materials process at the micro to nano scale [McKeown 2015, Campbell 2014 and 

McKeown 2014]. DTEM could be utilized to in-situ study the nucleation and growth for metals 

containing nanoparticles. With a laser heating system in TEM, it is feasible to melt the material 

and then directly observe the nucleation and grain growth during cooling which can provide us 

first hand insights how the nanoparticles affect the solidification behaviors. (2) Taking advantages 

of the transparency of some organic alloys, it is possible to directly observe the growth of the 

phases by optical microscope during cooling. The previous study on the SCN-CTB immiscible 

alloys have validated the feasibility of this approach. The implementation of the in-situ experiment 

study will unleash the unabridged dynamic procedure how nanoparticles control the phase 

evolution during solidification. 
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7.2 Investigate Different Types of Nano-Elements for Phase Control 

From the theory proposed in this study, the size and shape of nanoparticles have significant 

effects on phase control. Thus it will be of scientific significance to investigate the different types 

and sizes of nano-elements on phase control. For example, the earlier work has shown that TiC 

nanoparticles of 50 nm in diameter can refine the size of the secondary Bi phase in Al-Bi alloys to 

several micrometers under regular casting. It is highly possible that smaller nanoparticles could 

form the coating faster than larger nanoparticles and thus the size of the secondary minor phase 

could be refine even down to nanoscale. Moreover, nano-elements with different shapes will also 

be interesting for optimized phase control. 

7.3 Nanoparticle Modified Metallurgy 

We have shown that nanoparticles can be very effective for immiscible alloys and grain 

refinement of pure metals. It will be significant to study the capability of nanoparticles to tune 

other secondary phase such as the eutectic phase, precipitate and even meta-stable phase such as 

martensite for desired microstructures and thus better performance. Nanoparticles enable phase 

control opens up a lot of exciting research directions to explore for conventional metallurgy.  

7.4 Nanotechnology-enabled Materials Processing 

The nanoparticles enabled phase control is successfully demonstrated as an effective 

method to tune the solidification behaviors of metals. It is highly promising that this methodology 

would be applied to any other materials manufacturing processes involve melting and 

solidification, such as welding, casting, thermal spraying, laser processing and additive 

manufacturing, to effectively control the phase evolution for desired microstructure. In addition, 
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the incorporation of nanoparticles also has great potential to mitigate the current manufacturing 

issues in these processes by control the solidification behaviors. 
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